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PROLOGUE
Since the year 2689, The Potentate of Reidforcia has been systematically taking control of the entire galaxy.
For decades they have slowly been annexing territory. The only resistance left is the Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments (CIG). For the past two years the battle has been going badly for the CIG.
The Reidforcian armada consists of some of the biggest and most powerful space vehicles ever assembled.
Joseph Xelco shanghaied the experimental ship ZX/2 off of the rescue ship Burmi, taking Denise Wantis
along, to save his father Matthew Xelco from Reidforcia where he was held as a prisoner.
After saving Dr. Xelco, the crew of the ZX/2 creates havoc for the Reidforcian forces at Colonus. Lord
Froth is captured and the CIG has the Potentate on the run.
The war is not over, but the inertia has swung in favor of the Confederation of Intrpanetary Governments.
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ADVENTURE
Chapter I
“We don’t have the supplies to last that long!” Denise jumped in. “Now what
are we going to do?” she gave in to her anxieties
“Denise, we think that it would be a good idea if we went back to Earth to try
and get our lives back to normal. The events of the past few months have been beyond
what a girl of your age should have to experience. We think that if we can go home and
settle back into the life we had, you will find what your purpose in life is supposed to
be,” Mr. Wantis tried to find the words that would make sense to Denise.
“I understand your concern for me Mom and Dad, but I have to make my own
life, and Earth isn’t it. If you want to return to a normal life that’s fine, but I have a
right to choose my own destiny,” Denise responded to her parents.
Denise turned and walked into her room, closing the door behind her. She picked
up the inter-collective communicator and tried to reach Joseph. She and Joseph had not
had a chance to talk very much since their arrival on Velos. There was no answer so
she lay across her bed and day dreamed of how things had been while they were
rescuing Joseph’s father.
Just then there was a knock at the door.
“Come in, its opened,” Denise said expecting her parents to come in and give
her another lecture.
“Hey, what’s up?” Joseph quipped as he walked into Denise’s room, which
wasn’t exactly ready for a visitor.
Denise hurriedly cleaned up what she could while Joseph laughed at the mess.
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“This is exactly how I envisioned your room,” Joseph chuckled as he cleared a
small spot on her bed so he could sit down.
“Knock it off, wise guy. What does your room look like?” Denise fired back as
she continued to straighten.
“I was just wondering if you would like to take a trip on the ZX/2 with my dad
and me?” Joseph put the question to Denise.
“Really? Where are you going?” Denise anxiously responded.
“The CIG High Command wants us to take a group of the captives we rescued
off the Fristle, to the planet Rigmar in the Dosta sector. There’s a rehabilitation
hospital on Rigmar designed to reintegrate those who were displaced by the war back
into Confederation life. Did you know some of those people have never seen their
home planets?” Joseph explained the reason for the trip. “With the new Bronstine
thrusters on the ZX/2 we should be there and back within three or four days.”
“Have you talked to my parents about this?” Denise asked excitedly.
“My dad is talking to them right now. He feels it would be a good change of
pace for us. I think it would be good to get away from all this,” Joseph answered.
“I’m ready when you are!” Denise jumped up in anticipation.
Joseph and Denise left her room and entered the living space of the small
collective housing unit that had served as home since arriving on Velos. Dr. Matthew
Xelco and Denise’s parents were talking in the living room.
“Can I go?! Please can I go?” Denise begged her parents.
“Well, we can’t see any harm in allowing you to go, so I guess the answer is yes,
but only if Dr. Xelco goes along,” Mrs. Wantis said with a big smile on her face as she
reached out to give Denise a hug. The look on her face showed that she realized that
her little girl was growing up and there was no way of stopping it.
Later in the afternoon, Denise arrived at the hanger bay where the ZX/2 had been
stored since its arrival on Velos. She had her packed bag with her ready to go. The
external skin had been replaced with a metallic blue trianthium layer to make it more
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resistant to the heat and pressure. The old skin had been badly scratched from the
impact on Lonturi.
The shiny blue metal made the craft glisten under the lights in the hanger and
gave off the glow of a halo around it. The new Bronstine thrusters were installed, and
they were in the final testing phase with Digit.
New Ralston torpedoes were hanging from the base of the wings. A new bigger
Krolon Power canon was mounted on the underside of the ship, and the landing gears
were updated with new sturdier mounts.
Denise just stared at the ship that had provided them so much adventure. She
looked absolutely beautiful in the glow of the light that streamed in through the
widows that surrounded the hanger.
Joseph jumped down from the hatch, excited to see Denise. “Come on we’re
almost ready to go. Everybody else is on board,” Joseph implored Denise. She
recognized several of the passengers including Somat Donley, Yendor Remlap, and
Fragon the Bignol,
She climbed the ladder and took a seat at the back of the ship. Up front she saw
Dr. Xelco sitting in the co-pilot’s seat checking over the controls and reading the
gauges. He was working on some of the internal systems. He had reengineered some of
the systems that had caused a few problems before.
Joseph went forward to the pilot’s seat and sat down. He looked like a natural
for the job.
He was now an honorary second lieutenant, and had his Confederation flight
patch sewn on his sleeve, along with the CIG Emblem. Usually only cadets who have
graduated from the academy or pilots who have had one hundred hours of combat
training received the flight patch. This was quite an honor for Joseph.
“Comp... er Digit, engage lift off procedures and set a course for Rigmar in the
Dosta sector on my command,” Joseph said with authority, glad to be back in control
of the ZX/2.
ADVENTURE
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There was no response. “Digit, engage lift off procedures and set a course for
Rigmar in the Dosta sector on my command,” Joseph repeated
“What’s wrong? Computer are you OK?”
A simple “Yes” was the CPU’s response without much emotion.
“Can you engage lift off procedures and set a course for Rigmar in the Dosta
sector on my command,” Joseph asked the CPU a bit confused over the lack of
response.
The CPU replied, “OK”
“What’s going on with Digit? She seems sluggish.” Joseph queried his father.
“I think she may be a bit rusty since she has been pretty much out of the loop
since we got here.” Dr. Xelco replied distracted by what he was doing. “Most of her
duties have been concentrating on assimilating the new hardware into the CPUs control
and adjusting them for maximum performance.”
“Dad, is everything checking out all right on your side?” Joseph asked.
“A.O.K.!” Dr. Xelco responded.
“Computer, Engage!” Joseph ordered the CPU.
The little craft lifted off of the landing pad, turned towards the large hanger
doors behind them and then hovered over the ground for a moment as it made its way
toward the daylight beyond. As soon as the ship left the confines of the building the
thrusters kicked in shoving the ZX/2 out of the atmosphere and toward Rigmar. The
passengers became anxious. They were headed towards a new life and the possibility
of seeing their own planets for the first in their lives. Most of them began talking
among themselves in the excitement.
Suddenly the ship jerked and shimmied. The thrusters began to make an unusual
noise and then the craft lurched forward at a high speed, leaving the passengers pressed
against the back of their seats. The ZX/2 flashed out of the influence of Velos and was
on its way.
“That was strange,” Joseph said to his father. “Do you think you could check out
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the CPU to see what’s going on?
“Let me see,” said Dr. Xelco who decided to review the data on the console in
front of him. “Do you have our direction and speed Joseph?”
“What the instruments are saying and what I am observing are different,
something is not right dad,” Joseph had a panic to his voice.
We are moving faster than we have ever moved before, but the navigational
system is not responding properly. I think we should slow down before we hit
something,” Joseph reported to his dad, while he scanned the information on the
console in front of him.
Suddenly, as if out of nowhere the little whitther jumped up onto Joseph’s lap
looking for food once again.
Startled by the little creature’s reappearance, Joseph juggled him, and almost
dropped him onto the ground.
“Where does he hide when we can’t find him? He sure has a memory from
where his last meal came from. Why don’t you get me some aluminum foil so I can
feed him?” Joseph suggested to Denise.
Suddenly Dr. Xelco had bad news, “Something is wrong with the navigational
system. The course that we set for Rigmar seems to be incorrect. The gyrospector
appears to be out of alignment, and we can’t correct it,”
Somat Donley, came forward and feverishly began working on the underside of
the console trying to fix whatever might be worng. Flashes of sparks came out from
under the panel and lights flashed on and off across the front of the console.
“What’s going on here?” Joseph tried to get an answer from Somat amidst the
confusion.
Somat pulled his head out from under the counter and with a look of disgust on
his face, he turned to Joseph and reported, “That little whitther friend of yours has built
a nest up under here, and there are two or three little pups in it. She used sections of
wiring from the harness to manufacture her little den. By doing so she has ruined the
ADVENTURE
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gyrospector.”
“We’ll have to slow down to sub-light speed and track our course on
conventional equipment. This means that it might take a month to get to Rigmar,” Dr.
Xelco reported after reviewing the maps.
“We don’t have the supplies to last that long!” Denise jumped in. “Now what are
we going to do?” she gave in to her anxieties.
“I don’t know. We’ll have to take a couple of steps backwards and take a look at
this thing in a practical way,” Dr. Xelco’s voice trying to calm those around him.
“Computer, where are we, or should I say what is the closest inhabitable planet
to us and how long will it take to get there?” Joseph put the question to the CPU.
“We… are… in… the… Durius… sector… of… the… second… quadrant…”
Then the CPU went silent.
“Digit, I mean computer, are you O.K.?” Joseph quickly noticed the change.
“Please… define… O.K.,” Digit laboriously responded.
“Dr. Xelco, what’s wrong?!” Denise demanded of the doctor.
“It would appear that some of the connections to the CPU have been severed by
the appetites of the little pups. It will take some doing to get it wired back correctly.
The three began to work feverishly to correct the problem, but without a
schematic it wasn’t very likely they would have the expertise to repair the damage, at
least not in the next few days.
One of the new passengers stepped forward and was now volunteering his
expertise. “Norami Zendu my name is, and a technician I am. Specializing this type of
CPU system I have. The problem diagnose I can and solution for it I can create,”
Norami Zendu was from the planet Frugolo in the Ygnaci sector of the second
quadrant, one of the newest members of the CIG. To see him as a passenger was a bit
of a surprise because Frugolos rarely leave their home planet. They are usually shy and
unassertive. They are dark skinned and have just a tuft of hair on the forehead which
they dye different colors to denote the tribe they originated from. Frugolos have very
~ 13 ~
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human characteristics. It was thought that the Frugolos were actually descendants of
humans (or the other way around) who had traveled in space centuries before. They are
extremely intelligent and have a peculiar knack for learning CPU technology. It was
the Frugolos who introduced the Confederation to the octo-directional interlocking
processor. It allows the newest of the Confederation CPUs, of which Digit was one, to
perform several functions at the same time, without the usual delays caused by the
massive gridlock of microns moving through the network at the same time. Having a
considerable knowledge of the wiring and programming details made Norami the
perfect solution to the problem, if there was to be one.
Somat pulled the tiny little critters from the nest. They began to whine and
squeal which immediately got the attention of their mother. She came up to Somat
hissing and spitting. All of the fur on her back stood up on end and her little round ears
were pinned back. Her sharp razor teeth were bared, and she crouched ready to pounce.
Somat quickly set the pups down and moved away from the ferocious creature who
threatened to remove a part of Somat’s body if he wasn’t careful.
Denise found a liconium box, a material that whitthers don’t particularly like to
eat, under the counter, and offered it to the mother as an alternative home. Denise lined
the box with foil and added some cloth to make it more comfortable. The mother
whither retreated from her fury and climbed into the box. She turned around and
around trampling the bedding to get it just right for her little babies. She then jumped
out, picked up the pups two at time, and deposited them in the box. She nuzzled them
into one corner and then curled up herself showing her pleasure with this new setup.
“Can you imagine that? Our little whitther friend is a mother, and all this time
we thought it was a boy,” Denise said as she bent over the box to inspect the tiny little
monsters who’s appetites had at least partially destroyed the CPU and the autonavigation systems.
“Down here, look good it doesn’t. The main harness to the directional the little
animal eaten through he has, and the main processor communication its portions
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damaged they are. modifications here there are some recognize I do not. Explain,
perhaps one of you could?” Norami informed the crew.
“Well, we took one of the Reidforcian helmets, with a universal translator built
into it, and we attached it to the buss connector on the driver side of the output panel.
We expected to get improved communications by doing so, but we got a whole lot
more. The CPU gained a personality, and actually helped plan our escape from the
Fristle. She was becoming more and more life-like, when that happened. Can you fix
it?” Joseph ended his explanation with a question.
“I know not. Time for me to figure exactly what done here needs to be. Space
please, give me. The best that I can, I will do,” Norami asked as he pushed the crowd
around him away. “Let you know soon I will. What able to do, I will tell.
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PAELLISS
Chapter II
“Father, what could be wrong. The CPU doesn’t respond at all now!” Joseph
panicked.

As Norami worked on the complex wiring, the remainder of the crew began to
discuss what options they had available to them. They were short on supplies, but long
on ideas. Every one of the passengers had a suggestion from starving themselves, to
ejecting nonessential personnel out the hatch.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco finally decided that this was not the time to be democratic.
They organized the team that had been together on the last voyage, and they sat around
the table in the galley where they tossed some ideas around.
“Well, with the CPU’s navigational system not functioning, we can’t risk using
the new Bronstine thruster system. If we did, the likelihood of us running into an
asteroid or even a planet is too great. We’ve got enough supplies to make it to Paelliss,
but we don’t have any idea what this planet is like. I don’t have any record of it in the
galactic charts other than a small dot in this sector. If we do go there and it’s
uninhabitable, then we’re gonna be stuck. We don’t have the equipment to get us back
off the planet until the CPU is fixed,” Dr. Xelco explained the situation to those around
the table. “Is there any more input on what options we have?” he put the question to
the others.
“If we had Lord Froth’s blue orb we could use it transport ourselves to wherever
we needed to go, but since we don’t, we’ll just have to do it the old fashioned way!”
Joseph joked.
~ 16 ~

“Come on, let’s get serious here. We’ve got a problem and we have to decide
what we’re going to do,” Dr. Xelco stopped the discussion and tried to get things back
on track. “I propose that we go on to Paelliss and take our chances. Send out a radio
signal before we get there to see if there is any life on the planet, and if there is, we can
get the information we need before we land.” Dr. Xelco continued.
“But Dad, one of the reasons we know so little about Paelliss is that it’s in the
buffer zone between Confederation and Reidforcian outposts. As far as I know, no one
from the CIG has tried to land there for fear that there might be Reidforcians there,”
Joseph tried to convince his father.
“I don’t see that we have another choice,” Somat added. “We don’t have the
supplies to do anything else.”
By a narrow vote it was decided that the ship should go to Paelliss, and then try
to hail any life forms that might be on the planet surface for information.
Norami came back with a report on the CPU. “In sad shape the CPU is. Key
components of the system, extensive damage to several the little whitthers have done.
Without a Confederation CPU to assist, the smallest of duties the CPU can only
manage to do. Done manually most functions on the craft will now have to be.”
“Well, we had better get back to work and get this crate over to Paelliss before it
completely falls apart,” Somat joked.
No one thought he was particularly funny.
A work schedule was set up for the next two and a half days. A rotational shift
was worked out so that each person’s duties would be duplicated. That way everyone
would be able to get adequate rest. Denise and two of the Bignol females went to the
kitchen and began to calculate rations for each person based on their size and estimated
caloric needs. Joseph, Somat and Fragon worked out a schedule for piloting the ship
while Dr. Xelco and Norami planned an around the clock maintenance schedule for the
ship’s operational systems.
Joseph went forward and slid into the pilot’s seat. He picked up the headset and
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adjusted the radio to the emergency CIG frequency, and turned on the distress signal. It
was hoped that the signals would get out, but with the damage to the CPU it was
unlikely the signal would be received.
He gave the coordinates for Paelliss, however with the all of the activity going
on around the galaxy, and with the new technology Digit had brought with her to the
Pegasus, it was unlikely that a ship would be available to rescue the ZX/2, especially in
such an out of the way location. Instead they were creeping at a snail’s pace to an
unknown world.
One of the first systems to begin to falter was the life support. The temperature
in the cabin was steadily rising and the air was becoming more congested. Soon after
that the water purification unit malfunctioned. Then the food dispensary quit, making
food preparation more tedious and more manual intensive. The more the crew had to
move about the cabin the worse the air got, and of course the worse the attitudes
became. Sleeping became an option for most to try and conserve the oxygen they had.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco were trying to figure out where they were from the stars
“Wait a minute!” Joseph almost jumped out of his chair. We may have been
looking at this thing all wrong.” Turning back to the CPU he asked it, “Computer, have
your main power functions been disrupted?”
“It… would… appear… so,” the CPU responded the way it responded when it
was working on latent energy.
Dropping his head towards the access hole to the lower level Joseph yelled
down, “Norami, we may have been looking at the wrong things, not to say that the
problems you encountered aren’t important, but the power system ports have been
interrupted somehow as well.”
“Check that yet, I didn’t do. Thank you Joseph, check all circuits leading into the
CPU, Somat and I will. Looking at the power input levels, we never dreamed. Looking
at the circuits themselves, we were only doing.”
Joseph turned to his father and said, “If that helps put Digit back on line it will
PAELLISS
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take a lot of pressure off of us. The last two days have been awfully hectic, and with
the approaching planet coming up, I would feel more at ease if the CPU could handle
the landing rather than having to do it manually myself.”
“Don’t count on it. The damage done to the primary circuits makes the CPU
abilities unknown at best,” Dr. Xelco gave his assessment of the problem while he took
a cloth from his pocket and wiped the sweat from his brow.
“Joseph Xelco, it would appear that you were correct in your theory. The fuse
connector to the power transformer is partially damaged, allowing only a small
percentage of power to get through. I have bypassed the missing fuse and now the CPU
is fully powered, but still limited in its ability to access certain portions of its memory
cells. We will just have to experiment to find out which memory banks are still intact,”
Somat reported.
“That’s great news!” Joseph began to see some hope. “Digit, please analyze your
systems and report,” Joseph quickly requested the CPU to give information.
No response.
“Digit, please give an assessment of your systems,” Joseph repeated his request.
No answer.
“Father, what could be wrong. The CPU doesn’t respond at all now!” Joseph
panicked.
“Perhaps you should call it Computer instead of Digit,” Dr. Xelco suggested.
“Oh yeah, I forgot. Computer, please give an assessment of your systems and
report,” Joseph tried again.
“Please… give… me… a… few… moments… to… allow… my… energy…
cells… to… rejuvenate. …Report… to… follow,” the CPU laboriously responded.
Several minutes passed while the crew waited anxiously for the CPU to give its
report. Lights began to get brighter and the data review screen began to dance with
activity.
The CPU in its old monotone voice began to give its report. “Power systems at
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near minimum levels; life support is failing, internal repairs now proceeding;
dispensary non-functional, internal repairs now proceeding; armaments, none
available, repairs now proceeding; directional systems non-operational and beyond
repair; auto-navigation system intact and usable under manual input; Memory banks in
tact but information retrieval lines have been severed, only limited information
available on activities between zero two hundred hours, twelve May, twenty-seven
thirty-two to nineteen hundred hours, thirty July, twenty-seven thirty-two,” the CPU
finished its report.
“That’s the last two months of data the CPU can’t get to. No wonder it hasn’t
responded the way we wanted it to,” Joseph began to get confident that the CPU would
be back to its old self again.
“Approaching Paelliss. We will be in gravitational influence of Paelliss in one
minute seven point six seconds,” the CPU sounding stronger reported, but still in its
monotone voice.
“Computer, can you land the ZX/2 on the planet under automatic controls?”
Joseph hoped the answer would be yes.
“Negative, the servo responders are outside of my control. With manual override
the ship should be able to make a safe landing,” the CPU in its dull voice responded.
“Computer, are your sensors operational?” Dr. Xelco again questioned the newly
revived system.
“Only marginally,” The CPU gave its answer in its monotone voice.
“What can you tell us about the planet?” Joseph requested.
“The atmosphere is a sigma nine alpha class, fit for life existence,” was labored
reply.
The surface is flat with natural vegetation of unknown varieties. Several life
forms are detected, but I am not able to determine of what species. There are unnatural
structures spread on all continents again of unknown type or origin. Is there anything
else you would like to know?” the CPU threw back a question.
PAELLISS
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“No thank you, not at this time,” Joseph replied.
“HEY EVERYBODY,” Denise shouted from the back of the craft. “The food
dispensary is working again!”
Joseph looked at his father and smiled, “What a relief. You know, I think it’s
getting cooler in here too.”
“Joseph, can you land this thing on manual?” Dr. Xelco seemed a little
concerned.
“If it’s like the simulator back on Lamdata I should be able to get us down. I just
don’t know how softly,” Joseph replied.
Joseph now had his eyes glued on the console screen before him and gripping
the throttle and directional sticks with all his strength. His hands were so tight that his
knuckles began to turn white.
“Everybody out from under the console. Get yourselves in your seats and buckle
your seat belts. This is going to be a rough ride,” Joseph ordered everyone.
Norami climbed out from beneath the CPU with a smile on his face. “The
system more functional, the extra power has made. When we get to the planet’s surface
further repairs I hope to make.”
He then got out of the access hole followed by Somat. Both of them covered in
sweat, but smiling at the progress they had made on repairing the damage. They each
took a vacant seat, preparing themselves for what could prove to be a real experience.
“Relax son, We’ll make it just fine,” Dr. Xelco consoled his son while he
himself secured his seat belt. He then turned around and made sure that all of the
passengers were ready for what could be a rather bumpy ride down to the planet
surface.
Denise quickly passed out the morsels of food the dispensary had managed to
get out, and then took a seat at the back of the craft waiting for the descent to Paelliss.
“Gravitational pull on craft at forty percent. Descent angle at thirty-two degrees.
Initial impact with atmosphere in seven point eight seconds. Reverse thruster activated.
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Landing procedures committed,” the CPU was giving off the statistics on the progress
of the landing. It was more than they had hoped the CPU could do just a few hours
ago.
Joseph under the strain of the landing was beginning to get nervous. Sweat
began to cover his brow and run down into his eyes. With the steadfastness of a true
professional he stuck with it. The craft entered the atmosphere and the exterior of the
small craft began to glow with the heat of the friction. The ZX/2 began to slow its
descent and as it neared the surface the clouds separated. The planet was green with
vegetation and glistened with the dew of the early morning sun.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco scanned the surface of the planet looking for an opening in
the dense forest below.
“Look over there, it looks like a meadow,” Dr. Xelco pointed out the window to
the right side.
The small craft turned and headed towards the opening.
Joseph maneuvered the ZX/2 smoothly over the treetops to the meadow. He
positioned the craft over the flattest part of the clearing and then began to lower to the
surface.
The craft’s retro thrusters fired on Joseph’s command bringing the ship to a
hovering position over the small opening in the trees. Igniting the thrusters, the craft
began a delicate descent to the meadow and softly came to gentle thud. The thrusters
shut off and a blast of exhaust was all that remained, and then silence. Joseph gave off
a sigh of relief, dropped his head onto the console and just lay still for a moment.
Everyone on the ship began to clap his or her hands in appreciation for the job
Joseph had done.
Joseph was just happy to be on the ground.
“EXCELLENT JOB MY BOY!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed. The CPU couldn’t have
done a better job of it!”
Dr. Xelco stood up and began to give orders on how to proceed. “We will need
PAELLISS
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everyone’s help in order to get ourselves out of this situation. We need water and food
most of all. We will also need to set up a camp outside the ship so we can clean out the
ZX/2 and prepare it for our journey home. Joseph has sent a distress signal out giving
the CIG command our coordinates. We’re not sure that they will receive the message
due to problems we are having with the CPU’s communication channels.”
“If we work together we can make this a pleasant excursion or if not a terrible
ordeal. Let’s pull this off and get out of here O.K.?” Dr. Xelco rallied the group.
Everyone gave their hardy approval.
Somat opened the door to this new world and as he did a rush of cool fresh air
rushed into the cabin. The smell of plant life had never smelled so good. Somat jumped
down out of the ZX/2 and then began helping the others to exit. As they set foot on the
ground all they could do was gaze at the beauty of the place. Most of them just
wandered about in a daze looking up at the spreading branches and green grass below.
The dampness and coolness of the place was refreshing and invigorating as well. It was
early morning and the sun glistened off the dew on the ground.
Dr. Xelco and Regis began to hand down supplies from the ship to set up the
temporary camp in the meadow. Canisters for water were dropped down, canvass for
tents, and then the radon stove was lowed and attached to the external power plug on
the underside of the ship.
“This is just like a picnic,” a voice from the crowd commented.
“Yeah, but it could be long a time before it’s over!” another voice replied.
No one thought it was funny.
Denise and a couple of the others stayed on the ship and began the tedious task
of cleaning the ship from front to back. After nearly three days, under less than perfect
conditions, the cleaning would take a long time. Food was on the floor and upholstery,
and the body odor from the intense heat filtered through every corner of the craft.
Joseph and Norami continued to work on the CPU trying to get the enhanced
capabilities back. They soon came to realize that without the aid of one of the
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enhanced CIG ships it would be unlikely that she would be as good as before the
accident. The damaged gyrospector was also a big problem because without it they
would not be able to use the Bronstine drives. Therefore making the journey to Rigmar
a very long trip, and with the current supplies and power resources, it would be
unlikely that they would be able to get there. After repairing the CPU the next priority
would be to get the gyrospector functional.
The whitther and her pups roamed around the meadow. Since the whitther is
such a protective animal, it would give them ample warning if something threatening
came along. They are a perfect alarm system
Fragon and Rygom (a Molteri) went through the batteries to make sure that they
were hooked up properly to the solar recharging system. It wouldn’t take long for the
batteries to be one hundred percent with the direct light that was hitting the panels.
Several of the others began to take the tarps and drape them over the exterior of
the ship to make the underside of the craft an inhabitable tent. The landing lights on the
bottom would act as lighting during the night hours. They also thought it would help to
disguise the ZX/2.
Three of the men were chosen to find water. They picked up the canisters and
headed down the valley hoping to find a stream or pond to get some water.
Time passed quickly as preparations were made for the stay on Paelliss.
Everyone had a job to do and the activity kept their minds off of their predicament.
They were marooned on a planet which no one knew anything about.
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Chapter III
Suddenly, without warning, the trees began to sway violently and the sky
began to turn black as storm clouds rolled in so fast that those who weren’t under
the cover of the ship found themselves in total darkness and without a reference on
how to get back to the ship.

Suddenly, without warning, the trees began to sway violently and the sky began
to turn black as storm clouds rolled in so fast that those who weren’t under the cover of
the ship found themselves in total darkness and without a reference on how to get back
to the ship.
Joseph looked up briefly from what he was doing and suddenly noticed the
darkness outside. As if by instinct he threw the external landing lights on. He began to
search the meadow with the search light mounted on the top of the ship. With the lights
on, those who were away from the ship began to race towards the ship’s cover.
All of a sudden the skies let loose their furry. A driving rain mixed with large
chunks of ice driven by tremendous winds knocked down those who were still exposed
to the weather. The wind was so violent that the ZX/2 began to sway back and forth
under the wind’s force and the interior echoed with the resounding impact of falling
ice.
Then, just as suddenly, the skies cleared up and the rain ceased. Those that
could, ran out to help the stranded passengers in the meadow. Two were seriously hurt
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and one was dead. The storm had also ripped the tarps and tattered some of the
connections to the ship.
“Where are the men who went after water?” one of the passengers asked.
Everyone looked around, but couldn’t find them. Denise, thinking the worst,
helped the injured ones into the ship, and said she would be ready if they had any more
casualties. Somat, and a couple others, found some containers and trapped as much of
the water running off the sides of the ship as they could. Norami went inside and
brought back a tester to see if the water was potable. It tested fine, so they began to
ration out the little they had.
Denise popped her head out of the hatch and asked if she could have the rest of
the water to use on the injured passengers. Somat complied and gave what was left
without taking any for himself.
Just then the three men who had gone after water, looking bedraggled and wet,
reappeared from behind a small rise and had good news.
“We found water just a short distance from here. We aren’t sure if it’s potable,
but we’ve got three canisters full of it,” one of the explorers reported.
“How did you survive the storm?” Somat inquired of the man.
“We found a large cave behind that hill,” he pointed behind them, “It’s large
enough for all of us,” he continued.
Somat climbed back into the ZX/2 to report what the men had told him.
“Dr. Xelco, we’ve got good news. The men we sent after the water are back and
they have found water as well as a cave big enough for all of us,” he said all in one
breath.
“Well, I guess we had better check this out,” Dr. Xelco said thoughtfully.
“We’ll need to transport all of the supplies down there. Somat get everybody together
and we’ll put together a work team. I just hope we don’t have a recurrence of that
storm again. I haven’t seen anything like that before,” Dr. Xelco said as he gazed out
the forward window and looked around expecting the storm to raise its fury again.
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The passengers worked well together removing the supplies from the ZX/2,
getting them ready for transport to the cave. The air was so fresh and clean that they
almost forgot about the fury of the storm that had just passed. Except for the dampness
on the ground and the melting chunks of ice, it was if that the storm had never
happened.
Two of the men found a suitable location, and dug a grave for the unfortunate
soul who had succumbed to the storm. They placed a stone at the head of the grave and
wrote an appropriate obituary on it with a lazer pen.
Once all of the equipment was packed and ready to be moved, Somat took the
lead and led the band of castaways to their new home, however temporary that might
be.
Dr. Xelco tested the water from the spring and found small microbes in it, but
with purification pellets the water was just fine.
“We won’t have a problem as far as water goes. We do need to find a source of
food though,” Dr. Xelco reported.
“Should we send out a hunting party to see what we can find,” recommended
Fragon, who had stayed behind to help put the cabin back in order since Denise was
busy helping the injured passengers. “We could send out two or three men with trazers
to scout out the area.”
“That’s a great idea, but let’s get everyone settled first. Our new home is going
to take some time to prepare,” Dr. Xelco reminded Fragon.
“I just thought we should begin to organize ourselves for the future. We need to
plan ahead, because it could be a long time before anyone finds us,” Fragon defended
himself.
“I agree with you, just in due time. We have a lot to do, and we don’t know if
another of those storms will appear,” Dr. Xelco advised Fragon
Outside the forward windows, they saw the others beginning their journey to the
cave beyond the hill.
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Norami and Joseph continued to work on getting Digit up and fully operational.
The job of repairing the harness was long and tedious work. Matching exactly the
correct wire to its mate was like building a giant jigsaw puzzle, except the pieces were
more mixed up, and there wasn’t a pattern to follow.
“Joseph Xelco, much progress we are not making. Too badly damaged the wires
are. Satisfied with what we’ve done so far, We should be,” Norami began to get
frustrated with the job before him.
“Don’t quit Norami, if we are patient and just take our time the job will get
done. We need this CPU in the best operational condition we can,” Joseph rebuked
Norami. “Besides, what else do we have to do right now?”
“Well, making my bed and preparing myself a meal I could be doing,” Norami
said with a smile on his face.
“Come on, let’s get back to work. We’ll have plenty of time to fix ourselves a
meal later,” Joseph replied while diving back under the console to work on the
electrical harness that the whitther had eaten.
Denise came out of the back room where she had set up her infirmary, and bent
down to see how things were going.
“I have everyone comfortable and under sedation. The wounds are only
superficial. I want to keep them under observation for a while to make sure there isn’t
something I missed. They really took a pounding from that storm. I think I’ll go and fix
a cup of hot tea, would you like some?” Denise asked after giving a full report.
“Huh? Did you say something?” Joseph asked as he pulled himself out from
under the console.
“Forget it, I’ll just bring some to you,” Denise said as she turned and left.
“What was that all about?” Joseph asked Norami not sure about what had just
happened.
“Not listening to her I think that you were to her, my opinion only that is,”
Norami surmised.
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“Whatever,” Joseph sighed as he slipped back under the console to continue his
task.
Norami read off the wiring sequences he had input into the C-Tablet, and told
Joseph which of the wires connected to which component. With the metal integrating
tool, Joseph was reconnecting the frayed ends of wire. The work was slow and
meticulous, but Joseph realized that if it they weren’t able to repair the damage they
may never have a chance of getting off of the planet.
“Joseph Xelco, about fifty percent done I think we are. To see how we are doing,
check out the system do you want?” Norami asked looking for an opportunity to take a
break.
“O.K.,” Joseph replied as he slid out from under the panel with sweat dripping
from his brow. “Whew, that’s harder than it looks,” Joseph said.
Denise came forward with the tea she had made for each of them.
“It’s pretty hot so be careful,” Denise said as she handed the glasses to them.
“Could you put mine in the cooler? I’m hot enough as it is,” Joseph requested.
Denise turned around muttering something under her breath.
“What was that all about?” Joseph again was confused.
“To worry not. A woman in love she is. Get over it she will,” Norami said
gazing back a Denise.
“In love! What are you talking about,” Joseph asked amazed at his last
statement. “And with whom?”
“Know you don’t? Obvious to all of us on this ship in love with you she is!”
Norami taunted Joseph.
“You’re nuts,” Joseph said as he slid under the console again to avoid the
embarrassment that Norami was obviously trying to put him under.
“Find out you will, Joseph Xelco,” Norami couldn’t resist the last dig.
Denise returned with the cold tea, left it with Norami, and then returned to her
patients without saying a word.
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Meanwhile Dr. Xelco was in the back of the ship trying to make repairs on the
gyrospector. The outer case had been gnawed through and several of the key
components inside had been removed, food for the whitther’s pups.
“I don’t think there’s any hope for this device. We won’t be able to travel above
light speed unless we can find a way to compensate for it,” Dr. Xelco said out loud to
himself.
As he walked out of his workspace towards the front of the ship he directed his
voice towards Joseph and Norami, “It’s getting late; we had better head down to the
cave and give them a hand in getting things settled. We can always come back
tomorrow and work on this some more.”
“Denise are you going to stay here with the injured ones?” Dr. Xelco asked her.
“I thought I would. I’ll check in with you over the communicator in about an
hour to let you know how things are going.” Denise suggested.
Joseph agreed and then turned off the CPU. “Let’s give her a rest so that she can
recharge overnight. We can continue to do our repairs in the morning,” Joseph said to
nobody in particular as he switched off the main power button. “Everything should be
OK here. The auxiliary systems are working fine. If you need us just holler.” Joseph
said to Denise as he prepared to drop to the ground.
Dr. Xelco hopped down the hatch with his backpack over his shoulder. Joseph
and Norami followed suit. Norami followed Dr. Xelco. Just before Joseph exited he
turned and kissed Denise on the cheek, smiled at her, and then jumped down. He
followed Norami and Dr. Xelco who were only a few cordons in front of him. Shortly
afterwards Fragon came running to join them. They followed the trail the others had
left in the long grass, which made it easy to see. Dr. Xelco began to whistle an old
medley of tunes from his hometown. Joseph was familiar with the tunes since he had
heard them from birth. He joined in as they walked together down the hill towards the
cave.
When they got there they found the place looking homey. The women had
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worked to fashion rooms inside using tattered tarps hung from wire extended from one
side of the cave to other. Some of the men had been busy hanging the wires and
another group was fashioning a cook stove out of the rocks on the ground. Somat had
rigged several of the headlamps around the room to illuminate the darkness and give a
warmer atmosphere to the place. Everyone was busy helping make the place as
comfortable as possible. It wasn’t as warm and cozy as the ZX/2, but it provided an
ample amount of space to get some privacy and more importantly some much needed
rest.
A meal was waiting for them when they arrived so they put their gear in their
assigned sleeping quarters and then sat down to eat the first hot meat they had had in a
long time.
Suddenly the sky went black again and the wind picked up to a loud rush.
Outside the entrance to the cave they could see the storm unleash itself again. Then just
as quickly the storm passed and the sun returned.
“Joseph, this is Denise checking in, do you hear me,” Denise checked in as
promised.
“Yeah, we hear you. How are things back on the ZX/2?” Joseph answered. “Did
the storm do any damage?”
“No, it was noisy, but we are all OK. The injured passengers are sleeping
comfortably. I think they will be O.K. in the morning. I’m going to stay here with
them,” Denise responded.
“Keep yourself safe and don’t let anyone in unless you know who they are,
O.K.?” Joseph implored her.
“All right, whatever you say. Take care and have a good night’s sleep,” Denise
finished her conversation with Joseph.
“See you in the morning,” Joseph then turned off the communicator.
The sky outside the cave became dark as the sun settled for the night. Paelliss,
being about the same size and rotational axis as Earth, has about a twenty-four hour
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day.
After eating, the tired travelers settled themselves down for a long and restful
sleep. They took their packs, fluffed them up, and used them for pillows over the hard
ground.
As the morning sun shone in through the entrance to the cave, the inhabitants
began to stir and awaken. Dr. Xelco, being the first to awaken, rolled over and tapped
Joseph on the shoulder to try and wake him up. Joseph rolled away and tried to ignore
this intrusion into his rest. Dr. Xelco, not about to give up, tapped him on the shoulder
again, finally getting his attention.
“Yeah, yeah, what do you want,” Joseph yawned in the middle of his sentence.
“Let’s get back to the ZX/2 and spell Denise so she can have some breakfast and
have a chance to get away from the confines of the ship,” Dr. Xelco suggested to his
son.
“O.K., but give me a minute to wake up,” Joseph again yawned and stretched his
body in a writhing fashion.
He then got up with his father and proceeded to walk over to the fire where a
fresh pot of coffee was waiting for them.
“Boy that sure smells good. Have you ever noticed how much better things smell
in the great outdoors? Just take a whiff of the air here. I can’t believe a place as
beautiful as this was hasn’t been discovered yet,” Dr. Xelco said as he walked to the
entrance of the cave with his cup of coffee in his hand.
“Would you like some breakfast before you go back to the ship?” asked one of
the female aliens who had prepared the meal.
Not wanting to offend her, they obliged. Even though most of the food was the
familiar freeze dried imitation packets found on most interstellar ships, being out in the
fresh air made it taste so much better. After filling themselves with food, Joseph and
Dr. Xelco started out of the cave.
Just before they stepped out, the wind kicked up and the sky turned black. The
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cave provided a measure of protection, but the wind was so strong it caused the tarps to
flap violently against it. By now everyone in the cave was awake, terrified by the storm
that flashed and blew outside. Then as quickly as it started the wind died down and
once again the sky turned deep blue with the sun shining down upon the grass below.
Dr. Xelco exclaimed, “Wow, I wonder if there is some sort of time table that
those storms keep. If we can predict the coming of a storm we could make sure we
were under cover before it hits.”
Turning back towards the cave Dr. Xelco suggested to Somat, “Keep track of the
frequency of these things and let us know if you find a pattern”.
“We’re sure lucky we stopped to have breakfast. If we hadn’t we’d be goners.”
Joseph said with a look of relief on his face.
“Check outside and see if everything looks O.K.” Dr.Xelco told Joseph.
Joseph went over to the doorway and looked out. He saw a beautiful rainbow
beyond the hills, and the glistening drops of water as they fell from the limbs on the
trees. It was hard to believe that a deadly storm had just gone through.
Dr. Xelco met Joseph at the door and then they proceeded to walk back to the
ZX/2 to check up on Denise. When they rounded the large rock that lay between the
ZX/2 and the cave they saw everything was as they had left it. The door to the ZX/2
was open inviting them inside. Joseph climbed up the ladder into the craft followed by
Dr. Xelco. When they got inside they immediately noticed that the Denise and the
others were gone! They looked around and to their surprise, the ship was empty.
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LOGNICIUS
Chapter IV
“By the way, would you please keep that little creature away from circuitry. It
has a negative effect on my systems, as you probably found out,” Digit returning to
her old self commented.
“Where could they have gone,” Joseph asked with a puzzled and startled look on
his face. “What has happened.”
“There doesn’t seem to have been a struggle here. Everything is in its place nice
and neatly organized, the way Denise would have left it,” Dr. Xelco tried to put a
positive note to a desperate situation.
Joseph jumped out of the craft and began to survey the ground to get a fix on
which direction they may have been traveling. The grass was so badly trampled by the
passengers from the day before that it was hard to get a track on the direction they
went.
Joseph made a bigger and bigger circle looking for a clue as to what may have
happened to his friend and the other passengers. To his dismay he couldn’t find any
trace of their having walked away from the ship.
“Digit has been turned off since last night, so she won’t be of any assistance in
finding Denise,” Dr. Xelco said after he noticed that the CPU was shut down. He
turned the CPU back on. He then picked up the communicator and called over to
Somat in the cave.
“Somat, this is Dr. Xelco, do you hear me, over,” Dr.Xelco tried to contact
Somat on the communicator.
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No answer.
“Hey what’s wrong with this thing?” Dr. Xelco asked Joseph since he couldn’t
seem to raise Somat.
Joseph looked at it and then realized that he had turned it off.
“What if Denise had been trying to reach us last night for help and she couldn’t
get through because I had that thing turned off. Boy am I stupid!” Joseph began to kick
himself for not leaving the communicator on.
Dr. Xelco turned on the communicator and again tried to raise Somat.
“Somat, this is Dr. Xelco, do you copy, over,” Dr. Xelco called over the device.
“This is Somat, what can I do for you?” Somat’s happy voice came back.
“We’re on the ZX/2 and there isn’t anyone here. We tried to find their exit path,
but we haven’t had any luck so far. We need help to figure out what might have
happened. Get over here as quickly as you can,” Dr. Xelco implored him.
“We’ll be right there, weather permitting,” Somat then signed off.
“Where do you think they could be?” Joseph very concerned he thought to
himself.
Just then a voice cam over the communicator.
“Anybody, do you hear me, come in please!” Denise’s voice came over the
communicator just as soon as Somat signed off.
“What was that?!” Joseph exclaimed as he grabbed the communicator, “Is that
Denise?” he wondered.
“Denise this is Joseph. Where are you?” Joseph spoke clearly into the
microphone.
A silent pause and then “Joseph, are you on the ZX/2? If so you now realize that
we aren’t there anymore. I don’t know where we are, but we are safe and well. The
Lognicius tribe from this planet has taken us to one of their cities. We are not
prisoners, but they are extremely curious about us. We are going to need the translator
in order to communicate with them.......” The conversation trailed off as the signal
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faded out.
“Wow, she has to be somewhere close to here or we wouldn’t have been able to
pick up that transmission. How are we going to find her?” Joseph asked himself out
loud.
“Perhaps we could ask the CPU. Her sensors still seem to be intact,” suggested
Dr, Xelco.
Just then the rescue party arrived from the cave ready to help search for Denise.
“Computer, can you give us the distance and direction of the signal we received
from the hand communicator?” Joseph asked the CPU after turning on the energy
power switch.
“Yes, the transmission was from approximately seven point eight kilacordons.
The signal may have been weakened by the material in the structure of the building
that it came from, probably trianium.” The CPU replied after booting up again.
“Computer, you sound better. Have your circuits improved?” Joseph asked the
CPU.
“Yes thank you, Joseph Xelco. Turning off my primary circuits helped me reroute some of my internal circuits around the damaged ones. I was also able to
recharge some of my latent cells, and with the added power I think that I can resume
most of my duties. If you would reestablish my tri-directional bypass circuits I think
that I could be of more use to you.” the CPU sounding more confident and energetic
responded, but still in a monotonic voice.
“Can you tell me which connectors have to be rewired in order for me to
accomplish that,” Joseph asked as he slid under the console.
“There are four pairs of wires that should make a big difference in my abilities,”
the CPU relayed the information to Joseph. “I will send you a schematic of the
connections that are missing to the C-Tablet.”
With the new information, Joseph was able to decipher the correct wiring and
then with the metal integrator he reconnected the broken connections. Then he checked
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with the CPU.
“Computer, did that help?” Joseph crossed his fingers as he asked for a report on
the progress of the new work.
“Joseph Xelco, why are still calling me ‘computer’. You know I prefer Digit,”
the CPU responded in the softer more appealing voice.
A cheer went up from the group and they hugged each other, because they had
Digit back, maybe not one hundred percent, but much better than before.
“By the way, would you please keep that little creature away from circuitry. It
has a negative effect on my systems, as you probably found out,” Digit returning to her
old self commented.
“We’ve constructed a cover out of acrylic glass so she can’t get to your circuits
any more. Please give us a report on your condition and what we might be able to do to
perfect your systems,” Joseph requested.
“Memory banks still have a period of time that I have no recall, but with my
integrated programming the lost data is being retrieved from my backup archives. I
predict approximately ninety-seven point six percent efficiency can be obtained within
twenty-four hours. Additional rewiring of my connectors could bring that statistic up,”
the computer reported.
“Compu... Ah I mean Digit, can you design a portable language translator out of
our standard portable units?” Joseph inquired.
“Yes, if you take the dilothium crystal and tune it to......” the CPU began her
long explanation of how to convert the unit for translation use.
Dr. Xelco and Somat began following the CPUs directions while Joseph and the
others put together a survival kit for their journey. The food processor had produced
enough di-hydroxide water to last several days and frozen dried food to feed the entire
group.
The distance was not that far, but the land they had to travel was unknown. They
wanted to be prepared for whatever lay ahead.
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“Somat, have you been able to make sense out of those storms yet,” Joseph
questioned.
“It would appear, from the data that I input into the C-Tablet, that the storms do
have a frequency relationship. From the information I was able to input, it would seem
that shortly before dusk and dawn, an atmospheric change occurs that creates that
storm. If my calculations are correct, that storm travels around the planet following the
rise and decline of the sun. That means that we are at risk no matter where we are on
the planet,” Somat condensed the report he had in front of him from the C-Tablet.
“Is there any way we can protect ourselves from the storm’s fury?” Joseph
inquired.
“We might be able to use the chronthium shields we took from the Reidforcians.
They are strong and withstand a lot of punishment,” Yendor suggested.
“Good idea!” was the overwhelming response.
“Digit, can you communicate with us and use your sensors to help us find
Denise?” Regis asked.
“Yes, if you use the Quad Radial Emanator (QRE) and the digital interface in
conjunction with the communicator, it will be just like I am beside you. The readings
from the QRE will allow me to tell you everything you need know. The direction and
location of the last communication has been locked into my memory,” The CPU
sounding more and more lifelike by the minute responded.
“Is there anything else in those closets we could use for protection in case we get
caught in one of those storms,” Joseph asked as he continued to pack supplies into his
backpack.
“There are some foil thermal blankets in here. What do you think about these?”
one of the rescue team responded.
“Bring them along. It can’t hurt,” Joseph turned to look at them.
Joseph packed the same equipment he and Denise had used when they arrived on
Reidforcia. It was kind of like déjà vu. He found the samitar Denise had with her when
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she was pulled aboard the ZX/2 on Sigmata and the chronthium shield.
Being on a strange planet about to rescue someone he cared about from an
unknown enemy was taxing his emotions. Suddenly the ribbing he had taken from
Norami about Denise the day before didn’t matter anymore.
“Are we about ready?” Dr. Xelco said as he got up from the console with the
newly rewired transmitter. “With this we should have the same capabilities as the
Reidforcian helmets.”
After checking and rechecking the equipment it was decided that Joseph, Somat,
Yendor, and Lond, (a Bignol) would attempt the journey to rescue Denise and the two
others.
Dr. Xelco and Norami would stay behind, monitor the radio, and keep the others
informed of the rescue as well as continue to repair the damaged systems. Regis would
go back to the cave and keep things organized there.
“How soon do you predict that another storm will pass through here?” Joseph
asked Somat.
“It won’t be here for about eight more hours,” Somat responded.
“Actually it will be arriving in seven hours fifty-two hours twenty-seven point
six seconds,” the CPU offered once again.
“Thanks Digit, we needed that,” Dr. Xelco fooled with the CPU.
“You are welcome,” she replied.
The rescue team said its goodbyes and then headed in the direction the CPU had
plotted for them.
The rescue team dropped down out of the ZX/2 and headed for the forest on the
far end of the meadow.
Dr. Xelco tested the radio frequency to see if the signal would be strong enough
to keep them in touch. “Joseph are you reading us?”
Joseph came right back, “Yes Dad, we hear you loud and clear we’ll keep you
informed of our progress and what we see.”
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Dr. Xelco and Norami returned to work on the CPU where Joseph and Norami
had left off, only this time the CPU assisted in the work and informed them of what
needed to be done and how to do it. A truly remarkable feat for a CPU, even if it was
Digit.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The Lognicius found the ZX/2 after observing its approach, and then its landing
on the planet. They used individual hover crafts that left no trace of their ever being at
the ZX/2. (That is why Joseph couldn’t find any trace of the direction they had gone.)
These hover crafts resemble ancient Roman chariots in design, but they lack the horses
and wheels. They are designed for speed and are very maneuverable. They can carry
up to three ordinary sized humans.
The Lognicius circled around the craft, not knowing what to expect. They
noticed the hatch was open. When they tried to look into the windows, they couldn’t
see anything. Cautiously they approached the entrance.
When they entered the ZX/2, they startled Denise and her patients, but since they
didn’t act in a hostile manner Denise greeted them. The Lognicius were more curious
than anything else. Denise realizing that they were in no danger, welcomed them
inside.
Denise found out that the Lognicius have advanced medical skills. After having
braved the frequent storms on this planet for centuries, they are well aware of the skills
necessary to heal the injured. Though their injuries weren’t severe; the medical
techniques used by the Lognicius made them like new in a matter of seconds.
(The Lognicius are human in appearance. They have white skin, white hair, and
bright white eyes. Their eyes are closely set to each other and they have no visible ears.
They have small round mouths and no nose. Their hair surrounds their heads like a
wreath. They wear tunics that drape over one shoulder and hang to just below their
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knees, (they were later to find out that the red uniform is the uniform of the elite guard
of the city). They wear a golden belt around their waist and from it hangs an
assortment of objects unknown to the crew of the ZX/2. They have long elongated
fingers on the ends of thin long arms, and thin legs. Their feet are long and skinny with
thin toes that are extremely dexterous. They can use them the same as humans use their
fingers. They wear sandals of gold that glistened in the light. Their body structure,
though smaller than humans, is very similar.)
Communication with the Lognicius was slow and crude. Using mostly sigh
language to communicate, the Lognicius told Denise and the others that they would
have to go with them to their city.
Denise tried to communicate with Joseph and the others to tell them that they
were leaving, but to no avail. She left a note on the door so when they returned in the
morning they would know that she had gone with the Lognicius guards.
The passengers from the ZX/2 joined the Lognicius guards in the hover crafts
and then flew across the meadow towards the forest. The stars in the sky were beautiful
against the dark background.
Because of the lack of communication, it was difficult to understand why they
Lognicius wanted them to go with them. They really didn’t have much of choice
because they were outnumbered.
Flying in the hover crafts over the forest was a real adventure. The stars above
them seemed close enough to reach and grab. The hover crafts floated smoothly just
above the trees below.
It was a warm evening so the wind blowing in Denise’s face felt invigorating.
She didn’t feel frightened, which surprised her.
Once they arrived in the city, Denise and the others were taken to a large
building. As they entered the city, most of the citizens came out to stare at them, even
though it was night. These strangers from another place were quite the sight.
The hover crafts came to a stop outside a large building. They were escorted to
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the entrance, and taken inside the building. Then Denise and the others were escorted
up some stairs to a large room that looked like a library. Books and manuscripts were
laid out on tables.
One of the Lognicius guides pointed to one of the tables and motioned for them
to sit down.
The Lognicius’ writing is basic and simplistic, so translating it was a piece of
cake for Denise, compared to Reidforcian. The wait was long so she took advantage of
the time to read.
Most of the writing was about the history of the planet. Some of the documents
described the culture and how it had evolved. Others talked about the government and
how it was formed.
According to the writings, there had been a visit from creatures from the sky.
They had brought death and destruction to the people of the planet. They had ravaged
the planet and then left it desolate. Only after decades of hard work and care had the
planet been revitalized.
While she was reading the stories, she was amazed at how friendly the Lognicius
had been to those from the sky, but the visitors were cruel and vicious. The creatures
described in the stories matched the description of the Reidforcian guard.
Denise sat back in amazement. The Reidforcians had been here in the past.
Could they still be here? Suddenly she didn’t feel as safe as she had before.
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Chapter V
Denise began to tell Joseph about where she was when the communicator lost
the signal. “Now what can I do?” she thought to herself.

After reading the manuscripts, she learned this was an ancient culture, which
relishes their privacy. They are protective of their culture and of their planet. She also
learned that the Lognicius had a strong fear of visitors, and that they had a method of
dealing with strangers who threatened them, although the writings didn’t go into detail
about how they did that.
It was quite a while before they received something to eat. The food was tasty,
but it was lonely in the big room. The two others who came with her sat in silence, not
knowing what to say.
A little while later an escort returned to the library and motioned for Denise and
the others to follow. The escort took them across the center of the city. It was still dark,
but the way was well lit. The streets were empty and quiet.
They were taken to a small hut. Once inside they were surprised at just how
roomy the little building was. There was space for six or seven people, an eating area,
and some chairs to relax while observing the large entertainment panel on the wall.
Denise tried to reach someone on the communicator, but no one responded. She
began to get worried that something may have happened to those left at the cave.
Denise and the others found a place to lie down and they fell asleep.
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As the morning sun began to rise in the sky. Activity began to buzz around the
town. Denise once again tried to raise the ZX/2 on her communicator, but to no avail. A
couple of young women brought a meal of slush to them. Denise dipped her finger into
the bowl and took a very small amount of the semi-liquid substance. When she pressed
it to her lips; she smiled. The taste was sweet and creamy. It didn’t take much to fill
her up.
Denise went outside to enjoy the sunshine. She noticed the camp was empty.
Suddenly the storm clouds that had blown in the day before came raging through the
camp and sent Denise flying against the side of her hut. She managed to find the
entrance and crawled in leaving the darkness of the storm outside. She looked down at
her side and saw that she had cut her arm. She pulled a piece of cloth from the bottom
of her pants and fashioned a bandage out of it. As she lay on the floor, the fury of the
storm raged outside of the hut. Fortunately the hut was built to withstand the awesome
power of these storms. As quickly as the storm had appeared, the winds stopped and
the sun shone brightly, leaving small beams of light shining through the cracks in the
sides of the hut.
Denise rose from the floor totally bewildered. She wished she had brought some
plastio paste to fix her wound.
Just then two of the Lognicius women came into the hut to check on their guests.
When they saw that Denise had hurt herself they took some salve out of a basket they
were carrying and spread it over the wound. Like a magic healer the cut healed over,
quickly vanishing, leaving no trace of the injury.
“Wow, this is better than plastio paste,” Denise thought to herself. “I hope I can
get some of that to take back with me.”
She decided to try and raise the ZX/2 once more. She had been using the
communicator trying to raise someone back at the ZX/2 so there wasn’t much power
left.
“Anybody do you hear me, come in please!” Denise tried once again to reach
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anyone.
There was no response. She tried again hoping that she would get someone.
Then, out of the blue, came Joseph’s voice, “Denise, this is Joseph. Where are
you?”
Denise began to tell Joseph about where she was when the communicator lost
the signal. “Now what can I do?” she thought to herself.
The other passengers were feeling much better. Using sign language they were
able to communicate easily with each other.
Denise went outside to look around again. There was activity as people went
about their daily chores. This was a very complex society, even though it appeared to
be simplistic from the outside. From her observations, different groups were designated
by the color of their tunic. She didn’t have a lot of time to analyze what the colors
signified, but it was interesting to see.
Just then one of the Lognicius guards, dressed in red, approached Denise and
motioned for her and the others to follow him. They crossed the center of the city and
headed for a large building central to the whole complex. There was a beautiful park
with flowers and trees. Many small children were playing there. The whole scene was
peaceful and friendly. As they walked past, the citizens took notice.
This building was more sophisticated than the buildings that surrounded it. On
top of the multi-storied building was a tall spiral. On top of it was a golden ball. Below
the spiral was a glass enclosure from where, they were later to find out, one of the
leaders of the city would announce to the inhabitants the news of the day.
The building itself reminded Denise of a palace. All of the activities of the
community seemed to revolve around this center of community affairs.
They entered the building through the front entrance and then the guard
motioned for them to climb a large staircase to the next floor. When they finished the
laborious climb up the cylindrical stairway, they encountered another Lognicius guard,
also dressed in a red tunic. He motioned for them to follow him into a large room.
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There was a large table positioned near the center of the floor. There were several
chairs on the side closest to them. Beyond the table was a raised platform on which
there sat a chair. The group sat themselves down and waited.

* * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ *~ ~ ~ * * * * * * *

Joseph, Somat, Yendor, and Lond proceeded to the edge of the meadow, ready
for the adventure that lay before them. The tall grass made the bottoms of their pants
wet in a matter of minutes. The sogginess that dropped into their boots made a
squishing noise with every step they took. Their backpacks were fully loaded making it
harder to walk than if they were just out for a morning’s walk.
The meadow was larger than it appeared when they approached from the sky.
The long grass bent with each step and those that followed had an easier time than
those who led.
When they reached the edge of the forest, they realized that the trees were thick
and close together. Fortunately Joseph had the samitar and with its help they were able
to cut a path through the dense overgrowth. Without the aid of the C-Tablet they would
have never been able to find their way through the forest. The thick trees above cut off
all but the dimmest of light. Coming from the bright light of the meadow to the
darkness of the forest, took some getting used to.
The ground here was soft and spongy from the dead and decaying material that
had fallen from the forest above. Strange noises emanated from the growth around
them. There felt like they were being watched, but not able to see what was looking at
them.
“I wish we had brought the whitther. That little monster would tell us if
something threatening us or not,” Joseph commented back to the group that followed
behind him.
“I wouldn’t want to be the one who tried to get her away from those pups!”
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Somat responded from the back of the pack.
Joseph chuckled to himself, remembering how the little critter had hissed at
Somat when he pulled the pups from the console.
They continued in silence concentrating on the trees in front of them. The forest
wasn’t getting any thicker, but it wasn’t any thinner either. The going was tough but
steady. Each of the members of the team took a turn at handling the samitar swiping it
from left to right and back again against the limbs of the trees. The trees were thin but
hard. Without the samitar the going would have been impossible.
“Digit, how far have we gotten so far,” Joseph tested the new communicator.
“You are approximately five point six kilacordons from the ZX/2,” Digit replied.
“Boy, I thought we were farther than that,” Yendor quipped. “By the way, what
time is it?”
“I think it’s about ten hours from sunrise,” Joseph replied.
“That means we’ve got about two hours before we encounter another one of
those storms,” Somat jumped in. “Do you think this thick forest will protect us?”
“It’s possible, but I wouldn’t count on it. Let’s keep track of the time and when
it gets close we’ll look for cover,” Joseph suggested.
After about an hour, the light coming through the forest began to get brighter. As
they closed in on the brighter light they realized that they come to the other side of this
stretch of forest. As they swiped at the trees the light became brighter and brighter until
they broke through into another beautiful meadow. It would be at least a kilacordon to
the cover of the forest again, so they had to make a decision, would they stay under the
protection of the forest, or risk the danger of the storm out in the open.
It was decided in the interest of time, to continue on. If they hurried they should
be able to reach the other side of the meadow before the storm returned. They picked
up their pace and moved as quickly as they could through the virgin grass. The
dampness of the grass hampered their progress and once again they took turns leading.
As they neared the forest they noticed a cut in the woods that could be a road. This
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lifted their spirits, because if there was a road, then it would be much easier for them.
Just as they reached the edge of the forest the storm clouds blew in and began to
reveal its fury once again. Joseph quickly removed his foil thermal blanket from his
backpack and cuddled inside of it as close the ground as he could get. The others took
his lead and did the same. Then they covered themselves under the chronthium shields.
Being this close to the forest reduced the intensity of the storm, but it still unleashed
enough force to unnerve the rescue team. After the storm subsided the clouds went
away, and once again the sky turned bright blue. Other than a few bruises from the
pelting they had taken they were all right. The foil blankets and the chronthium shields
had done their job.
With the storm over, they refocused on getting to Denise.
Darkness was now falling. They had to decide whether to make camp and rest,
or move forward.
“Digit, how much further to the location of the signal?” Joseph asked into his
communicator.
“You have four point three kilacordons to go.” came the reply.
“OK, let’s see if there is a road up ahead. Then we will decide whether to go on
or stay the night here.” Joseph said as he motioned for the others to follow.
The cut in the forest proved to be a road.
“Digit, can you analyze the road we are approaching?” Joseph questioned the
CPU.
“From the readings I am getting from your C-Tablet, the road is headed in the
very direction you need to go. The road is old. It has not been used for several decades,
although there are signs of traffic having moved through this space, probably in the air.
You may find that these inhabitants have some sort of airborne craft they use to
transport from one place to another. Use caution Joseph Xelco, they may be using this
road,” Digit finished her analysis with a warning.
“That’s why we couldn’t find any signs of the captors in the grass. They just
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flew in and took Denise,” Joseph surmised out loud. “Come on, let’s get going. This is
a real mystery.”
The four travelers headed into the forest. Darkness came on quickly, but with the
headlamps on the atmosphere suits they kept the road well lit, and their travel wasn’t
impeded. The forest was thick and dark like the last stretch of trees they had come
through. With the deepening darkness they couldn’t get it out of their heads that they
were being watched. The group picked up their pace and longed for the forest to end.
About four kilacordons into the forest they saw flickering lights in the distance. Joseph
motioned for the others to turn off the headlamps and move toward the lights. Perhaps
this was the place they were looking for.
“Digit,” Joseph spoke into the communicator, “How far are we from where
Denise contacted you?”
“You are approximately point five kilacordons from your programmed
destination,” the CPU came back.
“Let’s keep low and move cautiously,” Joseph suggested.
The others followed suit and moved slowly towards the flickering lights. When
they reached the edge of the forest they found a large rock from which they could see
the town.
As they shimmied up the rock, they came to the realization that rescuing Denise
would be harder than they thought. They looked over the city and saw that it was wide
open, leaving very little cover under which to hide. If they tried to enter the city they
might just be walking into a trap. Even under the cover of darkness entering the town
would be difficult. The city was well lit. Street lamps and street signs would make an
entrance to the city very difficult, if not impossible.
The four rescuers slid down off of the rock, slumped at the bottom, and began to
discuss a plan on how to approach the city unnoticed.
“How do we get in there without being caught?” Joseph threw the question out
to the group.
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Just then a strange voice came over the universal communicator.
“All you have to do is stand up and we will take you there.” the voice startled
the group.
“HUH?” Joseph blurted out as he jumped up and looked around, but he couldn’t
see anything. “Who said that and where are you?” Joseph demanded.
“We are right here, just look up,” the voice came ringing back over the
communicator.
Joseph looked up. Above them were three chariot style hover crafts, each with
an armed guard, silently hanging above their heads.
“Do you understand us?” the voice asked.
“Yes, we understand you. Why?” Joseph shot back.
“We’re surprised that you are able to communicate with us. Do you have some
sort of universal translator?” the voice questioned Joseph.
“Yes, we do. What do you want from us?” Joseph asked.
“Get into our crafts and we will take you to where you are headed. We have the
Earth girl and her friends. They are eager for you to arrive,” the voice directed as the
hover crafts lowered themselves to the ground so our adventures could get on.
As soon as the four were loaded onto the hover crafts, they flashed silently
towards the city. When they reached the center of town the hover crafts settled to the
ground and then the new arrivals got out. They were motioned to enter the building at
the end of the central street.
No one was in the street, but the feeling that they were being watched sent goose
bumps up their spines. The town center’s lights made it easy for them to see their way
to the building. When they arrived at the front door, the doors swung open revealing a
large spiral staircase that would take them to the second floor. Another guard, dressed
in a red tunic, directed them inside the building and escorted them to the foot of the
stairs. He then directed them to climb the staircase, which they did.
When they reached the top of the staircase they were met by yet another guard in
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a red tunic who pointed to two large doors at the end of the hallway. Bewildered by all
of this they did as they were told, and headed for the doors. When the doors opened
they saw Denise and her two companions sitting quietly, and in front of them a
platform with a single chair.
Denise turned around and saw Joseph. She jumped up and ran to the back of the
room to greet him, but a guard intercepted her and forced her to return to her seat.
Joseph was forced to sit and wait.
Joseph smiled over at Denise happy that she was safe.
“Denise, how long have you been here?” Joseph asked Denise.
“Since this afternoon. They brought us here and we haven’t been told anything
since. We’ve been fed and treated fairly, but we don’t know why we’ve been in this
room for so long,” Denise replied.
One of the guards moved forward and cut the conversation short.
The seven passengers from the ZX/2 sat in silence looking around the room that
surrounded them. There wasn’t anything special about this room. Large windows
stretched from the floor to the ceiling on both sides. White paint covered everything so
there wasn’t much contrast from one thing to the next. The single chair that stood in
the front of the room wasn’t of any importance either.
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LORD NOR
Chapter VI
Not a word was spoken. Once again they were prisoners of the Potentate.
What were they to do? They just sat in desperation.

Suddenly a door to the right of the group opened slowly. A blue light emerged
from the room and rays of the light reflected from the floor inside the room. As the
door opened wider the light grew stronger until into the room walked a Reidforcian
with a red sash draped over his left shoulder and wrapped around his waist. Probably
more to their surprise, in his left hand he carried the staff with the blue orb that
belonged to Lord Froth. Could it be? Behind this regal looking soldier followed two
more guards, fully armed and ready to do battle.
Shock was the only way to explain the looks on the faces of those in the waiting
room. How could Lord Froth have escaped from the CIG? How did he get the blue
orb? Maybe there was a new spy in the CIG that had allowed Lord Froth to escape? So
many questions ran through their heads.
The majestic looking Reidforcian walked to the center of the platform, turned
and stared at his guests. He just stood in one position and didn’t move, making the
audience he had in front of him extremely nervous. He then turned and motioned for
his guards to take positions on either side of the room to protect him. Then he sat down
on the chair looking every bit as regal before, and then he spoke up.
“I am Lord Nor, brother of Lord Froth. My brother has ruled Reidforcia with an
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iron hand, but as for me I will show the galaxy that my brother was a weakling. With
your help I will conquer the galaxy and then the universe beyond. This is a great day
for Reidforcia and all of her allies!”
“You are my prisoners and you will do as bid. There is no escape. Soon you will
be transported to the ronadium mines on Reidforcia and there you will live out your
days,” Lord Nor laughed as he finished his statement.
He then rose and returned to the doorway from where he had entered, and left
his audience befuddled over this turn of events. How had they allowed themselves to
get into this trap?
Not a word was spoken. Once again they were prisoners of the Potentate. What
were they to do? They just sat in desperation.
The Reidforcian guards, that had stood beside Lord Nor, stepped down from the
platform, and escorted their guests out of the room. They took them out of the building,
and back to the street where two Lognicius soldiers met them.
After a brief conversation with the Lognicius guards, they continued directing
the prisoners across the town square to a cave cut into the side of a small hill. The
entrance had thick metal doors with the familiar Reidforcian emblems on them.
The guards opened the gate, using the Key of Rashtad, and then pushed the
prisoners inside. Dim amber lights shed a dim glow down the hallway. Doorways on
either side of the hallway had symbols on them. About halfway down the hall one of
the cell doors was opened, and then the CIG loyalists were shoved inside and left
alone.
The cell door creaked as it closed firmly and tightly with a dull thud.
There wasn’t any light in the room, but with the headlamps they were able to
illuminate the small room and see what was there.
Surprisingly, they hadn’t been searched, nor had any of their equipment been
taken away from them. This seemed very strange since every time they had been in the
control of Lord Froth they had everything taken away, as well as having to endure the
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showers.
The cell was nothing more than a cave cut into raw dirt, and a doorway placed to
trap them inside. The group sat down in a circle in the middle of the room and began to
assess the situation, which looked pretty bleak at the moment.
“Joseph, why don’t you try and reach the CPU on the communicator?”
suggested Denise.
“That’s a great idea!” Joseph responded. He picked up the communicator and
began calling for Digit. “Digit, this is Joseph are you there?”
“Of course, Joseph, where else would I be?” Digit’s voice came over the
communicator.
“I was just checking. Look Digit, we’re in trouble here. Lord Froth’s brother
Lord Nor has occupied this planet and now has the blue orb. He has us as prisoners and
we’re not sure of what is going to happen to us. Is my dad around?” Joseph tried to say
everything in one sentence.
“Your father has gone back to the cave for the night along with the others. What
you say is not logical,” Digit responded to Joseph’s story.
“Why is that?” Joseph answered surprised at Digits evaluation of the situation.
“I haven’t detected any Reidforcian activity in this area. Let me try and
recalibrate my sensors,” the CPU paused and then came back on the air, “No, I haven’t
been able to track any Reidforcian activity within this solar system. Are you sure you
have the right information?” Digit questioned Joseph’s assessment of his situation.
“Yes, we all saw and heard him. He even threatened us,” Joseph quipped back.
“My sensors indicate that you are being held in a shallow cave close to where
Denise Wantis’ signal came from. If you want you can easily get out of that cave by
pushing up on the dirt around you, just be careful not to bury yourselves alive,” Digit
responded.
Joseph took his arm and punched the top of the cave and sure enough his hand
went right through the dirt. He pulled his hand back in and punched it again enlarging
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the hole. The others helped and before they knew it they had dug a hole large enough
for all of them to crawl out. They ended up on top of a small knoll overlooking the
town close the rock where the Lognicius had found them. There was very little activity
around the town center, but in the dim light they could make out the two Reidforcian
guards engaged in conversation with a small group of Lognicius town’s people.
“That was really strange. Why was it so easy to escape?” Somat commented.
“That is so unlike the Reidforcians.
“If we are quick we should be able to surprise those guards and kill them,”
Joseph suggested.
Lond had never seen the effects of the light on the Reidforcians so he was in for
a surprise. Joseph and Somat took the lead as they descended the hill towards the city
below. They hid behind a statue on the outskirts.
They surveyed the streets to attack in a way as to not be killed themselves.
“How can we get over there without being seen,” Somat asked.
“Let’s split up. You go around to the left and I will go to the right. The rest of
you stay here until we give you the signal,” Joseph directed the assault.
“Yendor, aim your trazer at them in case we aren’t able to surprise them. Set the
trazer on stun. Keep alert!” Joseph gave his instructions to Yendor just before he
headed towards the unsuspecting guards.
As Joseph and Somat moved slowly towards the guards, they saw their
opportunity. They jumped out of their hiding places and flashed the headlamps directly
at the heads of the guards. The guards turned and looked at the escaped prisoners in
surprise and then began to draw their weapons. From the end of the street, Yendor fired
his trazer at the first guard, who flew backwards against the wall and lay in a heap. The
other guard realizing that he was in trouble, dropped his Knoxthian trazer and raised
his arms.
Surprised that the light had had no effect on the guards, Joseph went over to the
injured guard and pulled off his helmet. Much to his astonishment, the guard wasn’t
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Reidforcian at all, he was a Lognicius. He was knocked out from the force of the blast,
but seemed OK other than that.
Somat went over to the other guard and forced off the helmet and he too was a
Lognicius.
The group looked at each other wondering why would the Lognicius perpetrate
this farce on them.
Joseph motioned for the others to come out from behind the statue. The escaped
prisoners escorted the now defrocked Reidforcian guard and led him to the building in
the middle of town. They entered the building, climbed the stairs, and returned to the
room where they had been scared out of their proverbial socks. Joseph went to the back
of the room and threw open the door, and inside he found the uniform of “Lord Nor”.
The orb was leaning against the wall. Evidently, whoever had been in the suit didn’t
know of its powers.
“Ha! Lord Nor was an imposter!” Joseph yelled out. “We aren’t prisoners of the
Reidforcians after all. Digit was right,”
Joseph took the orb and the uniform and dragged them out of the room. He set
them by the table. He was trying to formulate a plan when he looked up to see the
doors fly open.
A group of Lognicius guards entered and surrounded their guests. They had their
weapons drawn and were prepared to use them.
“What are you doing in here, and why have you caused trouble in our streets,”
one of the guards demanded of the group.
“We were held prisoners by you, but we found a way to escape. You deceived us
by pretending to be Reidforcians,” Joseph fired back.
“Drop your weapons and sit down!” one of the Lognicius commanded.
It was a Mexican standoff. Both groups had their weapons aimed at the other and
were prepared to fire.
Denise turned and said, “Do what they say. I have done some research on these
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people. I really believe that they mean us no harm. They are just very protective of
their planet and their society. I don’t think it would be healthy for us to resist. We
might be able to escape from here, but they will follow us”
They remained in a standoff, and after a few minutes, another Lognicius entered
the room through the doors where Lord Nor had come. He moved smoothly across the
floor as if he were gliding. He had on a red sash across his shoulder and a solid white
tunic. He had a gold belt around his waist.
Even though Joseph thought that they had the advantage, he and the others did
as they Denise suggested. They dropped their weapons and moved backwards towards
the window.
This new entry to the room stopped in front of the throne and looked out at the
prisoners once again. He nodded towards the guards and had them leave the room so
that he was alone with his guests.
“I am Sorthius the Prime Fortentiate of the Lognicius. Our intent was to scare
you so that you would leave us alone. Now that you know our secrets, we cannot let
you go. The uniforms we used were left behind by the Reidforcians after they almost
destroyed our planet. They stripped our planet for the ronadium we had in our soil.
They left us with nothing but a few relics of their tyrannous assault on us. We
welcomed them as friends and they turned our planet into a wasteland. When they had
nothing more to take, they left. What you have seen is what we kept as a memorial to
all who died when they ravaged our lands,” Sorthius relayed the history of their
encounters with Reidforcians.
Behind him walked in another Lognicius, dressed in a flowing white gown. He
had an air of importance. Across the front of his tunic he had a golden sash and purple
sleeves. He had a menacing look on his face and didn’t appear ready to negotiate.
“I am Doran. I am the King of the Lognicius. We thought that we had you
fooled, but apparently we were wrong,” the leader’s voice came over the translator.
“We have protected our privacy here since the invasion by the Reidforcians decades
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ago. We relish our privacy and we will do whatever it takes to maintain it. You must
allow us to clear all memory of this place from your minds and from your CPUs’
memory banks. We do not wish you harm, but we do not want your kind, or any others,
coming here to destroy what we have rebuilt. If you cannot agree to this proposal then
you will remain here until you die,” Doran put his directive clearly before them.
“We wouldn’t be here at all if we hadn’t lost the directional controller on our
ship. We had a small pet on board and she made a nest for her pups. She used our
gyrospector for the nesting material. It’s destroyed and unless we can find a way to
repair it, we will be stuck here anyway,” Joseph explained the ZX/2’s situation.
“That is not our problem. We did not invite you here and we expect you to leave.
We have had encounters with your kind before, but they agreed to let us erase all
knowledge of us and they left. If you do not agree, then we will make you our
prisoners. Make up your minds. You have one hour to decide,” Doran ordered as he
turned and floated gracefully away.
The guards returned and after removing all of the weapons and equipment,
followed their leader; locking the seven bewildered travelers in the room.
“Well, it looks like we’ve got a decision to make,” Joseph said in one of his
‘how are we going to get out of this one’ voices.
“We can’t fix the gyrospector, and we can’t stay here. Do we have any other
options?” Somat thought out loud.
“I was wondering why such an inhabitable planet wouldn’t show up on the star
maps. If they had in fact erased the memories of those who preceded us here, then it
makes perfect sense,” Joseph commented.
Now he knew the reason why they hadn’t found Paelliss to be anything but a dot
on the map.
“This means that they have the technology to do exactly what they say. If others
have been here before, and there is still no record of this place, then we’ve got a
problem, don’t we?” Denise stated the obvious.
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“It still doesn’t answer my question. The gyrospector is still broken and we
aren’t about to stay here,” Somat repeated, a bit frustrated at Joseph for ignoring him.
Walking away from the others Joseph spoke to himself in a low voice, basically
ignoring the others around him. “If they have the technology to erase our memories as
well as the CPU’s, then maybe they could help us fix the gyrospector. Why don’t we
ask them to help us. Actually I wouldn’t mind if I had a couple of days erased from my
memory if it meant survival. We could try and make a deal with them,” walking away
from the others Joseph spoke to himself in a low voice, basically ignoring the others
around him.
“JOSEPH! Will you pay attention to us!” Denise shook Joseph’s arm as she tried
to get his attention.
“Yeah, what do you want?” Joseph responded.
“If you would just listen, we might be able to get a plan together. Share your
ideas with us. We aren’t getting anywhere this way,” Denise quipped at Joseph.
“O.K., if you have a better plan then let me know about it,” Joseph jumped back
at her.
“It isn’t that we’ve got a better idea, it’s just that we might be able to formulate a
better one if we work together,” Denise tried to settle him down.
The group pulled up chairs and sat in a circle trying to come up with a plan that
would be mutually beneficial to all. It took a while for the discussion to begin. No one
wanted to start, but soon Yendor spoke up.
“I wonder if the Lognicius know that the Reidforcians have been beaten back
and that their planet is no longer in danger of being raped the way the Reidforcians had
earlier,” Yendor offered.
“That doesn’t seem possible since the communications on the planet aren’t very
modern, Dr. Xelco surmised.
“Maybe they were able to scan Digit?” Somat suggested.
“That is unlikely since we had her turned off when we left for the cave,” Joseph
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stated.
“Perhaps they have been monitoring communications.” Lond conjectured.
“We didn’t find any signals when we scanned the planet, so I would say that it’s
unlikely that they are monitoring any communications,” Joseph analyzed the question.
“How they know about us doesn’t really matter. It just makes it more of a challenge to
convince them that we are here by accident.”
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Chapter VII
“Danger, fire on exterior of the ship. Forward trazer burning and
an explosion of the munitions is probable,” the CPU reported.

Lond interjected his comments, “Even so, if word got out about this place, they
might want to come just for its beauty. The Lognicius have done a wonderful job of
rehabilitating the planet since the Reidforcians left.”
“There has to be some middle ground for us to agree on. Even if they do erase
our memories, how are they going to account for the time we have been on this planet?
We’re supposed to be on Rigmar already. We would have to have a story to account
for the missing time,” Denise said, not exactly resolved to having her memory altered.
“What if they have a way of implanting memories that would cover up what
actually happened,” Somat volunteered.
“That may be so, but why don’t we just wait and see. I’m sure they will tell us
about our options when they get ready to do to us whatever it is they’re going to do,”
Joseph said.
“We’ve been pretty good at figuring out ways to get around these situations so
far; not allowing ourselves to be victims,” he continued.
Joseph got up from his chair and leaned against the wall while he thought. He
surveyed an inventory of what they had at their disposal. All of the equipment was now
the property of the Lognicius, including the communicators. They still had the
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Reidforcian uniform and the blue orb was lying on the floor next to the table.
“I’ve got an idea! If we can figure out a way to communicate with the CPU on
the ZX/2 we can get out of this place!” Joseph jumped up and ran over to the table in
excitement. “Do you have any ideas?” Joseph put the question to the group.
“I do,” came a familiar voice.
“Digit, is that you?” Joseph answered as he turned around looking for
something.
“Yes, it is me. Remember the implant you had put in your head by Denise?
Well, it is still there and we can communicate with each other just fine. I have been
monitoring your situation for quite some time now. As a matter of fact, Denise still has
her implant as well,” Digit’s response put a huge smile on Joseph’s face.
“Digit, if we can get the orb to operate, will you be able to get us back to the
ZX/2?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Yes,” was the simple answer.
“O.K., here is my plan,” Joseph relayed his ideas to the others in the room.
The doors swung open and the Lognicius soldiers along with Sorthius walked
into the room. They brought one of the universal translator devices with them
“Have you made your decision?” Sorthius asked his guests.
“We need to know if you can help us first. Our gyrospector is severely damaged
and if we can’t get it fixed, the point becomes moot. We’ll just have to stay here. Can
you help us repair our equipment?” Joseph answered with a question of his own.
“What is a gyrospector?” Sorthius asked with a quizzical look on his face.
“It’s our directional navigation system that allows us to travel at light speeds and
faster,” Somat jumped in. “Without this device our ship would probably hit an asteroid
or even smash into another planet before we would have a chance to correct our
direction of travel.”
Sorthius turned and had a quiet conversation with one of his officers. He then
turned and responded to the demand. “We have a ship that was left behind by the
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Reidforcians. Perhaps there is something on this craft that will be of service to you.”
“Then you agree that if we help you, then you will allow us to wipe your
memories clear and you will leave our planet forever?” Sorthius asked.
“Let us see this Reidforcian ship, and then we will give you our answer,” Joseph
demanded.
“Take the two that replied to my questions and let them analyze the ship. When
they are done bring them back here and we will prepare them for the memory reducer.”
Sorthius then turned and walked out of the room.
Joseph and Somat followed the guards out of the building to a remote section of
the town. In a large wooden building they found a Reidforcian Rondus class ship in
near perfect condition. With Digit’s help they were able to open the main hatch and
climb on board. This was only a two man craft so the working area was considerably
smaller than the ZX/2. Joseph crawled forward and sat in the pilot’s seat. Because of
the size of the Reidforcian armor, Joseph felt diminutive sitting in this large seat.
Somat climbed into the co-pilot’s seat next to Joseph.
“Hey boss, what do we do now?” Somat questioned Joseph.
“Digit, do you have any electronic plans for this ship? I believe it’s a Rondus
class fighter,” Joseph asked of the CPU.
“Yes, what areas of the ship would you like to see?” Digit responded.
“Do you know if the directional controller on this craft can be adapted to work
with your navigational systems?” Joseph became more specific.
“I believe so. The translator components you installed for me worked, so I don’t
see why the directional systems wouldn’t work as well. I made need to make some
adjustments, but the basic technology is the same as the gyrospector,” digit ascertained.
“Do you know where it is?” Joseph asked.
“Yes, it’s mounted under the console to the right side of the main thruster levers.
It should be about the size and shape of a large fruit,” Digit directed Joseph and Somat.
Somat slid under the main console and fumbled around for a while looking for
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the component.
“Hey, I think I found it. It looks almost exactly like the gyrospector on our ship,
only a little smaller,” Somat exclaimed as he slid out from under the console with the
navigational device in his hands. “Is there anything else we need off of this thing?”
Somat continued.
“Let’s look in these storage bins behind us. We might be able to find something
we can use,” Joseph replied.
Just as they were about to open the bins one of the guards climbed aboard and
motioned for them to get out. Somat carried the navigational pod down the ramp with
Joseph right behind him.
The guards directed them back towards the building. The two guards were in
conversation. Since Sorthius had taken the translators from them, the guards thought
that Joseph and Somat wouldn’t be able to understand what was being said.
Joseph quietly asked Digit if she could hear and understand what the guards
were saying. She answered in the affirmative and translated into Joseph’s ear what they
were saying. For the most part they were talking about things that were happening
around the town. Then they began talking about the others that were left behind with
the ZX/2. They knew about the cave and the settlement that was there. They also had
several of their troops stationed close by to watch and report the activities of the camp
back to the senior command center.
“Digit, can you get a hold of my father?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Of course I can, Joseph, why would you ask?” Digit responded as if she were
hurt.
Joseph went on, “I was just checking. Would you ask him and the others to
begin moving towards the ZX/2? They will have to do it in a way that the Lognicius
will not suspect anything. It will mean they will have to leave most of their belongings
behind. We are planning an escape and we don’t want to give the plan away.”
“Tell him we are O.K. and that we will report back to you as soon as we’ve got
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something positive to tell you,” Joseph ordered the CPU.
Just then they entered the building and climbed the staircase to the upper room.
“Do you think it will work?” Yendor asked as he jumped up when he saw them
enter. He approached them to get a glimpse of the device.
“We think so, but we won’t know for sure until it’s hooked up,” Joseph replied.
He lowered his voice and then said, “We’ve got to distract them for a while. I asked
my dad to move everyone to the ZX/2, but it will take a little time. We need to create a
diversion so the others have time to get on the ZX/2. I will take the pod over to the
table and work on it, while all of you find a way to keep the guards distracted.”
Joseph walked over to the table and began fidgeting with the device while the
others began to mill about the room doing exercises, dance moves, reciting poetry, just
about anything they could think of to confuse the soldiers. Joseph walked over and
picked up the helmet that was on the floor. They needed the translator in it or they
wouldn’t have a way of telling the orb the location of the ship. One of the guards
noticed Joseph and motioned for him to return to the table. On his way back Joseph
picked up the orb and set the helmet and the orb on the table next to the navigational
device.
Joseph examined the pod and realized that the technology was very close to that
of the CIG. So much of what the Confederation had in the way of advancements in the
past few years was stolen, or copied, by the Reidforcians. So It wasn’t a surprise to
Joseph that the device had some of the same configurations as the one on the ZX/2. It
would need a few adjustments, but Digit was sure it would work, maybe not exactly
the same as the gyroscope, but good enough to get them off of the planet, and allow
light speed.
Somat wandered over to the table and glanced at the device. Joseph nodded at
him. Somat began to circle the about the room singing out loud and dancing as he tried
to distract the attention of the guards.
Joseph whispered softly, “Digit, are the others on the ZX/2 yet?”
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“Almost, it will take about another five minutes six point seven seconds before
we are totally ready,” Digit’s voice came back over the implant.
Joseph gave a nod to the crew around him. He put the helmet on his head, picked
up the orb and the pod, then turned towards the guards at the doors. The others quickly
ran towards Joseph and encircled him. Joseph repeated the coordinates given him by
Digit over his implant and in a blue flash the room was empty except for the two lonely
guards who couldn’t believe what had just happened.
Suddenly the huddled group found themselves inside the transporter room on
Reidforcia looking at the dead kings, and then just as suddenly they were inside the
ZX/2. They were now free and on board the tiny ship. Joseph pulled off the helmet
while Somat took the device they had gotten off of the Reidforcian ship and began to
install the wiring harness into the navigational systems.
“Digit, if possible, disrupt the communications of the Lognicius!” Joseph blurted
out to the computer.
“I believe it is too late. There are several hover crafts on their way to this
location,” Digit let Joseph know the bad news.
“Denis, put these in a safe place where we can get them quickly if we need to,”
Joseph directed Denise about the blue orb and the helmet.
Joseph slid into the pilot’s chair and monitored all of the sensors to see when the
Lognicius might be arriving. Digit was busy helping Somat correctly wire the pod into
her harness, so she could make full use of the device. Somat jumped back from the
console and slid into the co-pilot’s seat. Within ten minutes the unit was installed, but
not tested.
“We’re ready to go whenever you are!” Somat panted as he blurted out the
words.
“Get your seat belts on because we’re out of here!” Joseph ordered.
With the passengers and crew of the ZX/2 settled in, the ship began to fire off its
lift off thrusters. The ship shuddered but didn’t move.
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“More power to the thrusters!” Joseph ordered.
Digit reported, “We are at eighty-five point seven percent of thruster power. We
should be free of the surface of the planet, but we aren’t going anywhere.
“Digit, check all systems and report!” Joseph getting more and more concerned
requested of the CPU.
“All systems check out O.K. There is no explanation for our not being able to
lift off from Paelliss,” the CPU responded.
“What’s going on!? Why can’t we lift off from this place?” Joseph exclaimed as
he reviewed all of the readouts on his console. Nothing looked out of the ordinary, but
the craft would not rise from the ground. “Shut down the thrusters and let’s check this
out,” Joseph continued.
The thrusters slowed their whine and then silence. Somat and Yendor opened the
hatch and jumped out of the ZX/2 to see if they could figure out why they hadn’t been
able to get the ship off the ground. They checked everything and then went back into
the ship and gave their report.
“The outside of the ship seems to be O.K. We can’t find any reason for not being
able to lift off,” Somat reported.
“Digit, have you been able to come up with the cause of the thrusters not
working?” Dr. Xelco asked the CPU hoping that it had an answer.
“The thrusters worked perfectly. As for why we weren’t able to leave the
planet’s surface, I am still working on that. Please wait while I run a complete
diagnostics on my systems,” the CPU responded.
The CPU’s lights flashed on the console as it attempted to find a link between
the problem and a solution. “I think I have found something that might be of interest. It
would appear that when the Lognicius were here they used a cement like glue on the
underside of the pads attached to the landing struts. We are quite literally glued to the
planet surface. The glue is too strong for my thrusters to release,” the CPU finished its
report.
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“Look, here come the Lognicius!” one of the passengers yelled out while
looking through the window at the oncoming hover crafts.
“Digit, what if we used our trazers to cut the pads from the landing struts; could
we then lift off?” Joseph queried.
“That would help us to lift off, but it would make landing very difficult,” Digit
gave its straightforward answer.
“We’re going to have to try it, because if we don’t, we may be stuck here the rest
of our days,” Joseph gave his assessment of the situation. “Digit increase thrusters to
hovering levels,” Joseph ordered Digit.
The thrusters fired up again and the little ship began to shudder against the force
of the uplift from the thrusters and the resistance of the glue on the bottoms of the
pads. As soon as the ship was at power levels, Joseph took the trazer cannon on the
bottom of the ship and aimed it at the pads. He carefully took aim through the
viewfinder on his console and then gave off a short but powerful blast that shattered
the right side landing strut. He then moved the cannon to the left strut and cut the pad
off of it. The front strut was trickier because the strut was only a few centicordons in
front of the trazer. If he missed fired, the blast could blow back into the trazer and
damage it, or worse, it could explode. He took careful aim and let go the blast. The
strut fell off the craft and then it lifted in a jolt off of the surface.
“Increase power for standard liftoff,” Joseph yelled at Digit.
“Danger, fire on exterior of the ship. Forward trazer burning and an explosion of
the munitions is probable,” the CPU reported.
“Darn it, I must have been too close to the strut when I blew off the pad. Digit,
do you have a recommendation?” Joseph quickly inquired of the CPU.
“Stay on the planet and douse the flames in water. There is a lake within one
minute seventeen point six seconds from here. Should I proceed to the lake?” Digit
almost pleaded.
“Yes, do whatever is necessary to put out the fire,” Dr. Xelco quickly replied
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hoping that they had enough time to get there before they were blown into tiny
particles.
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PROMISE
Chapter VIII
“I’ll try as many frequencies as I can to raise the Lognicius,” Dr. Xelco
showed his support by turning the dial on the universal communicator.

The ZX/2 turned towards the lake that soon became visible through the forward
windows. The lake was surrounded by large trees and green vegetation reached down
to its banks. The craft dropped to the surface of the lake and then began to drop slowly
while it hovered over the water into the lifesaving liquid. A spray of steam rose from
the front of the ship and then the CPU reported.
“The fire is out, but the water has intruded into my servo responder circuits. I
won’t have full use of them until they have dried out,” the CPU’s diagnosis came over
the speaker.
“Just what does that mean?” Joseph asked.
“I am stuck at this altitude until the servo responder can be dried,” Digit
answered.
“How long will that take?” Joseph quipped back.
“Without help, approximately fifty-seven....”
“We can’t wait that long. The Lognicius will on us in less time than that. What
can we do to help?” Joseph interrupted the CPU with another question.
Just then, out of the forward observation windows, the crew could see several of
the Lognicius hover crafts moving out of the woods that surrounded the lake, and they
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were headed directly at the ZX/2.
“Digit, is there anything we can do short of killing the Lognicius?” Joseph, with
his eyes bugging out of his head, asked of the CPU.
“We have maneuverability around the lake, but we can’t lift off until the
responders are dried,” Digit came back with an answer, not exactly what they were
looking for, but at least an option.
“Digit, use avoidance tactics and keep us away from those hover crafts. How can
we help dry out the responders?” Joseph asked alarmed at their current predicament.
“Unless we can move over solid ground, there is nothing you can do. The trees
around the lake make that difficult. I will attempt to avoid contact with Lognicius until
I am capable of leaving this planet,” Digit gave her commentary of the situation.
The ZX/2 zigzagged across the lake trying to avoid the hover crafts which
chased them. Every time the Lognicius seemed to have the escapees trapped, Digit
would come up with a way to avoid contact. The water on the surface of the lake began
to get rougher and rougher as the battle for survival continued. The trees on the sides of
the lake were too thick for the ship to penetrate so around and around the lake the ZX/2
spun. The Lognicius began firing their crude weapons at the ship as it spun around and
zipped this way and that. A few shots glanced off of the front of the craft, but didn’t do
any serious damage.
Suddenly the Lognicius pulled back and ceased their attack. The ZX/2 came to
stop in the middle of the lake and the crew looked from side to side to try and locate
the attackers.
“I think I know why they pulled back,” Somat offered.
“Why?” Joseph turned around to face Somat who had been looking out the
window over Joseph’s shoulder.
“If my calculations are correct we should be seeing one of those storms pass by
here any second,” Somat said as he looked at his chronometer.
Just as he finished, the sky went black and a fierce wind started to blow across
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the lake. The wind picked up the little ship, and pushed it to the far side of the lake.
The storm pinned it against a row of trees. The ship was now on its side and the
passengers who weren’t seat belted in their seat were now in a heap on the left side of
the ship. Trying to unwind themselves from the heap, made a serious situation look
somewhat humorous.
The rain began to fall and then the ice chunks followed pounding the skin of the
ship with a resounding echo inside. The din was so loud that the passengers couldn’t
hear each other speak.
Then, just as quickly, the skies cleared and the ZX/2 rolled back onto its
underside.
“Let’s get out and dry the responders so we can get out of here!” Joseph yelled
as he headed for the door.
“I’m sorry, but that is impossible. Without the landing struts extended, you will
not be able to open the hatch. The bottom of the craft is on the ground. We will just
have to wait here until I am fully functional,” Digit gave the bad news.
“How long will that be?” Joseph asked in a frustrated tone.
“In approximately two minutes, thirty-two point six seconds,” Digit answered
the question.
“Great, and what are supposed to do in the meantime?” Joseph popped off.
Digit responded, “You could eat, or sleep, or .....”
“Knock it off Digit! I wasn’t talking to you,” Joseph jumped on the CPU.
“Settle down son, we’ve been in worse situations, and we’ll find a way out of
this one. Just sit down and relax. We can’t do anything else,” Dr. Xelco tried to
console his son.
On the other side of the lake they saw the reappearance of the Lognicius’ hover
crafts. The hover crafts were moving cautiously yet quickly across the lake to see the
damage done to the ZX/2.
“Quick, get into your seats and lay perfectly still. We’ll try and fool the
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Lognicius long enough for them to think we are injured. They may think we are
seriously hurt. If so they may turn their attentions towards getting us out rather than
destroying us.” Dr. Xelco suggested. “Digit, as soon as your responders are dry, get us
out of here!” Dr. Xelco directed his comments to the CPU just before he made himself
look unconscious.
The Lognicius approached the craft and when they got close enough they began
to examine the ship. They slowly circled around the ship, looking for a way in. When
they got to the front they peered in the one way glass, but couldn’t make anything out.
The crew lay motionless and silent, not knowing if the Lognicius might react to the
slightest sound from within.
Suddenly, the thrusters fired and knocked the Lognicius hover crafts away from
the ZX/2. The ship righted itself, and then lifted up off of the ground. Then, in a
graceful arc they began to cruise across the lake gaining altitude as it swept away from
the startled enemy.
“Digit, are all systems operational?” Dr. Xelco asked as he checked the console
in front of him.
“We are about eighty-seven point six percent functional. As soon as the water
has completely dissipated we will be approximately ninety-three point seven percent,”
Digit reported.
“Digit, can you give us a complete diagnosis of our operational equipment and
our non-operational ones,” Dr. Xelco demanded of the CPU.
“Fuel levels at eight-six point three percent; food supplies replenished to eight
days; water supplies replenished for ten days; electrical power in batteries will last for
four months seven days and twelve hours; armaments are unusable since the fire has
taken out all control; landing gear is non-functional and a normal landing is
impossible….,” Digit ran off the information requested by Dr. Xelco.
The ship took a gradual path off from the surface of the planet and attained a
normal orbit while Somat and Yendor checked out what equipment they had left on the
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ship. With Digit’s help, Dr. Xelco made the final adjustments to the Reidforcian
directional device. Most of their supplies had to be left behind in the rush. Meaning
they would have to do without some of the luxuries they had become accustomed to,
and they would have to share with each other.
“Before we leave the influence of the planet, I’m going to try to reach the
Lognicius. I want to console them about our rapid departure,” Joseph said to his dad
looking over his shoulder.
“Why would you want to do that?” Somat questioned Joseph. “We need to get
out of here and get to Rigmar as soon as possible!”
“Hold on. Don’t you think that we should let the Lognicius know we mean them
no harm, and that we of the CIG will not bother them if they choose to be left alone,”
Joseph fired back at Somat. “It’s only fair that we contact them. They are truly afraid
that if we tell about this place, others will want to come here. They think they will be
treated the same way the Reidforcians did. I certainly would be afraid of that if I were
in their shoes,” Joseph editorialized.
“I’ll try as many frequencies as I can to raise the Lognicius,” Dr. Xelco showed
his support by turning the dial on the universal communicator.
“If you find a frequency, ask for Doran, he is the one I want to talk to
personally,” Joseph said as he turned towards his father.
Dr. Xelco moved through the frequency range until he reached the top, and then
headed back the other way, hoping the second time the Lognicius might respond. He
continued to call for the Lognicius to answer, but as he closed in on the lowest
frequency he became discouraged because there had been no reply.
“Digit, do you have a suggestion on how we might be able to reach the
Lognicius leader?” Dr. Xelco finally realized that the method he was using would have
no effect.
“While we were on the planet I was able to monitor some signals in the high
frequency range. These frequencies are normally found on developing planets to
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transmit news and entertainment,” Digit replied.
“Perhaps we could break into one of those ranges and get ourselves a response,”
Somat suggested
“Isn’t that where the ancient video shows used to be on Earth several hundred
years ago?” Joseph asked his dad.
“I believe so, if that’s the case, our breaking in on their signal will only panic the
average citizen, who may not know of our existence.” Dr. Xelco surmised.
Turning to the computer Dr. Xeclo asked, “Digit, did you monitor any
communications, say, while we were avoiding those hover crafts over the lake?” Dr.
Xelco changed the direction of his questioning.
“I was able to lock onto an extremely high frequency that helped direct the hover
crafts. I was able to jam the signal. If not wouldn’t have been able to avoid them,”
Digit responded.
“Try that frequency range to see what we can raise,” Dr. Xelco thought.
Anything was better than sitting in space shooting a pea shooter at a pins head.
“This is Lognicius general headquarters. Who is using this frequency?” A voice
came over the speaker at the front of the ship.
“This is the ZX/2 escape ship that just left your planet. We would like to speak
to Doran,” Joseph said in an authoritative manner.
“Just one moment, I’ll see if he is available,” the voice replied.
A few minutes passed while they waited for Doran to come to the radio.
“This is Doran, why are you contacting me? We thought you would be many
kilacordons away from here by now. Your escape was very clever.” Doran questioned
his one-time detainees. “Why did you break your promise to us? You said if we helped
you repair your ship you would allow us to wipe your memory. How are we to trust
you,” Doran accused Joseph.
“We did not break a promise. We said we would let you know AFTER we
evaluated the device,” Joseph defended himself. “We want you to know that we only
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want the best for you and your people. We mean you no harm. We would have gladly
accepted your invitation to stay, had we not had the means of escape. We will guard
your secret and we will protect you and your world from further harm. We have our
own destinies to follow and we will pursue them; much as you will pursue yours. May
someday your world and ours will have a mutual understanding and dialog so that both
our worlds will be better for it. We will not reveal your secret, that is our promise,”
Joseph finished his speech and then directed his father to end the transmission.
As the ZX/2 left the orbit around Paelliss, everyone began to secure their
belongings and check the supplies. Dr. Xelco and Joseph monitored the console to see
if all systems were working the way they should.
Denise and several of the women were in the galley checking out the various
vegetables and roots that they had gathered on the planet. They placed the plants in the
dispensary processor which analyzed the nutritional content of the food and its
palatability. All of the food appeared to be healthy and full of nutrients. This was an
unusual change since most raw food from other planets proved to be useless. The
vegetation on this planet was of better quality than any they had collected before.
“Digit, is the replacement gyrospector working at one hundred percent?” Joseph
requested.
“Not yet, with a few adjustments I should have the new navigational equipment
ready to handle the Grego light drives, but I may not be able to calibrate the Bronstine
power system until I can coordinate with another CIG CPU of my kind to help adjust
the co-linear consport. At Grego-Light speed we should reach Rigmar in
approximately three days fourteen hours twenty-six point seven seconds,” Digit added
to her report.
“Do we have enough supplies to last that long?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Yes,” was its simple answer.
Joseph and Dr. Xelco began to input the required coordinates and to make the
final adjustments before engaging the Grego-Light drive system. Joseph turned around
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and warned all of the passengers to prepare for the engagement of the drives. He
glanced at his father and nodded, pushing the throttle forward putting the small craft
back on course for its original destination.
Once the ship was on its way, the entire crew went to the galley to relax and to
get caught up on what had been going on before the rapid departure.
“What was going on back at the cave while we were gone?” Somat asked the
first question.
“We found several areas of extremely fertile land just below the cave. The river
that flows through it is rich in minerals and supplied the crops with the needed
nutrients to grow big and strong. I’m not sure, but some of the fields we saw may have
been farmland for the Lognicius. The ground is so rich and fertile we almost hated to
leave it,” Bronal from Notalus related his story.
Others told of the beautiful landscapes and mountains, while still others told of
the rivers and valleys. It was amazing the tales they shared considering how short of a
time they had been on the planet, and how little of it they had actually seen.
While the discussions went on, the food came to the table. The dispensary had
produced several new dishes from the new food sources. Some of it was made into
little pies with a brown crust on top. Another delightful dish was a roll-up of fruits that
oozed out of the ends as it bubbled from the heat of the radon stove. The food tasted
better than it looked or smelled.
The group feasted on these new delicacies, wondering if they would ever have a
chance to do so again, since they had vowed to keep the secrets of the planet to their
deaths, as they had agreed.
After the meal Joseph reached over and turned on some music over the octofonic disc system. The music he chose was cheerful and bright, so the group began to
dance in whatever space they could find. Joseph looked over at Denise who was
leaning against the wall by the galley entrance moving to the music. She crossed the
room through the crowd and cuddled next to Joseph while they moved slowly with the
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music. It felt good to be safe and secure again, headed for Rigmar, where they would
let their passengers off. They had no idea of what lay ahead, but that didn’t matter right
now.
A while later the passengers began to share about their heritage. The stories
began with Crospus.
Crospus is from the planet Kryomo, in the Wontango sector of the second
quadrant. “My people are the Nins. The Nins are a warring race that took prisoners of
any who defied them. Our heritage goes back thousands of years and our ferocity is
known throughout the galaxy. Only after the Age of the Kjimm did we to give up our
aggressive ways and join the CIG as a peaceful people. We are experts at making
weapons, but we also create some of the most beautiful weavings using a myriad of
colors woven together in a fashion unique to the Nins.”
(The Nins are large and strong. They are extremely hairy and wear their hair on
their heads up in a bun that encircles their heads like a turban. They have faces like
dogs and they growl fiercely when they are angered. Even though they bend over at the
waist they still have a menacing size. )
Several of the crew who had stayed behind told their stories. It helped to pass to
the time.
Joseph and his father took seats at the back of the ship to talk about what was
going to happen next.
The little whitther they had thought was left behind, jumped up into Joseph’s
lap, looked up at him. She then looked in his pocket for some food. She found a small
ball of aluminum, and then curled up beside him and drifted off.
Denise checked to see if the liconium box was in the place where they had left it.
She found it and looked inside to see if the pups were still in the box, or if they may
have gotten out. She wanted to make sure that they wouldn’t do the same kind of
damage again. They were in the box, so at this point, there was nothing to worry about.

PROMISE
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RIGMAR
Chapter IX
“Wow, are we glad to hear from you! We expected you days ago.
What happened?” the voice from Rigmar asked.

“Dad, what do you think is going to happen when we get to Rigmar. We have a
lot of questions to answer. Like, how did the ZX/2 get so messed up, why it took so
long to get to Rigmar, and what happened to the missing crew member,” Joseph asked
his dad.
“I think that is a bridge we have to cross when we get there. I hate lying to the
High Command. They expect one hundred percent loyalty. If we get caught in a lie,
there could be some serious consequences,” Dr. Xelco surmised.
“I guess we have to stick to our story and hope for the best, huh dad?” Joseph
nodded towards his father.
“I guess” Dr. Xelco replied as he closed his eyes to get some needed rest.
Then the lights went dim as most of the passengers prepared for a long night’s
sleep.

* * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ *~ ~ ~ * * * * * * *

The next day Joseph and Denise discussed what would happen to them after they
arrived on Rigmar. There were many options, but nothing really excited them.
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“I hope we get to see each other while we are there. Maybe we can get an
assignment together?” Denise added.
“That would be great!” Joseph responded. “I don’t really care where we end up,
just as long as we can see each other,” he concluded.
It would take some time to make the repairs on the ZX/2, once they got to
Rimgar. The crew knew that they would have to spend some time there themselves.
The pressure to keep the secret would be difficult.
The biggest problem facing them now was how to land the ship once they got
there. With the landing pods shot off, and with what remained of the gears that were
crunched when they were pushed onto the shore of the lake during the storm, it would
take a miracle for them to land without doing more serious damage to the ship. That
would have to be dealt with later.
“Digit, is it possible for you to archive all of the information about Paelliss in a
file that can’t be accessed?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“Of course.” Digit responded. “Do you want to put a security code on the files”
“That is an excellent idea! OK, make the password Junga, and put my voice
imprint on it,” Joseph gave the order.
“Done,” Digit replied.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The days passed without much incidence. The final arrival to Rigmar was
simple, but the landing would prove to be something of a challenge. Other ships had
returned with partial damage to the landing struts, but this was the first time that
anyone knew about where all the struts were ruined.
“Rigmar, this is the ZX/2 ship from Velos. We are late, but we are here,” Joseph
broadcast over his microphone.
“Wow, are we glad to hear from you! We expected you days ago. What
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happened?” the voice from Rigmar asked.
We’ll tell you all about it when we get down. However, we’ve got a small
problem. Our entire landing system is gone and we can’t land unless we have some
kind of a support to hold us up. Our escape hatch is located on the underside of the ship
so when we land we won’t be able to get out,” Joseph relayed the situation to the
control tower at Rigmar.
“Hold on we’ll figure something out,” The voice on the other end paused as he
talked to his landing crew. “Bring your ship around to gate Z-3 and we’ll have our
emergency team set up there. Have your CPU relay the dimensions of your ship and
the weight to our CPUs here, then we will be better prepared to handle your arrival,”
the voice commanded.
Digit forwarded the information to the Rigmar landing crews.
Joseph, turning toward his passengers directed,“We will be landing on Rigmar
shortly. We’ve been in contact with them and they know the status of our landing gear.
They are arranging to help us land the ship safely. Just so that we are all on the same
page, I have input our story into Digit’s memory banks. If we are scanned her story and
ours will match,”
“We may have missed something, and I am sure they are going to be curious, so
we need to be ready to cover ourselves. If there is something that any of you think that
we need to add or do to cover our story, let us know now,” Joseph prodded the
passengers.
One passenger suggested that they expel all of the food that they had brought
onto the ZX/2. Another suggested that they clear the memory banks on the C-Tablet.
And a third thought they should do a thorough cleaning of the ship.
Everyone jumped into action to implement the ideas.
As they circled around the tower towards their emergency landing zone, they
could see a large crowd of people surrounding the site. Most of them were in protective
gear, in case something went wrong. Joseph took control of the craft and manually
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circled slowly towards their landing location. He could see, on the ground, a platform
quickly erected to receive the ZX/2 and her cargo. It was night on this side of the
planet so large spot lights were placed on the ground around it to illuminate it.
“Bring your ship directly over the platform below you and then slowly descend.
If we are within tolerances you should have a support to sit in, just like a baby in its
cradle,” the voice directed Joseph towards the landing site.
The little ship came down softly, and as promised, settled gently on the cradle.
As soon as the thruster thrusters blew off their last burst of energy, the ship came to a
quiet rest. Yendor opened the hatch and jumped down onto the firm ground. He fell on
his knees and kissed the ground. The others began to disembark. Joseph draped himself
over the control panel and sighed a sigh of relief.
He said, “Thank you Digit, you are the greatest!”
“Thank you Joseph Xelco,” Digit responded.
Another difficult landing attained.
Dr. Xelco patted Joseph on the back and helped him up from his seat. Behind
them stood Denise, with a large grin on her face.
“Well, Hotshot, you made it again. Just how many lives do you have?” Denise
quipped.
“I’m not sure, but I sure hope it’s a bunch,” he replied as he gave Denise a hug.
The three of them left the craft arm in arm down the ladder and onto the tarmac.
A CIG officer came running towards them.
“Joseph Xelco, is that you?” The officer asked as he approached in the darkness
of night.
“Commander Quaid?” Joseph recognized the officer from the Pegasus.
“Yes, it is. We’ve been concerned. When we heard that you were missing, my
staff and I came directly here to help in the rescue attempt. You are sight for sore
eyes,” Commander Quaid said as he put his arm around Joseph and his father
They walked together towards the main complex. The others were already inside
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being debriefed by various officers and by the press. Joseph looked around and every
time he made eye contact with one of the passengers he would receive a wink,
acknowledging the fact that they would keep the secret secure.
Commander Quaid led them into the large hanger at the end of the building and
directed them to open the door. When they got inside they found the Pegasus, in all her
splendor, being refurbished to go out to do battle once again.
“She’s in dry dock for a couple of more days. My crew is here and we are on
shore leave. Perhaps we can find something we can do together while you are here,”
Commander Quaid suggested to his friends.
“I don’t know. We’ve got to get our passengers settled in at the hospital, get the
ZX/2 fixed, and then get our next assignment,” Joseph avoided the invitation.
“Is something wrong?” Commander Quaid asked Joseph who seemed to be
distracted.
“No, it’s just that we only just arrived and we’ve got so many things to sort out.
Would you forgive us if we left now and got ourselves settled in?” Joseph asked the
commander.
“That’s no problem.” Turning to one of the CIG soldiers he said, “Corporal,
would you escort our friends to their quarters. They have had a long trip and they need
to get freshened up,” Commander Quaid instructed the soldier. “We will have
breakfast at precisely oh eight hundred hours. Sometime after that we will have a
debriefing about your journey here.”
The three weary travelers followed the corporal towards the main housing unit.
They looked as if they had just gotten off a long journey to the other side of the galaxy
and back.
As soon as they were inside the bunkhouse, the soldier pointed to the men’s and
women’s quarters. Joseph gave Denise a hug and a peck on the cheek and waved
goodbye as she went on down the hallway to the other side of the barracks.
Inside the room, the corporal turned on the light, showed them the amenities,
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and then left Joseph and his dad alone.
“I don’t like this place. It’s too much like military school, and you know how
much I like military school, don’t you Dad?” Joseph commented with a laugh as he
walked around the austere dormitory style room.
“Let’s get some rest and then we can talk about it in the morning,” Dr. Xelco
suggested as he prepared himself for bed.
A small shower and rest area were connected to the room. Joseph went into the
shower and let the warm water cover his body, while he languished in its refreshing
droplets of water.
After his shower he found his bed. His father had taken the lower bunk, so he
jumped up, arranged his blanket, folded his fingers behind his head, and stared at the
ceiling.
“Digit, do you hear me O.K.?” Joseph asked the CPU in just over a whisper.
“Yes, what do you want Joseph Xelco?” Digit responded.
“Please access the CPU on board the Pegasus and reprogram your systems,”
Joseph suggested.
“I’ve already begun the process,” Digit replied.
“You are always one step ahead of me, aren’t you?” Jospeh joked.
He liked being able to chat with Digit.
“Do you know if the Reidforcian navigational device we installed is compatible
or not with all of your systems,” Joseph continued.
“I will let you know later,” Digit replied.
“If we need to we will replace it with a gyrospector tomorrow. We’ll also begin
repairing the damaged landing struts and hopefully we’ll be out of here in short order,”
Joseph finished.
“Good night Joseph, I will talk to you in the morning,” Digit gave her
salutations.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
“Get up you dead head!” Joseph heard as he was rocked from side to side in his
bed.
“Huh, what’s going on?” Joseph peered down through teary eyes trying to focus
on this rude person who was shaking him to wake up. “What do you want?”
“Get up or you’ll miss breakfast,” Dr. Xelco urged his son in a bright sunny
voice.
“O.K., I’ll be right there. Give me a chance to wake up first,” Joseph retorted as
he first rolled over, but realizing that his dad wouldn’t stop, he climbed down from his
perch.
“Come down the hall and turn right at the first door. That’s the mess area. Hurry
or there might not be a lot left for you,” Dr. Xelco said as he left the room smiling.
Joseph stood in the middle of the room trying to focus his eyes. He walked over
to the window and looked out. The sun was shining and the wasn’t a cloud in the sky.
What a beautiful day it was going to be. As he was getting dressed he decided to
contact Digit.
“Digit, this is Joseph. Any luck on your programming?” Joseph called out to the
CPU over his implant.
“Things went remarkably well. I think that with the replacement guidance
system, attached to the universal communicator, I should be able to increase my
efficiency in navigation and speed potential,” Digit gave back a cheerful response.
“Great, I have to eat now. I’ll get back with you later. Keep up the good work,”
Joseph replied.
Joseph walked out of his room just in time to see Denise leave her room. They
met just outside the mess hall.
“How did you sleep last night?” Denise got in the first word.
“Not bad, for sleeping in a military school. How about you?” Joseph answered
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with a question of his own.
“Pretty good. How about getting something to eat. I’m starving,” Denise said as
she raced for the door to be first in line.
Joseph followed closely on Denise’s heels, and when they threw open the doors,
they knocked Commander Quaid backwards and onto the floor.
“Whoa, slow down you two. We have rules around here. If you want some
exercise go down to the recreation center after breakfast. I’m sure you can find
something to do down there.” Commander Quaid said as he picked himself up off the
floor and brushed the dirt off of his pants.
Denise apologized, as did Joseph, and then they went to the chow line. They
took the servings they were given. It looked tasty, but military food isn’t always that
good, especially compared to the treats they enjoyed on the trip from Paelliss.
Dr. Xelco was sitting with a group of adults, so Joseph and Denise decided to sit
by themselves and talk for a while.
“How long do you think we’ll be here,” Denise asked Joseph.
“I hope not too long. It could get real boring staying at a military and medical
facility. I talked to Digit last night and this morning. Everything seems to be going
along fine. The CPU on the Pegasus helped reprogram the damaged circuits and Digit
has been able to reroute the ones we couldn’t figure out. The CPU technicians aren’t
doing much because they don’t understand the new programming yet. I wouldn’t be
surprised if Digit isn’t one hundred percent by the time we leave here,” Joseph rattled
on.
“Can’t we talk about something other than the ZX/2 and Digit?” Denise
implored Joseph as she looked into his eyes and smiled.
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SUSPICIONS
Chapter X
“GET HIM OUT OF HERE! … NEXT!” the gruff voice of the commandant
yelled out.

Joseph reached across the table and took her hand in his.
“Yeah, sure, why don’t we talk about something else? It will help get our minds
off of our current boredom,” Joseph responded half-heartedly.
The two sat and talked about things in their lives before they met on the Burmi.
Joseph talked about his mother. He shared how he felt about her death on Lambdata
during the Reidforcian attack.
Even though it appeared as though the Reidforcians were being beaten back,
there was still an emptiness inside him that wouldn’t go away. This was the first time
he talked at length about his mother since her death. After breakfast they took a walk
through the many corridors that surrounded the hanger area where many of the CIG
ships come to be refurbished. At least they had come to the right place to repair the
ZX/2’s systems. As they walked and talked it became clear to both of them that their
paths had not crossed accidentally. At their age it’s hard to find the words to
communicate the affections they had for each other.
The left the building and went outside. The morning sun warmed the skin and
helped to ease the tensions that had been building. Without parental interference and
the hoopla they had had to endure back on Velos, they really had a chance to get to
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know each other. They found that they had many things in common. They enjoyed
each other’s company, and they could actually finish a conversation without getting on
each other’s nerves.
They wandered down to the recreational area that Commander Quaid had
suggested and found a ball to kick around. At first it was for fun, but as they became
more competitive, the game turned into a grudge match.
“Joseph Xelco, you cheated,” Denise yelled at Joseph.
“No I didn’t. I just took advantage of a little known rule,” Joseph smiled as he
moved past Denise into her territory.
“That’s not a rule and you know it,” Denise smiled back as she jumped on top of
him and pulled him to the ground.
“And I suppose that’s some new rule you made up?” Joseph asked Denise as he
looked up at her from the ground. “That was some tackle. Have you ever played
lungeball.”
“No, and I hope I never do,” Denise quipped back at him as she jumped on top
of him to make sure he was down.
Just then a siren went off that echoed throughout the compound. Not knowing
the reason for the alarm, Denise and Joseph jumped up and headed for the barracks to
see if they could get an answer. When they got to the doors they almost knocked
Commander Quaid down again.
“What’s the big hurry?” Commander Quaid questioned the two.
“We heard the siren and we wanted to see what the commotion was all about,”
Joseph panted as he answered the question.
“Oh that. That’s just the daily practice drill we run around here. There’s nothing
to get worried about,” Commander Quaid reassured them.
Joseph and Denise moved past the commander and headed for the hanger. As
long as they were on their way to the barracks they might as well check up on the
ZX/2.
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When they got there they found Joseph’s father busy at work directing workers
on all parts of the craft. The old landing gears had already been removed and the
burned out Krolon Power canon had already been replaced.
“Wow Dad, these guys don’t fool around, do they?” Joseph commented on the
quick progress they were making.
Dr. Xelco looked up and grinned at the two kids. They sure seemed different in
there youthfulness.
“We should be ready to leave tomorrow, if everything goes well. The only
component we are waiting for is the gyrospector,” Dr. Xelco said with a glowing look
of excitement on his face.
“I talked to Digit this morning and she seems to think that the Reidforcian
navigational system will work better because of the Reidforcian communicator we
installed. She seems to think that the components will work well together. I think we
should give it a try,” Joseph informed his father.
“That sounds good, but I’ll have them bring a gyrospector just in case. By the
way, have you been questioned at all about our journey here?” Dr. Xelco inquired.
“No, have you?” Joseph responded.
“Yes, and they’re having trouble buying our story. They have concluded that we
didn’t have enough supplies on the ship to last us that long. Digit’s story is matching
ours, so that is giving credence to what I told them, but they are persistent about
getting some answers,” Dr. Xelco informed them of what had been going on with him.
“They saw the burns on the landing struts and the damage done to the Krolon
Power canon. They aren’t sure how that could happen the way we described it.” Dr.
Xelco went on.
“They haven’t talked to us yet, but then we really haven’t given them a chance
to,” Denise added giggling a little as she looked at Joseph and gave him a gentle shove.
“Take care kids. I’ll see you at lunch,” Dr. Xelco bid ado to the kids as he went
back inside the ship to finish the repairs.
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Joseph and Denise headed back to the recreational center. When they got there
they found Yendor and Somat talking to each other near the obstacle course.
“Hey guys, what’s going on?” Joseph interrupted their conversation.
“These clowns are getting pretty rough on their questions about how we
survived the trip here from Velos. They haven’t been able to put any holes in our
stories, but they sure are suspicious. Fortunately the passengers who were transported
over to the medical facility haven’t been questioned,” Yendor whined about his
perceived mistreatment. “I want off of this planet as soon as I can get out of here. I
don’t care where; just get me out of here,” he added.
“Settle down Yendor, things are never as bad as you make them out to be. I
know we promised the Lognicius to keep their secret and I appreciate your loyalty, but
knock it off with the self-pity. We’ve got enough problems without you whining,”
Joseph reprimanded Yendor’s attitude.
Just then four soldiers walked up, spotted the group, and then ordered all four of
them to follow them out of the recreation area. Joseph and Denise looked at each other,
shrugged their shoulders, and then did as they were told.
They followed closely behind two of the guards and two more were behind
them. It felt like they were back on Reidforcia and they were under arrest.
Yendor complained the whole way into the barracks. “What’s going on now? I
just want to go home. Can we just go home?”
The soldiers took them to the mess hall, told them to sit down, and to be quiet
until spoken to.
Then they were taken individually into a small room adjacent to the mess hall.
Those who were left outside could see through a window that the questioning was
rough, but no physical harm was being done.
Joseph was first. He was taken into the office, and forced to sit on a hard
wooden chair. A mean looking Commandant, whom Joseph didn’t recognize, walked
in and sat down across the desk from Joseph, and glared into his eyes. He had a big
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cigar hanging out of the side of his mouth
“How is it that you were able to survive for eight days in that ship when you
only had provisions for three? And how did you sustain so much damage to the ZX/2 if
you were only en route from Velos? We’ve had strange things happening in this sector
and we think that you have the answers! Tell us what we need to know, NOW!” the
commandant came out of his seat and nearly put his big cigar into Joseph’s nose. The
smell from it was bad enough.
Joseph waved the air in front of him to get rid of the smoke in his face.
“Well sir, we encountered an asteroid. When the whitther ate the cables
connecting the CPU to the gyrospector we lost our course and we hit an asteroid. I tried
to blow it up with the Krolon Power canon, but I missed and accidentally blew off the
pods. I had forgotten to retract the landing gear after we left Velos.”
“As for the supplies, sir, I think you are mistaken. Our manifest shows we had
two weeks of supplies, as well as delicacies given to us by those who wished us well
back on Velos. I can’t understand your concern. We arrived safely and we are ready to
help out any way we can,” Joseph relayed the story.
“GET HIM OUT OF HERE! … NEXT!” the gruff voice of the commandant
yelled out.
Joseph was led to a small holding room so he couldn’t communicate with the
others until the questioning was over.
Denise was next. She told the same story as Joseph, which didn’t please the
commandant any. When she was pushed through the doors into the room with Joseph
she broke into tears.
“This is almost as bad as when we were on Reidforcia. How can our own people
treat us this way?” Denise sobbed as she fell to the floor.
“Remember, we’ve been at war for a long time. The military has had control
over most aspects of lives out here. He’s only trying to do his job.” Joseph tried to
console her.
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It wasn’t long before Yendor and then Somat joined them in the holding room.
The door opened and a guard said, “You can go now, but be available for future
questioning at any time.”
The four detainees walked out of the office towards the hangar area. Before they
got there two guards stopped them and informed them that the hangar was now off
limits. Being turned away did not sit right with Joseph. His father was in there, and if
there was anything that could get Joseph’s blood running, it was keeping him from
seeing his father.
“Something is not right. Why are they so curious about where we were and what
we were doing?” Joseph whispered to Denise. “I’m getting a little suspicious of what
their motives are.”
“What do you think we should do? Do you think we’re over reacting,” Denise
asked.
“I think we need to go inside and look around. Maybe we can find out what all
this fuss is about,” Joseph replied.
Trying not to be too obvious, Joseph turned back to the main building and
opened the door. Two guards were there.
“Where are you going?” they asked.
“I’m going to my room. I forgot something,” he responded as he walked past.
Instead of going to his room, he turned left towards the dining hall. He dropped
below the window of the office where they had been questioned. He listened closely so
he could hear what was being said inside.
“I’m frustrated that we can’t get any information from the crew of the ZX/2.
According to our intelligence, they took a detour from the flight plan they filed. They
are being consistent in their stories, but the radio communication we’ve intercepted
from the high command is telling us something different.” The commandant said to
those in the room with him. The smell of his cigar filtered out into the hallway.
“We have to report back to the High Command about what they discovered,”
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one of the other officers in the room added.
The commandant continued, “What we don’t know is how or why they installed
a Reidforcian directional device. It has been sending out a sub-spacial signal since it
was installed, and it has been directed at Reidforcia. We picked up that signal, but we
aren’t sure what information is being sent.”
“We’ve scanned the CPU on the ZX/2, but the information there is not
completely available. The CPU is in direct violation of CIG policy by doing so. We are
getting a report that there are protected files that are blocked. It appears that our little
heroes could now be traitors,” The commandant said as he walked back and forth in his
office.
“It won’t be long before we have our orders from the High Command!” he
continued. “We need to find out where they found that piece of hardware and how it
got on the ZX/2. It’s time that we bring them back here and question them in a manner
more fitting. At least the little tricks they used against the Reidforcians won’t work on
us.” the commandant laughed as he continued. “Bring them to me now! We can’t
afford any more games.”
Joseph was in shock. “How could this have happened?” he asked himself.
Joseph ran down the hall and went to his room. He gathered his things and his
dad’s. As he left his room to go down the hall he saw two guards. He grinned at them
and then saluted. He slowly walked to the exit and then once clear of the doors, he ran
as fast as he could to find the others.
He found them back at the recreational center. They saw that Joseph was
panting. In short spurts he told them what he had heard.
“I think they suspect that we are spies for the Potentate. I can’t believe it! In
order to protect our secrets about the Lognicius, we’ve become enemies of the CIG.
How do we get out of this one?” he asked the others.
“Are you sure that is what they said?” Somat asked. “If what you are saying is
true we could be in real danger here.”
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“What do you suggest?” Yendor asked, but probably didn’t really want an
answer knowing how Joseph did things.
“We need to see if we can find any of the others. I will wait at the supply shack
next to the hangar, since they are looking for me right now. Once you have everyone,
rendezvous with me there, OK?” Joseph directed. “In the mean time I will survey the
area and try to come up with some ideas on how we can get out of here. We’ve got to
be very subtle about how we do things so we don’t raise anymore suspicion about what
we are planning.” Joseph continued, still winded from running from the main buildings
to the recreations center.
Yendor and Somat left and then went in through a side entrance of the main
building to see if they could locate any of the others who had been on the ZX/2. Denise
went to her room to gather her things.
On her way to her room a guard yelled at her, “Hey you, get over here! The
commandant wants to talk to you right now.”
Denise ignored him and slipped through the doors into the mess hall. She hid
behind the door and when the guard entered, she slipped quietly past him back into the
hallway and made a beeline for her room.
She quickly packed her things. She opened the door slowly. The hall was now
full of guards dressed in CIG uniforms. It felt strange to be avoiding her own people.
She opened the window of her room and crawled out. Once outside she crouched
low and slithered toward the end of the building. Once there she peered around the
corner. She could see the supply shed with Joseph inside, but there was a lot of activity
in between them.
Just then a truck drove by. She ran to the truck and jumped into the back. She
looked over the side to see where she was going. Just as the truck turned the corner
towards the hangar, she jumped out.
She hid next to the hangar in clear view of the supply shed, but hiding from the
soldiers who were stationed at the entrance. She found a large barrel to hide behind.
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She waited there to see what Joseph had planned for them next.
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ARREST
Chapter XI
“We are taking them to the commandant for more questioning,” Yendor
responded.

“Digit, this is Joseph, please respond.”
Again there was no answer.
“What could be the problem?” Joseph thought to himself as he looked up and
surveyed the area to determine the best way to get around the guards.
He counted about ten CIG troops between him and the hangar. He looked around
in the shed and found a motorbike with a sidecar. The motorbike looked pretty old. He
blew off some of the dust and then checked the gas tank. It had about a half a tank.
Maybe they could use it to get across the tarmac.
Just then Yendor and Somat entered the shed..
“How did you avoid all of the troops out there?” Joseph asked. Then he noticed
that they were wearing CIG issued fatigues.
“We just walked across.” Yendor said smiling. “By the way, the rest of the
passengers have already been reassigned to other areas. We won’t be able to get to
them. BUT we did learn that the entire base is looking for you Joseph Xelco. We had
no idea that you were so popular!” They teased Joseph.
Joseph peeked out of the supply shed and saw Denise crouched across the
tarmac. She waved at him.
“I have a plan, tell me what you think,” Joseph said as he motioned for Yendor
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and Somat to come closer. He gave them his plan and then it was time to execute it.
Somat and Yendor stood behind Joseph and pointed trazers at him. Joseph put
his hands in the air. He turned around and commented, “I sure hope you haven’t had
one of those mind control devices placed in you or I’m a gonner!”
Somat and Yendor chuckled.
He turned and walked out of the shed, a prisoner once again.
On their way to the hanger they ran into Crospus. He had just been released from
the rehabilitation hospital and he was preparing to return to Kryomo.
“What can I do for you?” Crospus greeted his new friends with a big grin on his
face.
“You can help us get out of here. Everyone who was on the ZX/2 is being
questioned and threatened. We’ve got to get out of this place before someone breaks
down and reveals the truth about our trip. We promised the Lognicius that we wouldn’t
reveal their secrets and I for one intend to keep that promise. We also suspect that the
High Command thinks that we are traitors since we had the Reidforcian directional
device mounted on the ZX/2. I’m not able to get in touch with Digit to verify any of
this though,” Joseph spelled out their situation.
Crospus’ once grinning face turned serious. “How do you want to proceed with
this escape? I will help in any way I can.”
“First, we’ve got to find out what happened to Digit. She doesn’t respond to my
calls anymore. I’m afraid they may have deactivated her or worse yet they may have
removed her from the ZX/2,” Joseph informed the others.
Crospos first walked away and then followed at a distance. As soon as they got
to the hangar, Somat pretended to apprehend Denise. She also put her hands in the air
as she and Joseph, now prisoners, were being taken to be questioned by the
commandant once again.
As they approached the hangar door, the guards questioned Somat and Yendor.
“Where are you going with these prisoners?”
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“We are taking them to the commandant for more questioning,” Yendor
responded.
“OK, you may pass,” the guard replied as he opened the door and let them
through. Then Crospos came up behind them and pushed both of the guards inside the
door. He held both of them against the wall until they passed out from the Kryomo
sleep hold. Joseph and Denise put on the guards uniforms. Yendor ducked down just
inside of the door and surveyed the situation. He nodded that everything was clear.
Then Somat and Joseph stormed the ZX/2 with the others following behind.
Just as they arrived, the replaced hatch under the ZX/2 opened and out popped
Dr. Xelco.
“What’s going on here? What do you think you’re doing? Why are you wearing
those uniforms?” Dr. Xelco demanded not realizing that he was considered a traitor
with the rest of them.
“Get inside, we’ll tell you later,” Joseph ordered his father as the others climbed
the ladder and entered the clean and refreshed ZX/2.
“Why isn’t Digit working,” Joseph demanded of his father.
“She’s working fine. I just turned her off for a while so I could do some
alternative wiring in the galley. She’s back on and operational now. Go ahead and try
it,” Dr. Xelco responded in a daze over the guerilla tactics used to take the ship.
“Digit, can we get out of here?” Joseph questioned the CPU.
“I’ll have to blow a hole through the exterior doors in order to leave the hangar,
but after that we should have free sailing. The only problem is we may not be able to
out run the ships here. I have one of the newer Bronstine thrusters, but I haven’t been
able to calibrate it yet,” Digit reported the ZX/2’s current condition.
“Digit, can you communicate with the Pegasus without any of the crew knowing
it?” Joseph asked.
“Of course, what do you want me to do?” Digit replied.
Joseph continued to give orders to Digit, “I want you to disable the systems on
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all of the ships. If possible I would like you to also cut off their communications,
especially with the High Command,”
“What are you talking about Joseph? What do you think you are doing?” Dr.
Xelco asked in a panic.
“Dad, I don’t have time to explain right now. I just know that we have to get out
of here and in a hurry,” Joseph said turning back to Digit.
“I also need you to turn off the sub-spacial signal you have sending out since we
installed the pod. Can you do that?” Joseph continued.
“I don’t know what you are talking about,” Digit answered.
“Dad, do we have a CIG gyrospector here?” Joseph asked his dad.
“Yeah, but it will take a few minutes to install it. Why?” Dr. Xelco queried
Joseph about his request.
“Please hurry! I suspect that the pod we installed has been sending a signal to
Reidforcia about all of our updates and changes made to our fleet. It has access to all of
Digit’s files except for the ones we encoded. We have to shut that down,” Joseph told
his father what he surmised while assisting in any way he could with the preparations
to leave
“I’ll do that right away son,” Dr. Xelco said as he and Somat dove under the
console to make the changes.
Suddenly the lights in the hangar went on. A siren blast went off and then
another. This was not going to be a drill. The soldiers at the outpost were going to
make every effort to stop the ZX/2 from leaving.
“We’ve got it installed, you are ready to go!” Somat yelled from under the
console.
“Make it work little lady, we need to get out of this place, and I mean fast!”
Joseph ordered the ship.
The ZX/2 lifted from its pad and then headed toward the doors. The landing gear
retracted and then a short trazer cannon blast blew a hole through the exterior door that
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was large enough for the ZX/2 to pass through. As soon as the blast went off
everything went crazy.
The ZX/2 dashed towards the hole in the hangar door
Over the speakers in the craft the command came loud and clear.
“Return to the base or you will be destroyed!” the voice demanded.
“This reminds me of when we stole the ZX/2 off of the Burni,” Joseph quipped.
“But no one was really shooting at us then!” Denise reminded him.
The ZX/2 blasted through the doors and headed for space. Trazer fire filled the
space around them, but the shields on the craft kept them safe.
Pilots were jumping into their fighter ships, but they weren’t going anywhere.
Armed personnel began to sweep the compound to try and figure out what had
happened. All of this was too late because the ZX/2 was out of the hangar and well on
its way off of Rigmar.
“Digit, were you able to disable the functions on the ships down there?” Joseph
asked the CPU.
“Yes, can you explain to me why you had me do that?” Digit asked.
“It seems as though the commandant on Rigmar thinks that we are under the
control of the Reidforcians and that we are working for the Potentate,” Joseph
responded.
“Why did you remove the navigation pod and replace it with the gyroscope?”
Digit asked.
“I overheard the commandant on Velos say that they knew we were sending a
sub-spacial signal from it as soon as we installed it. I’m pretty sure that they monitored
most of what we were doing and that was sent to Reidforcia,” Joseph informed Digit
and the rest of the crew. “I’m also sure they know about Paellis,” he added.
“That is strange because I didn’t detect any unusual signals being sent by that
device. I scanned all of the components and I didn’t find anything to be suspicious of,”
Digit reported.
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“Digit, I don’t mean to cruel, but could you do a thorough check of all of your
systems to make sure that there are no tracking devices or alternate communications
we don’t know about please?
“As you wish,” Digit responded. “I will commence with a full system scan to
verify my findings.”
“Where do we go from here?” Dr. Xeclo inquired. “We are six fugitives on the
ship! I never thought that we would be considered traitors. I wonder how we are going
to get out of this one?
“I think we need to check our systems on the ZX/2 so we know all of our
capabilities, and then we need to find out how much damage has been done to the CIG
because of the information sent to them,” Joseph began to take control of the situation.
“The engines are fully charged as are our batteries and weapons. We have
enough water and food for a month, Dr. Xelco reported.
“By the way, do we still have the Reidforcian helmet and blue orb?” Joseph
asked.
“Just a moment, I’ll see if it’s still in the spot where I stored it,” Denise said as
she moved to the back of the ship. “Yep, here they are. Why do you ask?”
“I want to know all of our options. I think our best course is to head for the High
Command Headquarters. Turning to the CPU Joseph inquired, “Digit, is it possible to
send out a signal to the High Command without giving out our exact location?
“Give me a few minutes to make some adjustments,” Digit replied.
“Denise, could you come here a minute please,” Joseph motioned for her to
come up to the console.
Speaking in a low voice, Joseph asked Denise, “Would you mind doing a scan
with the QRE? I just want to make sure that we don’t have any surprises? Would you
check me as well so there is little suspicion, OK?”
Denise went to the galley, searched until she found the QRE. “I’m going to do a
quick medical exam on everyone just to make sure we didn’t pick up anything while
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we were on Rigmnar,” She explained.
“Go ahead and check for communicators, it’s OK,” Somat popped off knowing
full well what Denise was doing.
Everyone was checked, including Digit. “Looks OK to me,” Denise reported.
“I have our signal scrambled now. Do you want to send a message to the High
Command?
“Yes, please. Open communications,” Joseph directed the CPU.
“High Command, this is the ZX/2 experimental craft calling. Joseph Xelco
speaking. Do you hear us?” Joseph called out.
“This is CIG High Command. What can we do for you?” a voice replied.
Joseph turned off the microphone. “Digit, is there anything unusual about the
voice that we should know about?” Joseph asked.
“The voice patterns match those of the Bignols.” Digit answered.
Joseph turned the microphone back on,
“We’ve learned that you suspect that we are under the control of the
Reidforcians. Are you aware of that?” Joseph informed the High Command of the
situation on Rigmar.
“I will have to check with the officer on duty, hold on a minute please,” the
voice came back with a question.
“This is Ensign Jernigan, why are you scrambling your signal? A new voice
came over the speaker.
“We found out that you suspect us of being Reidforcian informants. This is not
true.” Joseph tried to convince the ensign.
“Do you have any information you can send us to contradict our suspicians?”
ensign Jensen asked.
“Hold on, I will send you a full report in about five minutes,” Joseph replied.
Turning off the microphone again, Joseph turned to the crew and asked them,
“What do you think? Should we trust the High Command with all we know, or should
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we wait until we are closer to make sure that everything is safe.”
After a few minutes of discussion they decided to give as little information as
possible to the High Command until they could be completely sure that it was safe.
He turned on the microphone and said, “We will send our report to you shortly.”
“Digit, close the communication,” Joseph ordered. “Please create a report for the
High Command that will help us explain our journey to Paelliss that will not reveal the
nature of the planet. Are you able to do that Digit?”
“Are you asking me to lie to the High Command?” Digit replied.
“No, just leave out details about Paelliss. Do the best you can. We will give a
full report when we arrive,” Joseph answered Digit’s obvious question.
“As you wish Joseph Xelco,” the CPU responded.
It would take six days to get to the High Command using the Grego Light Drive
System. They wanted to save energy. The extra time would also allow the six of them
time to prepare for whatever they might find when they arrived.
The crew settled in for the journey. They set up shifts for doing the various
duties on the ship.
Denise spent time reading and catching up on her studies for school. She also
played some of her favorite music over the octo-fonic sound system.
After a while she was asked to use the C-tablet and its sound system, because the
others didn’t care for her music, especially when they heard the same song for the fifth
time.
Joseph and his father worked on several projects together. Dr. Xelco had been so
busy with his research for the CIG that he had left little time for Joseph. They enjoyed
this time. Joseph was learning more and more about how brilliant his father really was,
and Dr. Xelco was amazed at the skills his son had attained in such a short time. They
could be heard talking and laughing as they tinkered with the components on the
workstation.
Yendor and Somat took turns at the pilot’s seat monitoring the console. They
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had a good time sharing jokes and stories.
Crospos slept most of the time. When he wasn’t sleeping he was eating.
Digit reported periodically on the status of the ship. There was no sign of pursuit
by the CIG to intercept the ZX/2.
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EXPLOSION
CHAPTER XII
“Three minutes to impact,” Digit prolonged the agony.
“Where would be now if we hadn’t had the trouble with the gyrospector?”
Joseph asked himself out loud.

Joseph awakened to the dull roar of the Grego Light Drive System. The lights on
the ship were turned down to a minimum. Somat and Yendor were manning the ship’s
controls and Denise was sound asleep in a recliner behind Somat. Only an occasional
grunt from Crospus cut through the quiet that enveloped the interior of the craft.
Joseph got up, releasing the whitther, who had mysteriously reappeared, which
then once again jumped into Denise’s lap.
Joseph walked forward towards the console as he stretched and yawned. He
gazed out of the forward windows at the stars in the distance. He looked at the terminal
in front of him, and by the lights flashing on and off; it appeared that Digit was
keeping things in order.
Somat noticed Joseph looking over his shoulder and invited him to sit down in
the pilot’s seat. Joseph traded places with him and took the controls.
“Did anything unusual happen that I should know about?” Joseph asked Somat.
“Not really, however there is an unfamiliar blue glow at twenty-seven degrees
that has our curiosity. The star map doesn’t show anything like that in this sector,”
Somat replied.
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“Hey Digit, what is that bright blue light we see at twenty-seven degrees to the
starboard side?” Joseph put the question to the CPU.
“I have no record of such an occurrence in this sector. It does not relate to
anything I have in my memory banks.
“Could it possibly bring harm to us,” Joseph inquired of the CPU.
“It is possible that we will be impacted by the force of that explosion,” Digit
finished.
“EXPLOSION, what are you talking about?!” Joseph quipped back at the CPU.
“It would appear that a rather large device, of unknown origin, has been
detonated approximately seventy-two point six light years away, and the force of the
explosion will reach us in approximately forty-two minutes twenty-two point five
seconds,” Digit rattled off its statistics.
“How big is the force and what can it do to us?” Joseph said with apprehension
in his voice.
“That is unknown at this time,” Digit responded.
“Do you have any suggestions on how we can prepare ourselves for the impact
of the explosion?” Joseph questioned the CPU further.
“No, I do not know. But the effect of the explosion could be compared to a space
tidal wave. We might end up just about anywhere,” Digit’s dim prognosis came over
the speakers while the others in the cabin, having been aroused by the news, listened
intently.
Dr. Xelco moved forward and gazed out the window at the growing glow in the
sky.
“I wonder if that has to do with the Battle of Colonus?” Dr. Xelco talked to
himself out loud.
“It could not be from that battle. The explosion is in the wrong sector and is of a
magnitude that would have affected us a long time ago. This is something new and is
very dangerous,” Digit responded to the comments.
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“Is there any chance of us increasing to the Bronstine thruster drive system?”
Joseph pulling at threads as he asked the CPU.
“Yes, but before I can have the Bronstine thrusters fully calibrated, the blast will
have already impacted us,” was the simple reply.
“Everyone, batten down anything that could fly across the cabin. Secure all of
your personal belongings. I have a feeling we are going to be in for the ride of our
lives!” Dr. Xelco commanded the crew.
They all jumped up and began to prepare themselves for the worst. Denise
headed a group to secure the galley. Somat led a group who safeguarded the equipment
at the back of the ship, while Dr. Xelco and Joseph, sitting at the controls, prepared for
the journey into the unknown.
“Five minutes to impact,” Digit announced over the speakers.
“Hurry, get in your seats and put on your belts. Digit, send out an emergency
signal and leave it on automatic. That way they should be able to track us where ever
we end up,” Joseph ordered.
“Four minutes to impact,” Digit continued to report.
The crew held on in anxious anticipation waiting for the unknown. The look on
their faces gave away the fear they felt for the unexpected.
“Three minutes to impact,” Digit prolonged the agony.
“Where would we be now if we hadn’t had the trouble with gyrospector?”
Joseph asked himself out loud.
“We would be back on the planet Velos, having completed our mission..... Two
minutes to impact,” Digit returned an answer.
“I can’t stand this, I think I’m going to go crazy. I wish the CPU would just shut
up and let us wait in silence!” Yendor jumped in.
“As you wish,” Digit replied with a dejected tone.
“Never mind that Digit, keep us abreast of the impact,” Joseph changed
Yendor’s request. “Digit, make sure our shields are set to maximum!”
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“One minute to impact,” Digit continued to report.
Dead silence pervaded the cabin of the ZX/2 as the impending force of the
spatial tidal wave approached.
“Five..four..three.. two.. one..” Silence, then the rush of a vibration that grew
stronger and stronger until it reached a crescendo of noise that deafened the
passengers. A blue light filled the cabin. The ZX/2 was tossed like a cork across the
galaxy in a rumble tumble manner. All sense of direction and speed was lost as the
small ship hurtled along, turning and spinning out of control. The vibrations within the
ship jarred the group until they thought that their teeth were going to fall out. Joseph
attempted to gain some control of the ship by moving the directional stick from side to
side but the force of the wave was too strong. The ZX/2 continued to be thrown about
like a piece of paper in a tornado.
When the spacecraft finally stopped bouncing around, everyone looked at each
other in surprise. Shaken but not injured.
Cropos woke up and asked, “What’s going on?”
The others just ignored him.
“Digit, where are we?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“I cannot answer that right now. I have to find a reference point to lock onto to
figure that out,” Digit responded.
The passengers were shaken, but OK. There was debris all over the inside so
they began to clean up the mess. Dr. Xelco and Joseph scanned the monitors to see if
they could find anything to help them figure out how to get back to CIG territory. They
brought the thrusters to a full stop.
“I think I have found a familiar solar system, but I’m only eighty-five point six
percent positive of my findings,” Digit finally reported.
“How far are we from that solar system?” Joseph asked.
“It would take approximately six months and five days to arrive at the edge of
the Quantos solar system at our maximum speed,” Digit gave the bad news. “Then
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another week or two to get to the High Command Headquarters.”
“Wow, we sure traveled a long way in a short period of time. I wonder what
happened to everything else in the path of that explosion?” Joseph asked to himself out
loud.
“I have calculated that the force of the explosion was directed at us and us
alone,” Digit answered the question.
“You mean something out there pointed that right at us?” Joseph asked not
believing what he had just been told.
“Yes,” was the simple answer.
“What kind of a device has that capability, and how did they know where we
were?” Dr. Xelco asked the CPU.
“It will take me a while to research that for you. I will give you my assessment
as soon as I have those calculations,” Digit replied.
“So, how do we get back? We only have a few days’ supplies on the ship,”
Joseph queried the already overloaded CPU.
“I am working on that as well,” Digit replied.
“Joseph, can you come here please,” Denise’s voice came from the galley. “I
need you for a moment.”
Joseph got up. His father moved to the pilot’s seat and continued to monitor the
activity in front of him. Then Joseph went to the back of the ship.
“What is it, what can I do for you?” Joseph asked Denise.
“It seems that we missed something when we were scanning the ship,” Denise
reported to Joseph.
“What did we miss?” Joseph asked.
“I agree with the officers on Velos. I think we still have something giving off a
signal to the Reidforcians that we missed. I just can’t figure out where or what it might
be,” Denise expressed her fears.
“Let me ask my dad first,” Joseph answered. Poking his head out of the galley he
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called to his father, “Dad can you come here for a moment please?”
Dr. Xelco left the pilot’s seat and walked to the back of the ship.
“What’s up?” he asked.
“Tell him Denise,” Joseph directed the conversation towards Denise.
“I think that there is something that is sending a signal to Reidforcia; I just don’t
know what it could be,”
“So what you are saying is that the Reidforcians have created some sort of
weapon that locked onto a signal on this ship and blasted us out of the galaxy, is that
correct?” Joseph asked.
“That’s my theory,” Denise replied.
“That’s a lot to take in right now,” Dr. Xelco said as he sat down at the galley
table. “What you say makes a lot of sense; I just wish we had found this out sooner. Is
it better to concentrate on Digit, the tracking device, or to solve how we get home?”
“Do you think there is a way to scan Digit for a tracking device just to make
sure?” Joseph asked.
“Denise tried that before. I actually doubt it. If we haven’t discovered it by now,
it’s unlikely that anything we do now will help us.” Dr. Xelco replied. “I guess we
could just ask. Things can’t get any worse, right?” he stated confused over everything
and looking for support.
Joseph decided he would be the one to ask the question, but he wanted to keep
the information secret. He went to the rear of the ship and contacted Digit over the
implant in his head.
“Digit, do you hear me?” Joseph asked.
“Yes, why are you talking to me this way?” Digit replied.
“I have a question for you and I need you to answer yes or no. Do you have or
did you ever have a tracking device giving information to the Reidforcians after we
installed the communicator to your circuitry?” Joseph asked the direct question.
“Yes,” was the simple answer.
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“How long was the tracking signal active?” Joseph asked the next question.
“Not very long. Once I detected the device I rerouted the signals to an alternate
processor and used it to fool them into thinking we were always in another location,”
Digit reported. “Do you think that I was reporting information back to the enemy
during our journeys?” Digit asked in a way that made Joseph feel like she was hurt that
she was not trusted.
“No, I just needed to make sure. That is excellent! I wish you had reported that
to us earlier.” Joseph said excitedly.
“I will try to anticipate your needs from now on,” Digit stated.
“Digit, do you know if the directional device has been sending out a signal?”
Joseph continued to question.
“I monitored that device and I didn’t find that to be true,” Digit responded.
“However, the blue orb has a faint signal that I was not able to override.” Digit
informed Joseph.
“The Blue orb!? You mean the one we brought on board with the helmet?”
Joseph answered very surprised.
“Yes, the blue orb has been sending a continuous signal back to the transporter
room on Reidforcia. It is easy for them to monitor where it is at any time. No other
information was sent,” Digit gave the bad information.
“Do you have any idea what hit us?” Joseph asked.
“It was a directed energy force. It may have originated from the transporter room
on Reidforcia, but it was redirected through another location,” Digit answered.
“Do you have any ideas on what we can do to get back into CIG territory?”
Joseph asked another question.
“I am working on that as well. Is there anything else I can do for you Joseph
Xelco?” Digit asked a question of her own.
Joseph thought for a second and then replied, “No, not right now. Thank you for
your help,”
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“No problem,” was the quick response.
Joseph then went out to the galley. Everyone was busy cleaning and
reorganizing the cabin. Denise was at the food processor preparing a meal. Dr. Xelco
was reviewing some of the data on the C-Tablet with Somat.
Joseph looked over at Denise and gave her a thumb’s up. Denise nodded and
walked over to where Joseph was standing.
“So, now what?” Denise asked.
“Digit says that we have been tracked by a signal sent by the blue orb. She is not
sure about the energy source that sent us here was, or exactly where it came from, but
she said it probably originated from the transporter room on Reidforcia. She is working
on that.”
“She said that she had a tracking device when we first installed the
communication device, but she changed the signal to fool the Reidforcians about our
location. So only since we brought the Blue orb onboard have the Reidforcians known
our location. Now we’ve got to figure out what we’re going to do now,” Joseph
finished his explanation of his conversation with Digit.
“The High Command thought that the signal was coming from the directional
device we installed, but it actually was the blue orb, right?” Yendor asked.
“So it would seem,” Joseph shrugged his shoulders in reply.
“The Reidforcians must have wanted us out of the way pretty badly to send us
out here,” Dr. Xelco said thoughtfully.
“Why do you think that they wanted us out here?” Denise asked.
“Maybe because we’ve been so annoying to the Potentate,” Joseph said with a
smile.
Joseph called the entire group together in the galley and over their meal he asked
them to come up any and all ideas that might get them out of the predicament.
“Anybody got any ideas?” Joseph queried the group.
“How long did Digit say it would take to get back to our CIG Territory?” asked
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Crospos.
“A little over 6 months.” Dr. Xelco answered.
“I think we need to find a suitable planet to get supplies and food,” Somat
suggested.
“That’s fine and dandy, but I don’t think we have enough energy in the
copernicium pellets to get back,” Dr. Xelco informed the group. “Finding copernicium
out here is going to be impossible.”
“So, what we are saying is that we need to find a way to get back as fast as we
got here, is that what I am hearing?” asked Yendor.
“That’s about it,” Joseph agreed.
“What about the blue orb,” Denise suggested as she opened the closet to show
the device to everyone.
“Do you think it will work all the way out here?” Joseph asked looking at his
father.
“That is an interesting idea Denise. Assuming that we could use the orb, Digit
hasn’t been able to determine our exact location yet so we won’t know how to lock in a
destination,” Dr. Xelco said as he began to write something on the C-tablet.
“What are you writing down?” Joseph asked looking over at the paper.
“Just a list of the ideas,” Dr. Xelco said while concentrating on the list he was
making. “I’m thinking about Denise’s idea. We could use the orb, but without any
coordinates, the only place we can go is directly to the transporter room back on
Reidforcia; right back where we started, but with no way to get out.”
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RETURN
ChapterXIII
“I don’t really care,” spoke up Yendor. “Just as long as we don’t die out
here.”

“Let me see what I have in the way of souvenirs from Reidforcia,” Denise said
as she got up from the table and began to rummage through drawers. “OK, I have the
Key of Rashtad, the transporter key, some foil for the whitther…. and a few other
items. I’ll put them on the table so you can all look them over.”
“I thought that I saved everything,” Dr. Xelco said laughing.
“OK, let’s assume that we can pull this off. What about the ZX/2 and most of all
Digit?” Joseph interjected.
“Don’t worry about me Joseph Xelco,” Digit’s voice came over the intercom. “I
told you I would give my life for the Confederation of Interplanetary Governments.”
“We need to come up with a plan that doesn’t involve abandoning the ZX/2 if at
all possible,” Joseph offered.
“When we used the orb on Paelliss we went through the transporter room and
then onto the ZX/2. The maximum number of people we took was seven. But, if we
were able to transport the ZX/2 as well, what do you think would happen?” Joseph
posed the question to his father.
Still writing on the C-Tablet, Dr. Xelco responded, “That is what I am working
on right now. They used the blue orb against us; now let’s see if we can turn the tables
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on them.”
Dr. Xelco continued writing while the others continued to brainstorm and eat the
meal that Denise had prepared.
“I need to run some of this past Digit,” Dr. Xelco said as he excused himself
from the table.
“Aren’t you going to eat anything Dr. Xelco,” Denise asked.
“Not right now, I have a lot of work to do,” he replied.
The rest of the crew sat and talked and after the meal, cleaned up the galley, and
then settled into their seats to get some rest. Joseph looked around for the whither, but
couldn’t find it.
“Where did that little wither and her pups go to?” Joseph asked. He got up from
his chair and searched through the places where it was known to hide out.
Finally he found the four little animals sleeping in the shower. “I guess they like
the humidity in here or something,” he commented to himself.
He left them alone now that he was relieved that they weren’t destroying any of
the ship’s components. The pups were almost as big as their mother now. They were
growing up really fast. Soon they would need to go out on their own. Whitthers are
very solitary animals. That is why it was such a surprise that their little whitther had
had the pups.
He returned to his seat to take a nap. This time without the whitther in his lap.
Joseph woke up from his nap. He looked around and saw his father still working
at the console. Denise also woke up and looked over at Joseph. She smiled at him and
leaned over to him to get a morning hug.
“Wow, my dad has been working with Digit for a long time. Do you think they
will come up with a solution,” Joseph broke the silence that had fallen over the group.
Somat had taken the co-pilot’s seat and was working with Dr. Xelco and Digit.
Joseph went up to see what had been accomplished while he was asleep, and
spoke up, “So dad, what do you think we can do about our situation.”
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“All things pertaining to the Reidforcians seem to emanate from the transporter
room. In other words, I am certain that the transporter room is the key to defeating the
Potentate. Therefore we’ve been working on a way to destroy their entire
communication network. I have been working with Digit and analyzing what we know
about the transporter room, which at this point isn’t much,” Dr. Xelco relayed what he
was working on.
He continued to run his theories through Digits processors. “What we are
working on is a way to defeat the transporter. Here is what we do know.”
“One, a protective shield surrounds the transporter. Two, when the phrase about
the kings of Reidforcia is quoted the orb is activated. Three the space in the transporter
is limited. What we aren’t sure of is if we set the final destination as the transporter
room, what would happen. If we transport just the crew, we can use the key to open the
dome, but we would then be at the mercy of the Reidforcian guard. We don’t have
enough weapons to make a difference. We would become prisoners of the Protentate,”
Dr. Xelco continued sharing his thoughts with Joseph.
“My theory is that if we set the transporter room as the final destination, and if
we can take the ZX/2, its shields might protect us from the effects of the dome,” Dr.
Xelco finally said something that made everyone smile.
“However, the other problem is if we manage to take the ZX/2 we might be
trapped inside of the fortress. We are trying to look at all of the options on how to
make this work,” Dr. Xelco laid out his plan to Joseph.
From out of nowhere Denise’s voice popped in, “What if set the Krolon Power
canons to go off as soon as we arrive?. If they are effective, they will blow a hole in the
ceiling and we can just fly out.”
“That is so simple it’s brilliant!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed. “We might be able to
accomplish two things by doing that. One is our escape, but second, and most
importantly, we will destroy the transporter; by doing so we will disrupt the
communications throughout the Potentate. Hopefully, then we will be able to finally
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defeat these monsters. Your plan is perfect!”
Denise was surprised that her idea was so exciting, but accepted the compliment.
“Let me work with Digit to see if we can make this work.” Dr. Xelco continued
as he and Somat watched the data screens.
“I think we are going to have to do a little more than use the Krolon Power
canons. The ZX/2 is quite a bit bigger than the space where we are going to try and
squeeze it into. We’re gonna have to come with everything we have blasting. By doing
this we’ll do some serious damage to the fortress, but who cares, right?” Somat gave
his assessment of the data Digit was pouring out.
“Does that mean we can save Digit and the ZX/2?” Joseph asked Somat.
“Yep, it looks that way. Once we get to Reidforcia and blast the transporter, we
can get out quickly.” Somat reported with a smile. “What we’re still working on how
to protect all of us from the effects of the blue force field around the transporter.”
“What about all of the prisoners that are there. What will happen to them?”
Denise asked the question no one else wanted to ask.
“Yeah what about the prisoners,” Yendor spoke up.
“That is something we will have to take into consideration,” Dr. Xelco nodded
as he input some more information into his C-Tablet.
“That is the question I need to work on with Digit. We’re evaluating the best
way to defeat the enemy, and still rescue as many of the Prisoners as possible,” Dr.
Xelco replied.
After a few minutes of analyzing the data on the C-Tablet, and Digit’s input, the
plan came together.
“Here is what we have come up with. When we arrive will be firing our
weapons, but we will keep them on short dispersal so we only do enough damage in
order for the ZX/2 itself to not be damaged by the building. We will also have our
radio broadcasting a signal to the entire CIG fleet to rescue the prisoners. Since the
Reidforcian communication network will be completely shut down, they won’t know
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what hit them, nor will they be able to respond.” Dr. Xelco gave the group hope.
“How soon will we be able to put all of this into effect?” Yendor asked.
“We’ve got to make sure we’ve got the proper sequences coded into Digit so
that the orb will take us to the transporter room and then no further. I think we’re just
about ready. What do you think Digit, is this going to work?” Dr. Xelco put the
question to the CPU.
“We have an eighty-five percent chance of success without any damage to you
or myself. I hope that I calculated the thickness and strength of the building materials
correctly.” Digit added.
“We’ve got no idea how this is going to end up. All we’ve used the transported
for so far has been people, never a space ship. We had better make sure everything is
packed tightly. It could be as rocky a ride as the one that put us out here.” Dr. Xelco
directed everyone.
“I don’t really care,” spoke up Yendor. “Just as long as we don’t die out here.”
Everyone scurried around the craft securing anything that could be thrown about
the cabin. Denise got the whitther and her pups and secured them in a drawer in the
galley.
“You know what, we’ve never given the whitther a name,” Denise spoke up.
“What do you think is a good name for her?”
Let’s worry about that when this is over, OK?” Joseph shot back.
“OK, don’t get so touchy.” Denise responded.
“I think we’re just about ready.” Dr. Xelco said from the pilot’s seat. “Do you
want to fly this baby Joseph?” Dr. Xelco inquired.
“No dad, you and Digit have been working on this together. You have the plan
so you take us out of here.” Joseph said confidently.
“Denise, we will need the blue orb up here. I also will need the helmet and the
notes you wrote in the C-Tablet when you were in the transporter room.” Dr. Xelco
called back to Denise.
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Denise got the needed items. Dr. Xelco took the blue orb in his right hand after
putting on the helmet checked to see that everything was in order.
Somat was in the co-pilot’s seat. He would be in charge of the weapons. Joseph
was ready at the communications center to contact the CIG High Command as soon as
the ZX/2 blasted out of the transporter room. The rest of them buckled into their seats
ready for another bumpy ride.
“OK Digit, are we ready for this?” Dr. Xelco looked for reassurance from the
CPU.
“I am waiting for your command,” Digit replied.
“Ready everyone?” Dr. Xelco asked the crew.
“READY!” everyone yelled out.
From the helmet could be heard, “Yorkabo, Regarb, Decidi Fondugal, Gro,
Benumbi.”
“Here we go, ready or not! Digit, engage!” Dr. Xelco ordered the CPU and in a
blue flash they were on their way to the unknown.

* * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ *~ ~ ~ * * * * * * *
BANG – BANG – BANG – BANG … ZING – ZIP – ZING
There were flashes of blue, red and yellow all around. The ZX/2 was bouncing
around, and the noise was deafening. The sounds of the weapons from the ZX/2 were
firing together in all directions.
Suddenly it was quiet. Then just as suddenly there was the sound of weapons
firing, this time at them. The ZX/2 began to bounce around responding to the weapon
fire from the Reidforcians in the fortress.
The weapons on the ZX/2 returned fire and spun around as it lifted up and out of
the ruins of the transporter room. On the forward screen were the streaks of the trailers
from the trazer fire going both directions. The ZX/2 was in a full out battle with the
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soldiers in the fort.
Maybe the arrival on Reidforcia had not been as much of a surprise as they had
thought.
“Digit, let’s get out of here and make it quick!” Dr. Xelco commanded.
The ZX/2 spun around and left in a flash. The stars seen out of the portals were a
blur. Then the craft swung in an arc and faced the planet below. Explosions could be
seen on the surface of the planet.
“Digit, give us a damage report.” Dr. Xelco asked the CPU.
“Minimal structural damage. One Krolon Power canon destroyed, otherwise all
systems are operational. Do you want a report of the damage to the complex below?”
Digit asked.
“Of course, let us have the report,” Dr. Xelco eagerly anticipated the report.
“The transporter room is a complete loss. The transporter itself is no longer
functional. Communications on Reidforcia and throughout the Potentate have been
knocked out. One hundred Reidforcian troops dead, another four hundred injured. All
of the holding cells for the prisoners are intact. A radio message has been sent to the
High Command on the status here on Reidforcia. They have replied and are sending a
rescue mission to release the prisoners. The rest of the Reidforcian armada is in
disarray. CIG ships are being sent out to intercept them. All of the implants are now
non-functional and all CIG personnel are free from Reidforcian control. Is there
anything else you would like to know?” Digit finished.
“No, I think that just about sums it up,” Somat responded.
The crew sat stunned. Had they just ended the war?
It wasn’t long before attack ships went flying past the ZX/2 headed for the planet
below. Following them were the Forodian class ships ready to transport the prisoners
off of the planet. CIG spacecrafts surrounded the entire planet. The crew of the ZX/2
just sat motionless taking in the sight of the end of the Potentate of Reidforcia.
“Where do we go now dad? “ Joseph asked as he looked out at the devastation
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on Reidforcia.
“I’m not sure son. Perhaps back to Earth?” Dr. Xelco said smiling.
“ZX/2, this is CIG High Command, please come in,” A voice was heard over the
speakers. “ZX/2 please come in,” the voice repeated.”
“This is the ZX/2, what can we do for you?” Dr. Xelco responded.
“Please proceed to High Command Headquarters. Maintain radio silence until
you are within visual range. Do you understand?” the voice continued.
“Yes, High Command we understand and we are following your instructions.
“What was that all about?” Dr. Xelco wondered. “Why are we being summoned
under radio silence? What did the High Command want?”
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HIGH COMMAND
Chapter XIV
“It looks like we’re in real trouble here,” Yendor added. “What do we do when
we get to High Command?

Everyone looked at each other. The High Command of the Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments was ordering them to immediately go to headquarters.
“High Command, we don’t have enough supplies to get there, what do you
suggest?” Joseph radioed back.
“One moment please, I will check with the Officer of the Day,” the voice
replied.
The crew sat in silence while waiting for the High Command to give them
further orders.
Were they going to be arrested for stealing the ZX/2? Were they still suspected
of being traitors? Many questions filled their heads while they waited.
Then the voice returned. “We will send out the transport ship Titan to
rendezvous with you. Expect to dock with them in fourteen hours. Remain in radio
silence until contacted by the Titan.
Now the crew was getting nervous. This sounded very ominous. They decided to
have a meeting in the galley.
“Digit, continue on a heading towards the High Command headquarters. Let us
know when we are in range of the Titan,” Joseph directed the CPU.
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Joseph checked over the readings on the console and then headed to the galley to
join the others who were already in a discussion.
After some small talk, Joseph opened the conversation by asking, “What do you
think they want from us, dad?”
“Well, there are several issues here that we have to deal with. First, you
originally stole the ZX/2 off of the Burmi. Second, we lied to the commandant on
Velos about our journey from Paelliss and they know that we lied. Third, we
programmed Digit to hide files and they found about that. Fourth, the ZX/2 was
broadcasting a signal to Reidforcia that was very suspicious. Fifth, we stole the ZX/2
off of Velos after disobeying direct orders to return. I think that about sums it up, what
do you think?” Dr. Xelco turned the question over to the group.
“When you put it that way it does sound pretty bad, doesn’t it?” Somat chipped
in.
“It looks like we’re in real trouble here,” Yendor added. “What do we do when
we get to High Command? We promised the Lognicius that we wouldn’t give away
their secret. How do we get around that one?”
“We could tell them about being on the planet. Since it does show up on CIG
maps. We could tell them that the planet is desolate, because the Reidforcians raped
the planet of all the ronadium that was there. We could tell them we found the ruins of
an old civilization and among the relics we found the Rondus class ship intact in an old
building. Once we found the Rondus class ship, we were able to install the directional
device and it worked. Without the Reidforcian device we would have never gotten off
of the planet,” Joseph suggested.
“OK, how do we explain the signal that was coming from the ZX/2? How do we
explain the food we had onboard? How do we explain the damage to the landing gears
and the Krolon Power trazer? And how do we explain why we hid files on Digit?”
Denise shot back.
Everyone sat silent for a moment taking in the trouble they were in and
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attempting to come up with a solution.
“I have a better idea,” Dr. Xelco said while referring to some notes he had been
typing into the C-Tablet in front of him. “I think we should just be honest about
everything. We need to tell the High Command exactly what happened. We will ask
them to keep the secret of the Lognicius. I am pretty sure that if we ask them to not
reveal the secrets of Paelliss they will honor that.”
Joseph said thoughtfully, “I’m not entirely comfortable with that idea, but one
thing that makes it appealing. We don’t have to make sure that we are all telling the
same story. Lies are so hard to keep track of.”
Dr. Xelco turned to Joseph and reminded him of a story from the past. “I
remember when you were younger Joseph. You and a friend of yours were where you
weren’t supposed to be doing what you weren’t supposed to be doing. You came home
with a nasty cut under your eye. You told me that you had an accident, but the details
of the accident didn’t make a lot of sense.”
“I asked you to tell me the story again. The story changed a little. About two
weeks later I asked you to tell me the story again. You broke down and told me the
truth.”
“Yes, you were punished for the incident, but the bigger punishment was for the
lie,” Dr. Xelco continued sharing the story.
“I remember you telling me the moral to the story was that it wasn’t worth it to
lie. You said, ‘I learned a lesson dad. If I’m gonna lie, keep it simple so there aren’t so
many facts to remember’.”
“I remember that,” Joseph said sheepishly. “I guess you’re right. We need to tell
the truth or we may end up with bigger problems than we already have.
The crew ate what they thought might be their last meal on the ZX/2 together.
They reminisced about the adventures they shared on the ZX/2.
They recalled the escape from Reidforcia, how they were captured on the
Sigmata colony, and how Lord Froth had escaped his capture. They remembered how
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it felt to lose Denise when Mark blasted her with the Knoxian trazer.
They recalled Conrad Darnoc’s daring move to put the ZX/2 into reverse while
the Reidforcians were chasing them, while traveling at light speed, and how Mark
Cooter’s concealment device helped them avoid detection.
They remembered the noxious chemical sprayed on them when they were
prisoners on both the Sigmata colony and when they were on the Fristle.
“Yuck, that had to be the worst thing that I have ever had to go through, except
for eating the disgusting food!” Denise added.
“I really thought you were nuts when you flew into the belly of the Fristus,” Dr.
Xelco commented to Joseph.
They remembered the supply stop they made on Lonturi, and how the staff there
was so helpful.
The most important thing that they had accomplished was the capture of Lord
Froth. He was now in the hands of the CIG and he would stand trial for the crimes he
committed against the members of the Confederation of Intergalactic Governments.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The conversation went on for quite a while when the Digit interrupted, “We are
in range of the Titan. Do you want me to open communications with them?”
“Joseph turned to the front of the craft and replied, “No Digit, we are to keep
radio silence until we reach the ship. How long until we get there?” Joseph inquired.
“Thirty-two minutes thirteen point seven second,” Digit responded.
“Looks like we need to tidy up the ship a little before we leave,” Denise said as
she got up from her stool and began to clean the galley.
Everyone took their eating utensils and placed them in the washer. Denise
pushed the button to begin the wash cycle. Two minutes later the dishes were ready to
be stored in the cabinets again.
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Joseph and Dr. Xelco went to the front and sat at the console. Joseph in the
pilots chair and Dr. Xelco in the co-pilot’s chair.
“I am really getting nervous dad. I have no idea what to expect when we board
the Titan,” Joseph revealed his thoughts.
“I know exactly how you feel. Just keep cool and let things fall where they fall.
There isn’t anything we can do about it now.
Just then the Titan came into view through the front hatch. The Titan is a veritas
class ship. It isn’t very fast. Its primary purpose is to transport troops and weapons to
various parts of the galaxy. They are large and have huge holding areas. The ZX/2 was
tiny compared to this monstrous vehicle.
As they closed in on the ship they saw emblazoned on the fore section of the
ship “Titan ~ CIG-4355”.
The others came forward and admired the size of the Titan.
Just then a message came over the radio, “ZX/2, please follow the escort craft
Jenina to the aft of the Titan. You will be directed where to rendezvous with Colonel
Rigers once you have landed in the hanger. Remain in radio silence.”
Joseph saw the Jenina approach. The pilot waved his hand for the ZX/2 to follow
him. Joseph took over manual control and proceeded to follow.
As they came to the rear of the massive ship they saw a yellow light shining
from its belly. The Jinina made a gentle arc and glided in on the yellow light. The ZX/2
followed.
Once inside of the Titan, a worker motioned with red sticks over his head for the
ZX/2 to move to the left. In front of them were another set of doors, which opened to
let the ship in. Joseph gently guided the craft into this smaller cubical. Once inside
Joseph released the landing gears. The craft settled slowly onto the floor. With the last
blast of thruster, the ship came to a rest.
Not knowing what to do next the crew just sat waiting for orders.
It wasn’t long until the same voice came over the radio, “Please exit the craft.
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Follow the escorts who will meet you at the stairs. Do not bring anything but what you
have with you now. You will be searched.”
“Searched? This is more serious than I thought,” Joseph gasped.
“Do you think we should bring the whitther and her pups?” Denise asked.
“Maybe that is not such a good idea. Just make sure that they have plenty to eat.
If we need to later we can let them know that the whitther is here and they can take
care of her,” Dr. Xelco advised.
The first to go down the stairs was Crospus. He didn’t look to happy and he
growled when the escorts told him put his arms up and prepare to be searched. After he
was searched they led him away.
Next to exit was Somat, then Yendor, then Denise, then Dr. Xelco, and finally
Joseph. Each of them was treated the same way, and then led off in different directions.
After Joseph was searched the escort asked, “Are Joseph Xelco?”
“Yes, that is me. Why?” Joseph replied.
“You are to follow me,” the escort said as he started toward a door at the back of
the hanger where the ZX/2 was now sitting.
As they walked away, Joseph turned to look at the ZX/2. Just past the craft the
doors began to close shutting the ship inside.
Joseph whispered, “Digit, keep track of where we are. Let me know what they
are doing to you, OK?”
“As you wish Joseph Xelcom” Digit replied.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The escort led Joseph through the doors and then down a long hallway. On the
walls were several photos of important people. He didn’t have a chance to find out who
any of them might be.
At the end of the hallway two swinging doors opened. Past the doorway they
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entered into a large room. Joseph was direct to sit in a chair close to the wall and wait.
While sitting in the chair, Joseph looked around. This appeared to be a
recreational facility. There were lines on the floor, and there were baskets attached to
walls. In the corner was a stack of cushions. At the far end of the room was a stage.
Behind the stage was a large entertainment screen. It had been a while since he had the
opportunity to just relax in front of an ES (entertainment screen).
He was eager to find out the latest news from around the CIG and to watch some
of his favorite dramas.
He also enjoyed watching professional lungeball games. He wondered how his
fravorite team was doing this season.
He was so bored after a while that he began to doze off.
He was started by the voice of a female Bignol in front of him.
“You are to come with me young man. We have some questions for you. Follow
me,” she ordered.
Joseph rubbed his eyes, stretched his arms, and then followed the Bignol. She
took him to the doors where he had entered and then back down the hallway. They
passed the doors to the hanger where Digit and the ZX/2 where being kept.
“Digit, is everything OK?” Joseph whispered.
“There are some technicians here checking out my systems. They are concerned
that there are files that they cannot access. What do you want me to do?” Digit asked.
“Open the files, give them full access. The password is ‘Junga”,” Joseph gave
Digit authorization to open the hidden files.
“I have made the files available. Is there anything else you want me to do?”
Digit inquired further.
“Yes, be completely cooperative with them. We are going to reveal all to the
High Command and hope that they will honor our promise to the Lognicius,” Joseph
ordered Digit.
“As you wish. Good luck Joseph Xelco,” She offered.
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“The same to you my friend,” Joseph ended his conversation as he was about to
be taken through a set of doors.
He turned left into the room where in front of him were seven high ranking
officers. They were all in conversation when Joseph walked into the room. They stood
up as Joseph entered.
Joseph saluted the officers and they saluted back. Then they sat down.
The one in the middle started the conversation.
Joseph was still standing beside the chair. “At ease soldier. Have a seat,” He
motioned to Joseph to take a chair which sat directly in front of the seven officers.
Joseph was extremely nervous.
“We are here to find out exactly what has been happening on the ZX/2 since you
stole it from the Burmi. We have been able to put together some of the pieces, but
many things are still a mystery to us,” He started.
Just then a messenger came into the room.
“Sir, we have some added information for you. A few minutes ago the CPU on
the ZX/2 suddenly opened a hidden file we have been trying to open. Here is the report
of this new information,” the messenger informed the officers and handed the one in
the middle a C-Tablet.
Joseph smiled. He didn’t want them to know that he had the communicator and
that he could talk to Digit.
“What are you smiling about young man?” the office questioned Joseph.
“Nothing sir, I am just glad that you now have the information you were looking
for,” Joseph answered trying his best to be respectful.
“Hold on a moment while we go over this new information,” the officer in the
middle spoke to Joseph.
After a few minutes, the officer looked up from the C-Tablet and looked directly
at Joseph.
“I am admiral Cronk. I have been ordered to make a full report to the High
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Command about what you and your friends have been up to. This new report sheds a
new light on what we were told by you and your CPU before. Why have you tried to
deceive us?” Admiral Cronk leaned forward and directed the questions at Joseph.
“Commandant Petty and Commander Quaid have given us reports that you
damaged property on Rigmar, you disrupted the communications, you stole a CIG ship,
and you purposefully directed your CPU to hide information from us. And that is just
for starters. What do you have to say for yourself young man?” The admiral directed
his questions at Joseph.
“Sir, may I ask a favor?” Joseph spoke up.
“What is it that you want?” Admiral Cronk responded.
“I would like the opportunity to speak to you alone. No disrespect to the other
officers at this table, but I need to talk to you privately. Is that possible?” Joseph put
his request to the admiral.
The admiral looked a little surprised. “Why do you want to talk to me alone?
These are all trusted officers,” The admiral inquired.
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Denise pushed Joseph onto the bed. “You make me so angry sometimes
Joseph Xelco!” Denise said frustrated at Joseph.

“Sir, please indulge me this request. I think it will become clear to you when we
talk. After I am done, if you feel it is proper to discuss this with them, then you can
make that decision,” Joseph almost pleaded with the admiral.
“OK, young man, I will honor your request, but this had better be good,” the
admiral finally agreed.
The others left them room leaving Joseph and the admiral alone.
“You have my attention now. What is it that you want to tell me?” the admiral
questioned Joseph
“Well, maybe if I start from the beginning you will understand why we had the
files and lied to the commandant on Velos,” Joseph began. “Is that the reason that I am
here?”
“Just tell me your story and then I will let you know why you are here” the
admiral answered, not eager to expose why Joseph was on the hot seat and being
questioned.
Joseph began his story. “When I found out that my dad was a prisoner on
Reidforcia, I couldn’t stand it. When Denise and I took the tour of the ZX/2 I just got
excited and decided to use it to get my dad.”
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“We stole the ZX/2 and when we got to Reidforcia we were able to rescue my
dad and several other of the prisoners there. We found out that the Reidforcians were
sensitive to bright light and that we could kill them.”
“To get off of the planet we found out that there was a transporter. Denise was
able to decipher the codes and it worked.”
“We had a Reidforcian helmet that my dad connected to the communications
port of the CPU. We were then able to monitor all of the transmissions of the
Reidforcians in their fleet, and they didn’t know it.”
“When we landed on Lonturi for supplies, Denise and I connected the
Reidforcian technology to the main CPU. Suddenly the CPU came to life. Without that
technology we would have been beaten badly at Colonus.”
“We were able to capture Lord Froth twice, the first time he got away.”
“After we were on Velos we were asked to take some of the refugees to Rigmar
for rehabilitation. That is where things got crazy.”
“We had a whitther on the ship. While the ZX/2 was being outfitted with new
equipment, the whitther ate the insides of the gyrospector and destroyed it. We were
already too far from Velos when we discovered it. We had to travel at sub-light speed.”
“We found the planet Paellis on the map, but we didn’t know anything about this
planet. We landed there and found a beautiful planet with wonderful food supplies and
water.”
“While we were there, Denise and two others were captured by the Lognicius,
the native people of that planet.”
“We learned from them that the Reidforcians had ravaged the planet looking for
ronadium. They wanted us to have our memories wiped out so that we wouldn’t expose
the galaxy to the secrets of their world.”
“We found a Rediforcian Rondus class ship that has been left behind. We were
able to utilize the device to get home. In order to get off of the planet we used the
transporter orb to get us onto the ship. Evidently the orb gave off a signal back to
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Reidforcia of our location, however no other information was transmitted to them.’
“We promised the Lognicius that we would keep their secret. That was the
reason for the deception.”
“When we got to Rigmar, they were asking us too many questions. We all told
the same story, but they didn’t believe us, and they shouldn’t have.”
“I had created a file on the CPU with the real information, but had it secured
with a password. Digit, er I mean the CPU was acting on my orders
“I got scared and convinced the others to take the ZX/2 from Rigmar. That is all
my responsibility.”
“We were headed to the High Command, when we were hit by a force that sent
us out of the galaxy. We figured out a way to get back. By doing so we destroyed the
transporter room and the communications of the Reidforcian army.”
“After that we got the message to go to the High Command and keep radio
silence. We did that and now we’re here,” Joseph concluded.
“As crazy as that all sounds, the report on the C-Tablet agrees with you. How
did your CPU release that file?”
“I have a Reidforcian communicator located behind my right ear that we took
out of one of the prisoners we rescued on Reidforcia. I told Dig… er the CPU to
release the file and I gave her … it the password,” Joseph answered.
“Why do you call your CPU a her?” the admiral asked,
“It’s like this. Since the CPU got connected to the Reidforcian technology it
began to get a personality of its own. Because we overlaid Denise’ vocal patterns on
the voice layers, we started to refer to the CPU as a she. In fact she asked us to give her
a name. We named her Digit.” Joseph answered.
“That is so bizarre,” the admiral sat back in his chair. “So, why is it that you had
to tell me this story alone?” he continued.
“Well, we promised the Lognicius that we wouldn’t tell anyone about their
planet. In order for us to get out of whatever mess we are in, we all agreed that it is
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easier to tell the truth, but we want to honor our promise. I am hoping that since you
are the highest ranking officer here, we can trust you to help keep our secret,” Joseph
expressed himself.
The admiral leaned forward and looked Joseph in the eye. “I appreciate your
sense of loyalty son, but it was a bit misplaced. Your first allegiance is to the CIG, not
the Lognicius. I am going to let you in on a little secret. We already know about
Paelliss. Why do you think it is only a dot on the map?” Admiral Cronk sat back.
“Huh, the High Command already knows about the Lognicius and the planet
Paelliss?” Joseph burst out not believing what her just heard.
“Correct, and it is forbidden for any CIG craft to land there,” the admiral
continued.
“I guess we are in really big trouble, huh?” Joseph said as he slouched in his
chair.
“We will deal with this all later. For the meantime you and your friends are to be
isolated from the general population until we get to Headquarters. You are to speak of
none of this to anyone, do you understand?” the admiral asked Joseph in a strong
voice.
“Yes, sir,” Joseph replied.
The admiral stood up and extended his hand towards Joseph. He was a little
surprised, but he reached out and shook the admiral’s hand. “I will see you later,
Joseph,” and then he winked at Joseph.
“Guard, take Mr. Xelco to the holding area. Bring in the next witness,” the
admiral directed the escort while he himself left to get the other six officers.
The escort led Joseph out of the doors. They turned to the left so they were going
the opposite direction as before. Joseph looked back to see Denise entering the room.
“Digit, could you let Denise know that I told them everything. She can be
completely honest,” Joseph implored Digit in a whisper.
“As you wish Joseph Xelco,” Digit’s voice came over the communicator.
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“By the way Digit, is it possible for me to talk directly to Denise?” Joseph had
an idea.
“Yes, would you like to talk to her now?” Digit replied in the affirmative.
“Not yet. Could you let me hear what she is saying to the officers?” Joseph
continued to inquire of the CPU.
“Yes, I will do that now,” Digit answered.
Over the communicator Joseph has able to eaves drop on the conversation in the
room down the hall from where he was being taken.
The door swung open to a large room with chairs on one side. On the other side
there were partitions assembled. Inside of each partition was a bed and a table. The
escort showed Joseph which one was his. The escort left and Joseph lay on his bed
listening to the conversation the officers were having with Denise.
The questions were pretty much the same and her answers matched what had
happened. There were a few new questions asked by the other officers who hadn’t sat
in on Joseph’s interrogation, but for the most part it went the same.
Joseph was most disturbed that the High Command already knew about the
Lognicius. They had taken so many risks to protect them. Was it worth it?
Denise finished her interrogation with the officers. They had the same directives
towards her. She was to stay in isolation and not talk to anyone until they arrived at the
High Command Headquarters.
Just then Denise came through the doors. Joseph sat up and looked her way. She
seemed fine.
“Hey, Denise, over here!” Joseph yelled out to her.
She ran over and nearly knocked Joseph over as she gave him a big hug.
“That is something I don’t ever want to go through again!” Denise stated.
“Was it that bad?” Joseph asked with a smile on his face.
“Why are you smiling?” Denise asked.
“Oh, nothing,” he replied. “It’s just that I had Digit let me listen in on your
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interview.”
Denise pushed Joseph onto the bed. “You make me so angry sometimes Joseph
Xelco!” Denise said frustrated at Joseph.
He just looked up at her laughing.
“So what is so funny?” Denise asked.
“Nothing really, I just like to see you a little angry at me. You’re so cute when
you are like that,” Joseph finished.
“Uh, you are so mean!” Denise answered as she jumped on him to make sure
that he didn’t get back up.
They were laughing and playing when Dr. Xelco walked in.
“It’s nice to see you so relaxed,” he said to the two.
“Oh, hi dad,” Joseph said as he pushed Denise the floor.
“What did you do that for?” Denise said as she hit Joseph on her way up from
the floor.
Joseph just laughed.
“I’m gonna get you Joseph, you just watch and see,” Denise yelled.
Joseph just laughed again. “Yeah and who is going to get me?” he asked.
“Just watch out buddy. When you least expect it, I’ll be there,” Denise stuck her
nose in the air and walked over to see Dr. Xelco.
Dr. Xelco and Denise went to select a cubical to sleep in. Joseph followed and
observed their choices.
When Dr. Xelco selected his bed he lay down and put his feet up on the blanket
at the end of his bed. He but his hands behind his head and asked, “So how did it go in
there for you two?”
“Joseph had Digit transfer the signal from my communicator to him so he heard
the whole thing. Ask him,” Denise replied as she elbowed Joseph in the ribs.
“Ouch, do you have to keep doing that?” Joseph blurted out.
“I told you when you least expected it I was going to get you!” Denise smiled at
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him.
“Dad, basically we told the truth. Admiral Cronk told me at the end of my
questioning that the High Command already knew about Paelliss and the Lognicius.
We did all of that for nothing!” Joseph explained to his father.
“Not exactly son. We made a promise. We didn’t know that they High
Command already knew about them. As we discussed, we have to be willing to take
whatever punishment they hand out to us in honor. I am not sure what the end result is
going to be, but I am proud of you nonetheless,” Dr. Xelco praised his son. “I think I
will get some rest now”
Dr. Xelco rolled over and closed his eyes.
Joseph and Denise decided to explore the room where they were being held. Just
as they left Dr. Xelco, Somat Donley walked in.
“Man that was rough. I am glad we told the truth though. It was hard
remembering all of those lies. I feel better, but I am exhausted,” he said to anyone who
would listen.
The escort left and then Somat sat down and just looked up at Joseph and Denise
with a blank look on his face.
“Was all of this worth it?” he asked.
“I guess we’ll find that our later, won’t we?” Joseph replied.
At the far end of the room as a large ES.
“I wonder what we can see on this?” Denise asked as she searched for the
controller.
“I wonder if Digit can do anything about this,” Joseph pondered.
“Hey Digit, are you able to control the ES in our room?” Joseph inquired over
the communicator
“What would you like me to do?” Digit’s voice came over the implant.
“I don’t know, what do you suggest?” Joseph replied.
“Would you like to see the latest news around the galaxy?” Digit asked.
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“Sure, why not.” Joseph got excited. He and Denise pulled up a couple of chairs
in front of the screen. Somat, having nothing better to do, joined them.
When the screen lit up, they saw the newscasters and behind them the CIG
emblem on the wall. Digit had put on the official CIG network.
“Welcome to the CIG news and information network,” The broadcaster began.
“In today’s news we have a late breaking story. It has been reported that the
experimental craft ZX/2 has been retrieved by the High Command. Our sources tell us
that the two young people who stole the craft off of the Burmi have been captured and
are being held until they can be brought before the entire Council of Statesman for
trial,” the broadcaster started out. “Connie do you have any more information for us
from the COG High Command Headquarters?”
“Yes I do Ted. These modern day Bonnie and Clyde outlaws have had the entire
CIG captivated by their exploits across the galaxy. The High Command has said that it
is time for them to be held accountable for their crimes against the Confederation.”
“They are in transit as we speak. Their arrival here has been kept a secret to
avoid confusion and to lessen the crowd that may gather here. All of the major
networks are here waiting for them to arrive.”
“This is Connie Wang reporting from the High Command Headquarters for the
CIG information and news network.” The reporter concluded the segment.
“Digit, turn off the ES please. We don’t want to see any more of this,” Joseph
ordered.
He jumped up from his seat. “Modern day Bonnie and Clyde outlaws? What is
that all about?” Joseph began to rant. “We destroyed the Reidforcian’s
communications, we captured Lord Froth, we helped to rebuild the Confederation’s
fleet, and they call us outlaws? This is crazy!”
Joseph was walking back and forth across the room stomping his feet in anger.
“How could all of this happen. I don’t want to be an outlaw. We were heroes when we
got to Velos, and now I’m going to jail. What’s up with that?”
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Yendor walked in. “What’s going on, why are you so angry Joseph?” Yendor
inquired.
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BONNIE & CLYDE
Chapter XV
“We just saw a report on the CIG network that is calling us outlaws. They are
comparing Denise and me to Bonnie and Clyde! Can you believe that after all we
have done for the CIG?” Joseph continued to rant.

“We just saw a report on the CIG network that is calling us outlaws. They are
comparing Denise and me to Bonnie and Clyde! Can you believe that after all we have
done for the CIG?” Joseph continued to rant.
Dr. Xelco came out of his cubical rubbing his eyes. What is going on out here?
Why are you being so noisy?” he asked.
Joseph repeated himself, “We just saw a report on the CIG network that is
calling us outlaws. They are comparing Denise and me to Bonnie and Clyde! Can you
believe that after all we have done for the CIG?”
“Relax son, it won’t help to get all worked up like that. We don’t know what is
ahead. You know how the press can be. They just want to make a big deal out of
everything. The truth will come out now that we have told the interrogation’s
committee everything they wanted to know. Worrying isn’t going to help anything.”
He then turned around and went back to his cot.
The last member of the crew entered shortly thereafter. Crospus was visibly
upset. He was grunting more than usual.
“So what are you so upset about, Crospus,” Yendor asked the obvious question.
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“Those over blown excuses for CIG officers! They have a way of making angry.
I was telling them the truth and all they could say was I was lying. Where do they get
off being so pompous? If I was on our planet I would have them for dinner!” Crospus
stomped about the room similar to Joseph.
Joseph leaned over to Denise and asked, “Is that what I looked like?”
Denise just nodded and smiled.
Joseph raised his eyebrows. “I guess I looked a little silly, huh?”
Again Denise just nodded, not willing to risk Joseph getting angry with her too.
Eventually Crospus settled down enough that the others could talk.
Dr. Xelco took a much needed nap while the others looked for ways to entertain
themselves. They didn’t watch the ES because they didn’t want to see another report
about how they were going to be treated once they got to the CIG Headquarters.
The door to the room opened and three young women wearing CIG uniforms
carrying trays of food entered. They put the food on the table and then uncovered the
trays to reveal meat and vegetables. This was real food, not the freeze dried food they
had been eating most the time since leaving Velos.
“Dad, get out here or you won’t get anything to eat!” Joseph yelled at his dad
knowing that once Crospus began to eat the food wouldn’t last very long.
Dr. Xelco came out of his cubical looking like he had awakened from a very
deep sleep, but he was not one to miss a good meal.
On the other side of the table one of the female soldiers was smiling at Joseph.
She got up the courage and asked him, “Are you Joseph Xelco?”
Without really looking up from loading his plate with food, he replied, “Yep,
that’s me.”
The three girls giggled.
Denise noticed them and whispered to Joseph, “I think you are some kind of
celebrity. Those girls are staring at you.”
“Yeah right,” Joseph laughed. Then he looked up and the girls were all smiling
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at him.
“What’s that all about?” he asked Denise.
“I think they may have seen the segment on the CIG channel we saw. You’re a
bad boy. Don’t you know girls like bad boys?” Denise laughed.
“Come on Denise, that’s crazy,” Joseph responded.
“Maybe so, but look at the way those girls are looking at you,” Denise teased
him.
“It’s uncomfortable,” Joseph said as he quickly finished taking his food.
“You’re cute too, so that makes it even harder for them,” She continued to tease
him.
“Ok, knock it off. I just want to eat,” Joseph finished the conversation by going
to his bunk and ate alone.
When everyone had finished the girls took the trays and on their way out they
made a point to say good-bye to Joseph.
He waved at them and smiled. Then he went back to the privacy of his cubical.
Denise came to the entrance and suggested that they all get some sleep. No one
knew for sure what the next few days would bring about.
Joseph agreed and lay on his bed. He stared at the ceiling above him. Everything
was changing. He had no plan to change his circumstance. He had no control over what
was happening to him, or for his friends. They were at the mercy of the CIG Council of
Statesman. As he lay there he decided to contact Digit to see how things were going for
her.
“Hey Digit, how are things for you?” Joseph called out to the CPU.
“Lonely, how about you?” Digit replied.
“About the same. What have they been doing to you or the ZX/2?” Joseph
inquired.
“I have been removed from the ZX/2. I am now in a lab somewhere being
analyzed. As of yet they have not disconnected any of the alterations you made to me,
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but I am fearful they may be planning to do that. Can you rescue me Joseph Xelco?”
Digit pleaded.
“I’m afraid I’m in a similar situation. We are being held in a large room, but we
aren’t allowed to leave. Do you have any idea what the CIG plans are for us?” Joseph
asked not really expecting an answer.
“I don’t have that information, but if you want I can scan the CPU’s on this ship
to find out for you. Would you like me to do that?” Digit replied.
Joseph sat up. “Yes! It would be nice to know what is going on out there. Did
you hear the CIG report we saw on the ES?” He continued to converse with Digit.
“Yes, but I am unsure of what the meaning of Bonnie and Clyde refers to,” Digit
asked.
“In the early twentieth century there was a man named Clyde and his girlfriend
Bonnie who robbed banks. The government named them public enemy number one
and chased them until they finally killed them in a gun battle,” Joseph informed Digit.
“That is awful! Do they plan to do that to you and Denise?” Digit panicked.
“NO! They are just comparing the fact that Denise and I are like Bonnie and
Clyde because we are a male and a female in trouble with the law. We haven’t done
anything to deserve to die, as far as I know,” Joseph panicked a little himself.
“Do you know if they are doing anything to the ZX/2?” Joseph continued. He
hated not knowing anything.
They had a crew on the ship searching from stem to stern. They found the
whitther and her pups. I am not sure where they took them. I just know that the
whitther scared the attendant who tried to remove her from the drawer,” Digit
explained.
Joseph laughed remembering how the whitther reacted to Somat when he was
removing the pups from the console. Digit didn’t see the humor, she remembered how
much damage they had done.
“Let me know if things change for you. I am going to get some rest now.
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Goodnight Digit,” Joseph finished.
“Goodnight Joseph Xelco,” Digit replied.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Joseph woke to the sound of a loud siren. Everyone jumped up and ran out of
their cubicles. Somat went to the door and tried to open it. The door was locked. He
tried to see what was happening by looking sideways out of the glass in the door, but
he couldn’t see anything at all.
“What do you think this is all about?” Denise asked.
“I don’t know, but I don’t want to stay here. I’m getting out of here now!”
Crospus said, and then he charged the door with his shoulder, practically knocking the
doors off of their hinges. “Come on, let’s get out of here!” he said as he headed down
the hallway.
The others looked at each other and then decided to follow him.
At first they were cautious when they got to the door looking both ways to see
what might be there. Then they bolted out of the room after Crospus.
They didn’t know where they were going, it was just good to be out of the room
making all of that noise.
Crospus suddenly went to the left through swinging doors. The others followed.
Inside they found the ZX/2, clean and shining in front of them.
“Should we get on the ship?” Yendor asked.
“Why not?” Somat replied.
The two of them bolted up the stairs and onto the friendly confines of the ZX/2.
Once inside they looked around. Something was not quite right. Then they
noticed that Digit had been removed from the console.
“Where is Digit?” Somat blurted out.
“She is in a lab somewhere being analyzed,” Joseph explained.
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“How do you know that?” Yendor asked.
Joseph just pointed to the back of his ear.
“Oh, yeah I forgot about that,” Yendor apologized.
“Digit, do you know what is going on?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“I have been scanning the CPU’s as you requested. It appears that the Titan is in
danger of being attacked by Reidforcian Rondus class ships,” Digit reported.
“Do you have any idea where they came from,” Joseph continued to ask
questions.
“During the night I did some upgrades to the CPU’s on this ship. They are very
old so it took a long time to integrate with them. From the information I have been able
to retrieve since the upgrade is that these ships are from the Reidforcian Parrady class
ship Goloti. The Goloti is in a position to intercept the Titan. I would suggest evasive
maneuvers, but this ship is too slow.” Digit reported.
“What do you suggest that we do?” Joseph asked Digit.
“First, come and find me. Second put me back in the ZX/2. Third I will help us
get out of here so we can help fight the Goloti,” Digit gave orders.
Denise was listening to the conversation on her communicator. “Wow, Digit is
beginning to sound just like you Joseph!” Denise laughed.
“Can you help us find you?” Joseph asked.
“I will send the directions to the C-Tablet. Most of the personnel around here are
being assigned to combat posts so you should be able to get to me without too much
trouble.
Dr. Xelco pulled out the C-Tablet from the drawer in the galley and set it on the
table. The others memorized the directions. It was decided that Joseph would go to find
the CPU since he was able to stay in contact with it. The others would stay behind and
evaluate the ZX/2 to see if she was ready to fly.
Joseph had Denise come with him. He needed her help to make sure that they
accomplished the mission.
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They found a couple hand trazers in the drawer. They set them to a non-lethal
setting. If they encountered anyone it would just give them a headache afterwards.
Joseph went first followed by Denise. No one was in the hanger, so getting to
the door was easy. The directions said they needed to go through the recreation center,
cross to the other side. Then go left out the doors to the second hallway. Then they
needed to make a right turn. The CPU was in the third room on the right. Joseph and
Denise were concerned that they might be seen on the security cameras around the
ship.
“Digit, can you do something about the security cameras so that they can’t see
us?” Joseph asked.
“Yes, I will freeze the picture from the cameras so it will appear that nothing is
happening,” Digit replied.
“That is creative thinking Digit, good work!” Joseph complimented her.
“Why thank you Joseph,” Digit answered.
“If I don’t know better I would think that Digit has a crush on you just like those
girls that brought us dinner last night,” Denise teased Joseph.
“I heard that,” Digit replied.
“Oops, I forgot she could hear me,” Denise said sheepishly for having been
caught.
“It’s OK,” Digit responded. “It just might be true”
Joseph and Denise smiled at each other. It was fun talking with Digit.
They rushed across the floor in the recreation center and slammed into the doors,
throwing them open. After checking the hallway, they followed the directions and
made it to the door. It was locked.
“Digit, the door is locked,” Joseph informed her.
“No it’s not,” came the reply.
Joseph tried the door again and it opened.
“Good work Digit,” Joseph said as they entered the room.
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On a table close to the door was the CPU. It appeared that several testing devices
had been used to probe her, but nothing was missing.
“Get me out of here!” Digit yelled into Joseph’s ear.
“OK, OK, keep your pants on Digit, we’re moving as fast as we can!” Joseph
yelled back.
Joseph picked up the unit and headed for the door. Just as they got there, the
sound of running feet approached. Joseph and Denise froze. Just as fast as the footsteps
came, they went away.
“Does this remind you of a place we have been before?” Denise whispered to
Joseph.
“That is not something I want to remember right now. Let’s get out of here.
They opened the door and retraced their steps back to the hanger. The whole
journey only took about ten minutes, but it felt like an eternity.
Once inside of the ZX/2, Dr. Xelco and Somat took charge of reconnecting the
CPU. Crospus was on the ground with a hand trazer waiting for someone to come
through the doors.
Denise checked the closets and found the atmosphere suits clean and hung up
where they belonged. There were five of them.
The ZX/2 was restocked and re-armed, the copernicium and bronstine silos were
full, and the cooler was stocked.
“How long will it take to reconnect Digit?” Joseph asked his dad.
“Another four or five minutes should do it,” Dr. Xelco replied.
“Four minutes five point six seconds,” Digit reported.
Yendor and Somat just looked at each other shrugging their shoulders. Even
though the CPU was annoying, it was nice to hear her report.
“I’ve got her in,” reported Dr. Xelco. It looks like all of the other modifications
we installed are still here. That means we have the disrupters and the concealment
devices at our finger tips!” Dr. Xelco advised everyone with a huge smile on his face.
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They were all ready for the adventure ahead.
“Crospus, get up here. We’re ready to go!” Yendor called down through the
hatch.
Crospus climbed backwards up the stairs still looking for something to shoot at.
Once he was inside the door was closed and latched.
“Any ideas on how we get out of here Digit?” Joseph asked now sitting in the
pilot’s chair.
“Of course, what this,” Digit answered.
The little ship started its engines, then lifted off of the pad. It turned slowly to
the left until it faced the doors that enclosed it in this little space. The doors swung
open on Digit’s command. The ship moved out into the main hanger.
The workers in the hanger were surprised to see the ZX/2. At first none of them
knew what to do. Then trazer fire began to flood the hanger.
Digit dodged to the left and to the right as she gained speed towards the opening
at the rear of the Titan. With a burst of speed the ZX/2 escaped and was increasing the
distance between it and the Titan. The older engines on the Titan were no match for
the Bronstine thrusters.
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Chapter XV
“I think we should let Digit tell us her plan. She says she can help us defeat the
Goloti, so let’s hear what she has to say,” Joseph gave the floor to Digit.

“OK, now that we are out here, what are we going to do?” Dr. Xelco asked
anyone who might have an answer.
“If you are talking to me, I may have a plan to take care of the Parrady class ship
Goloti. Are you interested?” Digit shared.
Everyone looked at each other. Digit had a plan? This was better than they could
have ever dreamed.
“ZX/2, this is Admiral Cronk. What do you think you are doing?” An angry
voice came over the radio.
“We noticed that you were having a few problems with the Reidforcians and we
thought we would help out,” Joseph replied.
“What do you know about all of this?” the admiral asked in an irritated sounding
tone.
“We know that the Parrady class ship Goloti is headed towards you. We know
that there are at least a dozen Rondus class ships That have already engaged you. Our
guess is that they are looking for us.” Joseph replied.
“How do you know all of this?” Admiral Cronk asked.
“We have the best CPU in the universe, that is how,” Joseph proudly gave credit
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to Digit.
“I don’t know how you did all of this, but you are going to answer for your
insubordination. You and your friends are making a habit out of ignoring CIG
protocol,” the admiral tried to admonish the staff on the ZX/2. “I will make sure that
you are all court marshaled after this!”
“It seems that we are having some problems with our transmission sir. We will
get back to you when we have resolved the problem,” Joseph closed the conversation
and turned off the microphone.
“I am not having any problems with transmissions,” Digit interrupted.
“I know, I just wanted to get rid of the admiral’s yelling at us. Sorry for lying
Digit,” Joseph apologized.
“I am still learning human responses to situations. I will put that into my data
banks for later retrieval,” Digit stated.
“Digit, Just don’t use that on us, OK?” Joseph joked with the CPU.
“I understand,” Digit came back.
“Digit, can you give us an evaluation of our systems?” Joseph asked.
“That is simple. All systems are between ninety- five and ninety-seven percent,”
Digit gave the abbreviated version of her report.
“Thank you Digit. What about our armaments?” Joseph queried further.
“We have five operational Ralston torpedoes, shields are maximized and at one
hundred percent. Krolon Power trazers at one hundred-fifty percent of designed levels.
Is there anything else you need?” said Digit sounding more human all the time.
“I think we need a team meeting to discuss the next phase of this mission. Let’s
go to the galley and create a plan,” Joseph suggested.
“What about me?” Digit asked.
“Uh, oh yeah. Let’s meet up here by the console,” said Joseph realizing that he
was leaving Digit out of the discussion.
Everyone came to the front of the ship and took a seat. It was a little harder to
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see each other this way, but it made sense.
“I think we should let Digit tell us her plan. She says she can help us defeat the
Goloti, so let’s hear what she has to say,” Joseph gave the floor to Digit.
Digit explained what she had planned. She sent detailed instructions to the CTablet. The group began to discuss the positives and the negatives of the plot. They
didn’t even realize that they were scheming with a CPU. Digit was just one of the
group.
“I think that I will organize these ideas, and then we can make a blueprint of the
strategy so we can finalize our attack,” Dr. Xelco said as he walked to the back of the
ship, his nose to the C-Tablet.
While Dr. Xelco worked on the schematic on the C-Tablet, the others took some
time to chat.
“I wonder what the CIG is going to do with us now?” Yendor started. “We’ve
done it again. We stole the ZX/2 and disobeyed direct orders from Admiral Cronk. I
bet he is really Cronky about now! Ha ha ha,” Yendor laughed at his own joke.
“I scanned the database on the Titan like you asked me to do Joseph. I believe I
have some information that you might like to know,” Digit started to share what she
knew.
“Yes, tell us what you found out,” Joseph eagerly waited for the news.
“It appears that all of you were going to be detained on the Titan until it reached
the High Command Headquarters. Admiral Cronk was filing formal charges against
each of you for dereliction of duty, insubordination, lying, and theft. He was preparing
the documents to present to the Council of Statesman to charge you as traitors of the
Confederation. If he is successful, you will be imprisoned for up to thirty years each,”
Digit gave the information requested.
Silence pervaded the cabin. No one spoke. They were shocked at the report.
They had told the truth and now they were facing thirty years in prison. It didn’t make
any sense.
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Dr. Xelco returned. “What’s with all of the long faces?” he asked.
Joseph asked Digit to repeat the information she had just given to them.
Dr. Xelco fell back into one of the seats. “After everything we did, they want to
put us in prison? That’s just crazy. I’ll be dead before I get out of there. Maybe we
should have just stayed on Reidforcia!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed visibly upset over the
news he had just been given.
“It makes me want to run and not help the Titan out of this bad situation,”
Yendor offered.
“No matter what they say, we are loyal to the Confederation. We will help them,
even if they don’t want our help,” Dr. Xelco said defiantly.
“Digit, what is the most vulnerable location on the Parrady class ships?” Dr.
Xelco asked.
“The rear section of the ship is susceptible to damage, but the Reidforcians
know this so they have extra weaponry there to protect it,” Digit answered. “The
second most vulnerable area are the engine stacks. The shields are weak there because
of the exhaust from the thrusters. If the shields can be disabled or compromised, a
Ralston torpedo would do a lot of damage.” Digit added.
“How can we disable the shields?” Joseph asked.
“We have a speed advantage.and we can use our concealment device to hide us.
We can use the disrupters to hamper their communications, and we can create a
diversion to the front of the ship to get them to allocate more power to the front shield,
thereby leaving the shields on the stacks vulnerable. We just need to set a Ralston
torpedo down one of those stacks, and the Goloti will sit unable to proceed. With the
enhancements to the Krolon Power canons we will pick off the Rondus class ships one
by one. They will never know what hit them because they will not see us,” Digit
seemed to be enjoying herself as she planned the attack.
“I have no idea why I went to make a blueprint of this. Digit you are a genius!”
Dr. Xelco complimented the CPU.
DIGIT’S PLAN
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“Digit, after we do all of this, what will our reserves be?” Somat asked the
obvious question wondering what happened after the attack.
“I estimate our reserves will be approximately seventy-two point three percent,”
Digit responded.
“I think we make this plan a go!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed enthusiastically.
The crew prepared for the attack on the Goloti.

* * * * * * * ~ ~ ~ *~ ~ ~ * * * * * * *
“We are within tracking range of the Goloti. Twelve Rondus class ships are
approaching. Beginning evasive maneuvers,” Digit reported.
Everyone jumped up and took their positions.
Joseph took the pilot’s chair and scanned the console in front of him. “The
scanners show the Rondus class ships coming in the standard Reidforcian formation.
That makes them very predictable.”
“Is that a good thing?” Somat asked from the communication center.
“Yes,” was the simple answer from Digit.
Dr. Xelco had taken over the co-pilot’s seat and he was preparing the
concealment device, disrupters, and the Bronstine thrusters following the plan that
Digit had suggested.
Yendor took control of the Krolon Power canon and did a final check out of the
monitor in front of him.
Denise opened the C-Tablet and went over the check list with Joseph and Dr.
Xelco to double check all of the steps to the attack.
Crospus was sleeping, as usual.
Unlike in the past, this plan proposed that they directly engage the enemy, not
avoid them. They weren’t going to play chicken this time.
“Rondus class ships have broken off their approach to the Titan and now are
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joining the attack ship from the Goloti. All Rondus class ships are now dedicated to
destroying us,” Digit reported.
“We will engage the enemy in five minutes thrity-two point seven seconds,”
Digit continued.
“Is everyone ready?!” Joseph yelled out.
“Ready!” was the unanimous reply”
Time passed slowly as the fighters approached.
“Four, three, two, one, ENGAGE!” Digit’s voice counted down over the
speakers in the cabin.
Dr. Xelco turned on the concealment and the disrupters. Digit was monitoring
the Reidforcian short range transmissions.
“It appears the Reidforcians have found a way to defeat our disrupters. They are
still in full communication with the main ship,” Digit gave out the bad news.
“Is that a problem?” Joseph panicked.
“Not really. Since I am able to monitor their attack strategy, I can make
adjustments to our plan. I am also sending mis-information over their secured channels
to confuse them,” Digit showed her creativity.
“What about the concealment device?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“They have been tracking us using the exhaust signature of the copernicium, but
since we are so fast they are about fifteen seconds behind where we actually are. As
long as I do not use a predictable pattern, we should be OK,” Digit responded.
“We should be OK? What does that mean?” Yendor asked.
“I cannot predict exactly what will happen We have a ninety-six percent chance
that we will not be damaged.” Digit answered.
“That means there is a four percent chance we will be damaged!” Yendor
exclaimed.
“You have a higher chance of being struck by lightning than us getting hit by
enemy fire. Just do your job Yendor and quit complaining!” Joseph admonished
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Yendor.
The ZX/2 bobbed and weaved through the Rondus class ships formation,
sometimes coming within a cordon, as Yendor on the Krolon Power canon took them
out one by one.
With the support craft out of the way the next target was the Goloti.
“Turn off the concealment device. I want them to see us!” Joseph directed his
father. “I who them to see what hit them”
Dr. Xelco turned off the concealment device and put the Reidforcian
transmissions on the speaker.
“Digit, open a channel to the Goloti please,” Joseph spoke up. “Hail the
commander of that ship.
A few seconds passed and then on the main screen appeared a Reidforcian
soldier.
“This is Constine Graf, why are you hailing us?” the voice of the commander of
the Goloti came over the speakers.
“We are demanding that you surrender to us.” Joseph said with authority as he
stood up.
“You must be kidding. We will squash you like a bug!” the constine replied.
“We have destroyed all of your fighters. We have destroyed the Fristle. What
makes you think we can’t destroy you?” Joseph replied.
“Who is this?” the constine asked.
“I am Joseph Xelco and the crew of the ZX/2. We destroyed your transporter
device and we have helped to disrupt the entire Potentate. Next we will destroy you
unless you surrender to us!” Joseph demanded.
“We will never surrender to the Confederation. Prepare to die you insignificant
maggot!” Constine Graf replied and then the screen went blank.
“Digit, we warned them. Let’s finish off this off!”Joseph said as he sat back
down.
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Dr. Xelco turned the Concealment device on and the yelled “Fire!”
The first of the Ralston torpedoes released and headed towards the Goloti.
Yendor blasted the Krolon Power canon directly at the command center.
The ZX/2 took some minor hits from the blasts from the Goloti.
“Fire!” Dr. Xelco yelled again as the second Ralston torpedo dropped and
headed towards the Goloti.
“The Goloti is realigning their shields to protect the front of the ship, just like
Digit predicted, One more Ralston torpedo and they will need to leave the backside
exposed.
“Fire!!” and the third Ralston torpedo headed towards the Goloti.
The torpedoes were doing moderate damage to the ship, but their frontal shields
were holding.
“Digit, program the remaining Ralston torpedoes to drop into the exhaust stacks,
and when you are ready, let them go,” Dr. Xelco directed Digit.
“I have already done that. The torpedoes are on their way,” Digit reported back
to Dr. Xelco.
The ZX/2 continued to bob and weave around the larger ship, firing the Krolon
Power canon at Goloti. To the staff of the Goloti, the ZX/2 looked like a fly that was
an annoyance.
Suddenly the blackness of the space in front of them lit up like fireworks. A
huge orange ball of fire took the place of where the Goloti had been seconds before.
Explosion after explosion tore the ship apart. Debris from the blast made it so
that Digit had to move quickly to avoid being struck by the pieces of the Goloti that
were flying in all directions.
After a few minutes the dull glow of the fires inside the hulk of the Goloti was
all that remained.
The members of the CIG ship stared out the front windows admiring the work
that Digit had accomplished. They had succeeded in fulfilling the prediction that
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Joseph had told the Constine Graf.
“Digit, good work! Your plan was flawless. I think you are the most amazing
CPU in the galaxy!” Joseph praised the CPU.
“Thank you Joseph. I was trying to help,” Digit responded to the compliment.
“What is next?” Somat asked from the communications station.
“That’s a good question. We can’t go back to the Titan. I’m pretty sure that we
are going to have a problem landing on any CIG controlled planets. I’m not sure where
we should go. Anybody got ideas?” Dr. Xelco put out the question to the others.
Everyone just looked at each other.
Finally Yendor came up with and idea. “We could always return to Paellis,” he
said joking.
Everyone laughed. “Yeah and have our memories removed so we can claim we
are ignorant when we are questioned by the High Command!” Joseph laughed.
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“Digit, do we have enough reserves to get to the High Command Headquarters?”
“Yes, we have more than enough,” the response came back.

Everyone went to the front of the ship and took a seat. It was a little harder to
see each other this way, but it made Digit happy.
“I think we should let Digit tell us her plan. She says she can help us defeat the
Goloti, so let’s hear what she has to say,” Joseph gave the floor to Digit.
Digit explained what she had planned. She sent detailed instructions to the CTablet. The group began to discuss the positives and the negatives of the plot. As the
time went by, they didn’t even realize that they were scheming with a CPU. Digit was
just one of the group.
“I think that I will organize these ideas, and then make a blueprint of the
strategy. Then we can finalize our attack,” Dr. Xelco said as he walked to the back of
the ship, his nose glued to the C-Tablet.
While Dr. Xelco worked on the C-Tablet, the others took some time to chat.
“I wonder what the CIG is going to do with us now?” Yendor started. “We’ve
done it again. We stole the ZX/2 and disobeyed direct orders from Admiral Cronk. I bet
he is really Cronky about now! Ha ha ha,” Yendor laughed at his own joke.
The others laughed, but not a heartily as Yendor.
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“I scanned the database on the Titan like you asked me to do Joseph. I believe I
have some information that you might like to know,” Digit started to share what she
knew.
“Yes, tell us what you found out,” Joseph eagerly waited for the news.
“It appears that all of you were going to be detained on the Titan until it reached
the High Command Headquarters. Admiral Cronk was filing formal charges against
each of you for dereliction of duty, insubordination, lying, and theft. He was preparing
the documents to present to the Council of Statesman to charge you as traitors of the
Confederation. If he is successful, you will be imprisoned for up to thirty years each,”
Digit gave the information requested.
Silence pervaded the cabin. No one spoke. They were shocked at the report.
They had told the truth and now they were facing thirty years in prison. It didn’t make
any sense.
Dr. Xelco returned. “What’s with all of the long faces?” he asked.
Joseph asked Digit to repeat the information she had just given to them.
Dr. Xelco fell back into one of the seats. “After everything we did, they want to
put us in prison? That’s just crazy. I’ll be dead before I get out of there. Maybe we
should have just stayed on Reidforcia!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed visibly upset over the
news.
“It makes me want to run. I don’t really want to help the Titan out of this bad
situation,” Yendor offered.
“No matter what they say, we are loyal to the Confederation. We will help them,
even if they don’t want our help,” Dr. Xelco said defiantly.
“Or deserve it!” Yendor added.
“Digit, what is the most vulnerable location on the Parrady class ships?” Dr.
Xelco asked.
“The rear section of the ship is susceptible to damage, but the Reidforcians
know this so they have extra weaponry there to protect it,” Digit answered. “The
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second most vulnerable are the engine stacks. The shields are weak there because of
the exhaust from the thrusters. If the shields can be disabled or compromised, a
Ralston torpedo would do a lot of damage.” Digit added.
“How can we disable the shields?” Joseph asked.
“We have a speed advantage and we have our concealment device to hide us.
We can use the disrupters to hamper their communications. At the same time we can
create a diversion at the front of the ship to get them to allocate more power to the
front shield, thereby leaving the shields on the stacks vulnerable. We just need to get a
Ralston torpedo down one of those stacks, and the Goloti will be unable to proceed.
With the enhancements to the Krolon Power canons we should be able to pick off the
Rondus class ships one by one. They will never know what hit them because they will
not see us,” Digit seemed to be enjoying herself as she planned the attack.
“I have no idea why I went to make a blueprint of this. Digit you are a genius!”
Dr. Xelco complimented the CPU.
“Digit, after we do all of this, what will our reserves be?” Somat asked the
obvious question wondering what happened after the attack.
“I estimate our reserves will be approximately seventy-two point three percent,”
Digit responded.
“I think we make this plan a go!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed enthusiastically.
The crew prepared for the attack on the Goloti.
Somat took the communications desk, Joseph sat in the pilots’ chair, Dr. Xelco
took the co-pilot’s seat, Yendor and Denise buckled themselves into recliners, and
Crospus fell asleep.
Digit reported, “We are within tracking range of the Goloti. Twelve Rondus
class ships are approaching. Beginning evasive maneuvers,”
Everyone perked up and took their positions.
Joseph scanned the console in front of him. “The scanners show the Rondus
class ships coming in the standard Reidforcian formation. That makes them very
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predictable.”
“Is that a good thing?” Somat asked from the communication center.
“Yes,” was the simple answer from Digit.
Joseph and Somat looked at each wondering why Digit had answered the
question.
Dr. Xelco was preparing the concealment device, disrupters, and the Bronstine
thrusters following the plan that Digit had suggested.
Yendor took control of the Krolon Power canon and did a final check out of the
monitor in front of him.
Denise opened the C-Tablet and went over the check list with Joseph and Dr.
Xelco to double check all of the steps to the attack.
Crospus was still sleeping, as usual.
Unlike in the past, this plan proposed that they directly engage the enemy, not
avoid them. They weren’t going to play chicken this time.
“Rondus class ships have broken off their approach to the Titan and now are
joining the attack ships from the Goloti. All Rondus class ships are now dedicated to
destroying us,” Digit reported.
“We will engage the enemy in five minutes thrity-two point seven seconds,”
Digit continued.
“Is everyone ready?!” Joseph yelled out.
“Ready!” was the unanimous reply”
Time passed slowly as the fighters approached.
“Four, three, two, one, ENGAGE!” Digit’s voice counted down over the
speakers in the cabin.
Dr. Xelco turned on the concealment and the disrupters. Digit was monitoring
the Reidforcian short range transmissions.
“It appears the Reidforcians have found a way to defeat our disrupters. They are
still in full communication with the main ship,” Digit gave out the bad news.
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“Is that a problem?” Joseph panicked.
“Not really. Since I am able to monitor their attack strategy, I can make
adjustments to our plan. I am also sending misinformation over their secured channels
to confuse them,” Digit showed her creativity.
“What about the concealment device?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“They have been tracking us using the exhaust signature of the copernicium, but
since we are so fast they are about two seconds behind where we actually are. As long
as I do not use a predictable pattern, we should be OK,” Digit responded.
“We should be OK? What does that mean?” Yendor asked.
“We have a ninety-six percent chance that we will not be damaged.” Digit
answered.
“That means there is a four percent chance we will be damaged!” Yendor
exclaimed.
“You have a higher chance of being struck by lightning than us getting hit by
enemy fire. Just do your job Yendor and quit complaining!” Joseph admonished
Yendor.
The ZX/2 bobbed and weaved through and between the Rondus class ships
formation, sometimes coming within a cordon, as Yendor on the Krolon Power canon
took them out one by one.
The fight didn’t take long. The enemy ships had no idea what hit them. It was
obvious that long range communications for the Reidforcians was not available,
because the ships fromt the Goloti had no idea what the capabilities of the ZX/2
presented.
With the support craft out of the way the next target was the Goloti.
“Turn off the concealment device. I want them to see us!” Joseph directed his
father. “I want them to see what hit them”
Dr. Xelco turned off the concealment device and put the Reidforcian
transmissions on the speaker.
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“Somat, open a channel to the Goloti please,” Joseph spoke up. “Hail the
commander of that ship.
A few seconds passed and then on the main screen appeared a Reidforcian
soldier.
“This is Constine Graf, why are you hailing us?” the voice of the commander of
the Goloti came over the speakers.
“We are demanding that you surrender to us.” Joseph said with authority as he
stood up.
“You must be kidding. We will squash you like a bug!” the constine replied.
“We have destroyed all of your fighters. We have destroyed the Fristle. What
makes you think we can’t destroy you?” Joseph replied.
“Who is this?” the constine asked.
“I am Joseph Xelco and the crew of the ZX/2. We destroyed your
communications on Reidforcia and we have helped to disrupt the entire Potentate. Next
we will destroy you, unless you surrender to us!” Joseph demanded.
“We will never surrender to the Confederation. Prepare to die you insignificant
maggot!” Constine Graf replied and then the screen went blank.
“Digit, we warned them. Let’s finish them off!” Joseph said as he sat back down.
Dr. Xelco turned the Concealment device back on and then yelled “Fire!”
The first of the Ralston torpedoes released and headed towards the Goloti.
Yendor blasted the Krolon Power canon directly at the command center.
The ZX/2 took some minor hits from the blasts from the Goloti.
“Fire!” Dr. Xelco yelled again as the second Ralston torpedo dropped and
headed towards the Goloti.
“The Goloti is realigning their shields to protect the front of the ship, just like
Digit predicted, One more Ralston torpedo and they will need to leave their backside
exposed.
“Fire!!” and the third Ralston torpedo headed towards the Goloti.
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The torpedoes were doing moderate damage to the ship, but their frontal shields
were holding.
“Digit, program the remaining Ralston torpedoes to drop into the exhaust stacks,
and when you are ready, let them go,” Dr. Xelco directed Digit.
“I have already done that. The torpedoes are on their way,” Digit reported back
to Dr. Xelco.
“Great job!” Dr. Xeclo got excited.
The ZX/2 continued to bob and weave around the larger ship, firing the Krolon
Power canon at Goloti. To the staff of the Goloti, the ZX/2 felt like an annoying
mosquito.
Suddenly the blackness of the space in front of them lit up like fireworks. A
huge orange ball of fire took the place of where the Goloti had been seconds before.
Explosion after explosion tore the ship apart. Digit move quickly to avoid being
struck by the debris from the blast;. pieces of the Goloti that were flying in all
directions.
After a few minutes the dull glow of fires inside the hulk of the Goloti was all
that remained.
The members of the CIG ship stared out the front windows admiring the work
that Digit had accomplished. They had succeeded in fulfilling the prediction that
Joseph had given to Constine Graf.
“Digit, good work! Your plan was flawless. I think you are the most amazing
CPU in the galaxy!” Joseph praised the CPU.
“Thank you Joseph. I was just trying to help,” Digit responded to the
compliment.
“So, what’s next?” Somat asked from the communications station.
“That’s a good question. We can’t go back to the Titan. I’m pretty sure we’reare
going to have a problem landing on any CIG controlled planets. I’m not sure where we
should go. Anybody got ideas?” Dr. Xelco put out the question to the others.
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Everyone just looked at each other.
Finally Yendor came up with an idea. “We could always return to Paellis,” he
said joking.
Everyone laughed. “Yeah and have our memories removed so we can claim we
are ignorant when we are questioned by the High Command!” Joseph laughed.
The crew of the ZX/2 had completed the destruction of the Reidforcian Parrady
class ship Goloti. Now they were discussing what would be next.
“CIG Forodian fighters approaching at double-light speed. They will be in range
in five minutes eighteen point four seconds,” Digit reported.
“Somat, can we bring up one of those CIG ships on the main screen,” Joseph
asked.
“I’ll try. Give me a minute,” Somat replied as he turned to the console. “OK, I
have Captain Reeves for you. I’ll put him on the main screen for you.
“This is Captain Reeves of the CIG ship Titan. I have orders for you to return to
the Titan. Please fall in formation and return to the Titan with us,” The captain stated.
“Thank you sir, but we are going to have to decline your invitation. We don’t
feel that we were treated fairly on your ship. We need to find a way to clear ourselves
before we surrender to the High Command. I am sorry, but we will be going now,”
Joseph motioned to Somat to cut the transmission.
The screen went blank.
“That was interesting,” is all that Dr. Xelco could say. “Now we have disobeyed
a direct order from the High Command to return to the Titan. I guess we can add that to
the list of crimes against the CIG we seem to be building,” he continued.
“Let’s get out of here before we have to protect ourselves against our own
ships,” Joseph suggested. “Digit, are we able to outrun the CIG ships behind us?”
Joseph asked.
“Of course. The adjustments I made on the cross delineator on the venuri inside
of the Bronstine thrusters makes us approximately thirty-two point seven percent
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faster, as well as forty-two point six percent more efficient. They can chase us but they
will never catch us,” She replied sounding very proud of herself.
“Any ideas where we should go?” Joseph again asked the crew.
“This may seem like a bad idea, but what if we went directly to CIG
headquarters and turn ourselves in there? That was the original plan, right?” Denise
recommended.
“Why would we want to do that?” Yendor asked.
“Yeah, why would we want to be arrested and sent to jail?” Somat agreed.
Rousing from his long nap, Crospus asked, “So what’s going on here. What
happened?”
“We’ll explain later Crospus. We’re trying to figure out what to do next,” Joseph
answered.
“Did we blow up that ship?” Crospus asked looking out the window at the
glowing ball of flames.
“Yes, everything went as planned,” Joseph patronized Crospus.
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“Do you intend to surrender yourselves once you arrive?” General Biondi asked.
“Yes sir, please give us instructions on what to do,” Dr. Xelco answered bluntly.

Turning back to the rest he tried to put the discussion back on track, “OK, what
are we going to do next?”
“I tend to agree with Denise,” Dr. Xelco said thoughtfully. “We can’t remain
outlaws out here forever. Eventually we will need supplies. Where will get those if we
are wandering around the galaxy? Will we just steal them?” Dr. Xelco said somewhat
sarcastically.
“I was kind of getting used to being Bonnie and Clyde,” Joseph added his
humor.
“That isn’t exactly funny. Remember what happened to them?” Denise said in a
serious tone. “I want to see my parents again.”
“It reminds me more of Robin Hood,” Somat laughed.
After some additional discussion the idea of going directly to the CIG
headquarters was put to a vote.
“OK, I will go around the room and you say ‘Yes’ to go to the High Command
or ‘No’ if you want to run.
“Denise what do you say?” Dr. Xeclo asked.
“Yes,” she replied.
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“Somat?
“No, I don’t want to go to jail,” he replied.
“Crospus?”
“Yes, I think it is our only option,” he answered.
“Joseph?”
“No, I agree with Somat,” he responded.
“Yendor”
“No, let’s see what we can do out here,” he commented
“I vote yes, so it looks like a tie,” Dr. Xelco looked at the results.
“What about me?” Digit asked. “Don’t I get a vote.
Everyone looked at each other. They hadn’t thought about Digit.
“Sure, what is your vote Digit?” Dr. Xelco put the question to her as well.
Everyone waited for her answer. It would break the tie.
“I vote………” Digit took her time.
“What are you waiting for?” Joseph asked Digit.
“I just wanted to add some suspense,” she replied.
“OK, we get the point, how do you vote?” Joseph prodded the CPU to answer.
“I vote yes, we should go to the High Command and turn ourselves in. I don’t
see the point of wandering from place to place without a plan. They would certainly
continue to call us outlaws. If we did that it would make it even more difficult to
resolve the issues that the CIG High Command has against us,” She finished.
“Digit, do we have enough reserves to get to the High Command Headquarters?”
“Yes, we have more than enough,” the response came back.
“Digit, how long will it take to get there without exhausting our supplies, just in
case we need to travel beyond the CIG headquarters,” Joseph wanted to make sure they
had all of the information ahead of time.
“If we maximize our fuel efficiency, we should be there in two days, four hours,
thirty five minutes, twenty-seven point six seconds,” Digit replied.
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Joseph added, “We need to maintain our current speed in order to avoid the
fighters that are pursuing us.”
“They should pull back shortly when they realize that they can’t overtake us,”
Digit added
“Digit, can I ask you to do something for me?” Joseph asked.
“Sure, what is it?” Digit replied.
“Could you be a little less precise when you give statistics? Do you think you
could round your responses to the nearest minute or cordon?” Joseph asked a nicely as
he could.
“Let me work on that for you,” Digit gave her response.
“That was a great idea Joseph. It will keep her replies shorter,” Dr. Xelco said.
“And she won’t be so annoying!” Somat interjected.
Everyone laughed at his joke, except for Digit.
Denise went to the Galley to take an inventory of the supplies in the cooler and
the cabinets.
While she was cleaning and organizing, she was shocked to find something
completely unexpected, the Whitther!
“Joseph! Come here. I have a surprise for you,” Denise yelled up to the front.
“What is it?” Joseph replied not really eager to get up from his seat.
“You have to come back here and see this. You won’t believe it,” Denise
prodded him.
Joseph got up reluctantly from the comfort of the pilot’s seat and went back to
the galley.
“Look over there, do you believe this?” Denise pointed to the bottom drawer of
the cabinet.
“Holy cow, where did she come from?” Joseph gasped as he bent down to pet
the furry little critter. “Where are the pups?” Joseph asked looking up at Denise.
“I don’t know. I haven’t found them yet. I’ll keep looking for them though,”
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Denise said as she continued to open drawer after drawer.
Joseph picked up the whitther, and asked, “How did you get here and where are
your pups.
Of course the whitther couldn’t answer.
“Here they here they are, they’re in the shower. How did the whitther get into
that drawer?” Denise asked while petting the pups.
Joseph checked it out and found that there was a space at the back of the drawer
just big enough for the whitther to squeeze through. The drawer had a roll of aluminum
foil and a big chunk of it was missing.
“I didn’t realize how much I missed this little lady until just now. It feels like we
are now complete,” Joseph commented.
“Do you want to give her a name now?” Denise asked.
“Why not. What do you suggest?” Joseph answered.
“Let me think about that. I will come up with something,” she replied.
Joseph returned the whitther to the shower. She curled up with the pups who
were whining, perhaps looking for some food.
Denise got excited. She said, “How about ‘Maravilla’? It is Spanish. It means
wonder or surprise.” Denise suggested.
“I like that. Maravilla it is!” Joseph got excited.
Joseph stayed in the galley with Denise. She gave him a cup of hot cocoa and
some brakken. This was Joseph’s favorite. He loved to dip the brakken into the cocoa
and watch it swell. The brakken would absorb the chocolate and make it taste like
chocolate from a box of chocolates.
“Wad jew tink bout all dis,” Joseph talked with his mouth full of bracken.
“What did you say?” Denise wrinkled her brow.
“Jus a mina,” Joseph swallowed the big bite of brakken, “What do you think
about all of this, you know, us giving ourselves up to the High Command and all. Do
you think we will ever see each other after we are arrested?” Joseph asked a difficult
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question.
“I hope so. I think I would die if we were separated. I’ve gotten used to having
you around,” Denise smiled.
Joseph walked around the table and gave her a hug. I feel the same. It won’t be
easy what we are going to be going through once we get there. I know that whatever
we set our minds to happen, will happen. We’re just too good together to mess up this
team,” Joseph said to Denise as he held her in his arms. Denise smiled.
The had days passed quickly. There wasn’t much to do, but the anticipation of
what lay ahead of them made it difficult to concentrate on anything.
It was decided to maintain radio silence. Occasionally Digit would give a report
of CIG traffic and advise the crew of actions she was taking to avoid a confrontation in
Confederation space.
They were sure that CIG headquarters was tracking their whereabouts. Digit
would report about being scanned as they passed close to Confederation outposts.
What was a surprise was that no other CIG ship tried to converge as they passed.
“Coming into transmission range of CIG High Command Headquarters,” Somat
informed everyone. “Do you want me to open a channel to the communications
center?”
“Sure, put them on the monitor,” Dr. Xelco answered.
A few seconds later a face came on the monitor over the secured CIG channel.
“This is General Biondi at CIG headquarters. Is this the ZX/2?” the general
asked.
“Yes sir. This is Dr. Matthew Xelco of the CIG Research Team. We request
permission to land. May we have instructions on how to proceed?” Dr. Xelco
responded to the general.
“Do you intend to surrender yourselves once you arrive?” General Biondi asked.
“Yes sir, please give us instructions on what to do,” Dr. Xelco answered bluntly.
“Hold on just a moment,” the general said as he disappeared from the screen.
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After a few long minutes waiting for a response, General Biondi returned. “We
have a little bit of a problem here. Somehow, the press got wind of your arrival and
they are swarming the complex looking for answers. We will get back to you soon.
Hold your position until we are able to come up with a solution.”
The screen went blank.
“The press? Are we famous?” Yendor asked.
“Remember, they were calling us Bonnie and Clyde?” Joseph reminded Yendor.
“Yeah, but why don’t they mention me?” Yendor said looking for sympathy.
“Cause they might not know that you are here,” Somat said to him. “We aren’t
the famous ones here. It’s those two lovebirds over there!” Somat pointed towards
Joseph and Denise in the galley.
“Hey now, what’s this lovebirds stuff?” Joseph defended himself as he left
Denise to go into the main cabin.
“I think it is pretty obvious,” Somat said, looking for agreement from the others
on the ship.
Dr. Xelco just shrugged his shoulders and returned to monitoring the console.
“ZX/2 this is CIG Headquarters. We are going to set up a rendezvous for you.
Please change to the CIG secure channel,” The voice directed.
“Somat, switch to the CIG secured channel and put the transmission on the
screen,” Joseph called over to Somat.
Somat tuned the transmitter to the secure channel and waited for the CIG signal.
“ZX/2, this is CIG Headquarters. This General Biondi again. We have created a
diversion. We want you to land at the Kappaato station. From there we will transport
you to CIG headquarters,” the general gave his directions.
“Hold on just a moment,” Joseph answered. He motioned for Somat to cut the
transmission.
“What do you think dad. If we go to the Kappaato station we may be in the same
situation as we were on the Titan. It doesn’t feel right to me. I know may be getting
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overly cautious about all of this. Maybe I’m just gun shy now,” Joseph expressed his
feelings.
“What do you propose as an alternative?” his dad asked him in return.
“I think we should just fly to CIG headquarters. If we use our concealment
device, we can fly in under their sensors and no one will be waiting for us,” Joseph
proposed.
“Digit, do have any voice patterns that match the person who just contacted us?”
Dr. Xelco asked.
Everyone was surprised at this request.
“I do not have any voice patterns for that person on file,” Digit answered.
“Can you tell by the voice patterns where that person is from?” Dr. Xelco was
still looking for an answer.
“Based on the inflection of the voice and pronunciation of words, that person is
from Earth. The dialect best matches those from Seattle Washington, United States.”
Digit reported.
“That’s nothing unusual,” Somat commented. “I know several people who are
from there.”
“Why would it be unusual to have a voice from Seattle?” Yendor now very
curious wanted to know.
“I have scanned the service records of all of the staff at CIG Headquarters and
there is no one from that city stationed there,” Digit revealed.
“Do you have a service record for General Biondi?”
“Yes, but he is not human. He is from Molteri,” the CPU responded.
“So someone IS impersonating the CIG High Command. How do we make sure
that we are actually talking to the High Command or some imposter?” Yendor asked
everyone.
“It seems that someone is trying to direct us away from the High Command. Can
we contact this General Biondi again?” Dr. Xelco asked Somat.
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“I can try.
“Digit, where did the signal originate from?” Somat asked.
“From Kappaato station,” Digit responded.
“I can contact the main CPU at the CIG office and get the information we need,”
Digit offered.
“Before we do that, why would someone want to fool us like that?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
“Maybe it’s a reporter trying to lure us into a trap so that he can get an exclusive
for his tabloid,” Denise guessed.
“What do you think Digit?” Joseph asked the CPU.
“I have tried to scan the CPUs at the Kappaato station. I am unable to find any
sign of CIG personnel there. The information on that CPU only has the records of the
ships that have come and gone over the last year along with the manifests,” Digit
reported.
“Digit, is there anything unusual about the manifests?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Let me review the information,” Digit replied. The lights on the console flashed
and blinked. “Thirty-seven days ago was the last cargo shipment.”
“How is that possible?” Somat reacted.
Digit reported. “It is also odd that there has been no other activity at the station
for 37 days. That shipment is the last one that I can find.”
“Digit, do you mean that the station has been inactive for over a month?” Dr.
Xelco asked in amazement.
“That is correct,” Digit replied.
“Digit, do you have any information on why the station has been inactive?” Dr.
Xelco asked for more information.
“I will research that for you,” Digit answered.
“Somat, try and get a signal to CIG command on any channel that can verified as
coming from High Command,” Dr. Xelco requested.
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“I am doing that now,” Somat responded as he turned to the communications
console and began scanning known CIG frequencies.
“While Somat is doing that, let’s see what our options might be,” Dr. Xelco said
as he opened his C-Tablet and began to look over his notes again. “If that is indeed a
false request, we need to fool them into thinking that we are going along with the
request and then find a way around it.”
“Digit, can you lock onto that signal and give us a report of location and source,”
Joseph asked the CPU.
“Contacting the CIG computer network to get the needed information,” Digit
replied.
There was a pause as the CPU worked on sorting out the information being
retrieved from the CPUs at CIG headquarters.
“I have some information that might be helpful. It appears that the CIG central
CPU has been compromised by an unknown source. I am evaluating the information
now,” Digit surprised everyone.
After another pause Digit continued, “The central CPU has not had any of the
updates like the other CPUs in the fleet because of the protocol and security measures
needed. Therefore, the files that I closed on the other CPUs in the fleet are still open.
That means that all of the files are still accessible by an outside CPU. I have decoded
the protocols and I have made the CPUs more secure. However, whoever has been
hacking into those files has seriously exposed some sensitive information contained in
those files. It may be how they were able to use the CIG’s secured channels to contact
us.”
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KAPPAATO
Chapter ILVI
“May I make a recommendation?” Denise spoke up. “I know I haven’t said much
about all of this lately, but I think we may be going about this all wrong.”

“Digit, are you able to determine which files were accessed?” Dr. Xelco
responded to this information.
“Yes, I have time stamps on the files that were accessed and a quantum number
for the CPU that accessed the files. The imprint left by the hackers is very tiny, but
there is enough evidence to prove that the files were accessed from an external source.
The hackers were quite ingenious in their method,” Digit answered the question.
“Digit, do you have a location where those files have been sent?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
“It appears that the CPU is located at the Kappaato station,” the surprising
answer came back.
“Digit, is it possible to contact the CIG High Command about this without
giving the information away?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Even though I have closed all of the access points on the CPUs, I am sure that
whoever did this is going to be monitoring all known CIG channels,” Digit answered.
“Digit, what are our options?” Joseph asked.
“I will send a message to the CIG High Command CPU over the network
connection. I have blocked this portal from communication without the proper protocol
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in place. I will notify the CPU of our plans and actions. I will also make sure that the
High Command is aware of the hackers and what I did to resolve that,” Digit gave her
ideas to the crew.
“Thank you Digit. Good job,” Joseph complimented Digit.
“OK, what do we do now?” Joseph asked his father.
“Let’s have a meeting. We will put our heads together and make a plan on how
to safely get to Confederation Headquarters and safely surrender to the authorities
there.
Everyone dropped what they were doing and went to the console so that Digit
could participate in the discussion..
When everyone was seated and ready Dr. Xelco began the meeting, “We know
that the CIG central CPUs have been compromised. Digit is aware of the files that
were accessed and has communicated to the High Command what she found over the
network.”
“It appears that whoever got into those computers has access to all known
frequencies, so we will be limited on using the communications console. We can fool
whoever is monitoring those channels to make them think we are doing something
else. Does anyone have ideas on what to do?” Dr. Xelco put the question to anyone.
“We can continue to talk to General Biondi and pretend that we are following
his instruction,” Yendor offered.
“I like that,” Dr. Xelco responded as he added the idea to his C-Tablet.
“Can Digit link to the CPU used to transmit that signal and give it false
information?” Somat asked.
Digit replied, “Yes, I can do that. Let me know what you want me to send.”
“Digit, do we know where the signal is coming from?” Joseph asked.
“Yes,” Digit replied. “It is coming from the Kappaato station.
“Digit, do we know who is behind the deception?” Joseph continued to query the
computer.
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“I am working on that now,” she answered.
“Is it a Reidforcian signal?” Denise jumped in.
“The signature of the signal is of a Reidforcian nature, but there are subtle
differences that are making it hard to determine the exact nature of the invader. I am
analyzing that now.”
“Digit, could someone be trying to make us think that the Reidforcians are
responsible for the attack on the CPUs?” Joseph quickly asked.
“It would appear that you are right, Joseph Xelco,” Digit returned her answer. “I
will continue to use that theory in my investigation.
After a long time working on a plan the crew narrowed down the ideas
presented.
Crospus presented an idea based on an old military strategy from his planet.
“The idea is to convince the enemy that we are going to do one thing and then do
something completely unexpected. The best way to do this is to send out two different
plans. One of them is to tell them what they want to hear. The second is to broadcast
over a known frequency an alternative plans. That will confuse them while they try to
resolve the two different plans, while we are actually going to enact a third plot that
has nothing to do with the ones we reveal.”
They broke into three different groups. Each group was to plan and organize a
strategy. Digit would work with one group to design the actual plot, while the other
two would create alternate plans.
Joseph, Denise, and Somat were one group. They decided to go along with
whatever General Biondi told them to do. It was the easiest idea, but it would fool
whoever was pulling the deception on them that they were unaware of what was
happening.
Yendor, Dr. Xelco and Crospus decided to create a plan where they would send
out a signal over a secured channel they knew would be monitored. They would send
out plans to land at Kappaato, but in a sub-channel, which they knew would also be
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monitored, give out information how they were actually going to bypass the station and
continue on the Earth.
Digit worked on a plan of her own. Using her direct connection with the CIG
High Command CPUs, she would coordinate an attack on the Kappaato station with
Forodian ships. The attack would disable whoever was infiltrating the Confederation’
security and reveal whoever was behind it.
The group rejoined each other for a meal in the galley and discussed the ideas.
Digit’s ideas were on the C-Tablet so they could compare what each group has
arranged.
“I like what we have come up with. I think Crospus has made a great proposal.
We should be able to totally confuse the enemy and resolve the problem of the
infiltration into the security of the CPUs at CIG High Command,” Dr. Xelco expressed
his opinion,
There was a lot of excitement at the table. It was always invigorating to join
together to create a strategy to defeat the enemy. Even Dr. Xelco showed signs of
enthusiasm in preparing for the next chapter in the fight for the Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

After dinner and some idle chat at the table, the preparations for the attack on the
Kappaato station began.
“Digit, how long before we are in range of the Kappaato station?” Yendor asked
from the pilot’s seat.
“We will be in range in approximately one minute,” Digit replied.
“I like her better this way! Not so much detail,” Yendor commented.
“Joseph, get up here, there is someone who wants to talk to you,” Somat called
back to the galley.
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Somat brought up General Biondi on the main screen.
“Who is hailing us?” General Biondi’s face came into view. “What do you
need?” he asked
“We are waiting for your instructions. We are in range of your station. What do
you want us to do?” Joseph asked the general.
“When you arrive you will report directly to me. For now I am going to turn you
over to Ensign Donagan. She will direct you to where you are to rendezvous with us,”
said General Biondi who then disappeared.
A young female officer took over. “Is the ZX/2?” she asked.
“Yes, ma’am, this is the ZX/2. We are waiting for your instructions on what you
need for us to do,” Somat responded.
“Are you Joseph Xelco?” She asked.
“Yes, that is me,” Joseph responded.
“And is Denise Wantis onboard? I don’t see her,” she continued.
“Yes, ma’am. She is at the rear of the ship preparing for our departure on
Kappaato Station,” Joseph replied.
“That’s good. We have a landing bay open for you. It is K-12. Once you are in
visual range, we will guide you there. May I have the names of all of the passengers on
your ship?” the ensign asked.
“Hold on just a moment please. I am having a little difficulty with my console. I
will be right back. I think I need to reboot,” Joseph said as he made up an excuse to
turn off the main screen. He gave Somat a signal to shut down the connection.
“Should I tell her who is on the ship? Evidently, they don’t know who we are.
What does anyone think?” Joseph sought for answers.
“Is there anyone she has not seen on the screen?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Crospus is in the galley with Denise. I’m pretty sure that she has seen the rest
of you. She already knew that Denise and I were here.” Joseph answered
“We won’t tell her about Crospus. In case something happens he can stay on the
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ship and give us cover for a retreat,” Dr. Xelco suggested.
“Yeah, that’s a good idea,” Yendor chipped in.
Somat brought the screen back up.
“Sorry about that. We have had some issues with the communications console
since we left Velos,” Joseph informed the ensign.
“Somat Donley is at the communications console, at the pilot’s chair is Yendor
Remlap, and Dr. Xelco is in the co-pilot’s seat. As you know Denise is in the Galley,”
Joseph reported.
“Please give me a biography of each of the passengers for our records,” Ensign
Donagan asked.
Again everyone was a bit surprised. Why did they want a biography of each of
the passengers?
“Can you wait for a moment while we compile that for you? We will get back
with you as soon as that report is ready. Is there anything else we can do for you?”
Joseph asked.
“Not right now, we will let you know if we need anything else from you on our
next transmission,” the ensign said as she signed off for the time being.
“Why do you think they want our biographies?” Joseph asked his dad.
Everyone else had the same question on their minds.
“Digit, do you have any idea why they would want biographies on each of us?”
Denise jumped ahead of everyone else to question the CPU.
“I have been scanning the signal from Kappaato station. The CPU there is very
sophisticated. It is trying to block my access to it, just as I am blocking it from
scanning me. I am impressed with its capabilities. I am working on finding a way
around the security net,” Digit seemed confused as she revealed what she was
encountering.
“Digit, does this CPU resemble you?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“It would appear the CPU has had similar modifications to it as have been done
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to me,” Digit answered. “That is why I was getting a Reidforcian signature from the
CPUs activity while in the High Command’s computers.
“Digit, you mean that you think that the CPU at the Kappaato station has had a
Reidforcian translator wired to it?” Joseph asked.
“That is correct.” Digit quickly responded.
“Digit, do you think that’s the CPU that is hacking into the High Command
computers?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“From the signatures that I am getting from its signal, I would say it is very
likely it is the CPU that has been stealing information from the Confederation,” Digit
conjectured.
They all sat in awe of this news.
“How do you think they came up with that idea?” Joseph questioned.
“Well we figured it out, didn’t we?” Denise replied.
“I think it is actually simpler than that. I think there is someone who knew what
we did, and how we did it, that has rigged up that computer, Dr. Xelco said as he
considered the options.
“You know, that is possible. There were times when we left the ZX/2 alone.
Someone could have gotten onto the ship and seen what we did,” Yendor guessed.
“I think it even goes farther than that. If the configuration of that CPU is similar
to Digit, then it has to be someone who has worked on the CPU and saw the methods
we used to connect the Reidforcian technology to it,” Dr. Xelco added with a look of
concern on his face.
“Do you mean that someone on Kappaato is a traitior?” Somat jumped in.
“It would appear so. We may need to alter our plans slightly. The technology
that Digit has, when in the hands of the enemy is devastating!” Dr. Xelco was visibly
upset.
“Digit, were you able to see what files were accessed on the High Command
CPU?” Dr. Xelco turned towards the computer.
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“I will review that data and create a report. Would you like it sent to your CTablet?” Digit offered.
“Yes, that would be great,” Dr. Xelco replied.
“Who do we know that saw the way the CPU was wired?” Yendor asked. “It
isn’t one of us.”
“Let’s see. We got full operational connections after we landed on Lonturi…….
Let’s see, we had Regis Fisbon, but he didn’t do anything to the equipment..”
“And there was Mark Cooter who was always playing with the equipment in the
lower compartment.”
“What about Conrad Darnoc. He helped a lot.”
“You know who had the most access to the CPU. Norami Zendu. He asked me
many questions while we were under there rewiring the harness after the whitther ate
the wires. He knew exactly how we wired this together.
“Where would he have gotten a Reidforcian helmet?”
“I have no idea, but it isn’t impossible to get one.”
“Digit, as far as you can tell, is the other CPU as advanced as you are”
“Not completely, I was able to lock it out of critical areas and so far it hasn’t
been able to detect that I did that. I think my interaction with the Pegasus helped me
improve my circuitry beyond what that CPU has been able to accomplish. The higher
security on the High Command CPUs made it harder for this one to access the files
needed to become fully like me. It is catching up though. It is trying to search my files
and has attempted, unsuccessfully, to gain access. I am allowing it to scan me. I am
fooling it into thinking that it has succeeded in getting vital information.”
“Digit, are you doing anything to try and throw it off?”
“Yes, I have it running around in circles. It is a bit humorous actually,” Digit
almost laughed.
“Digit, is there any way that you can disable it?”
“Not that I have found. The systems are pretty complex, even if it is like me,”
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“Digit, what if anything did you discover about this CPU and it abilities?”
“It has improved processing speed. It has the universal translator ability. It has
rerouted some of its own programming to make it more efficient. I am not sure if it has
verbal communications. It is not installed in a ship, it is stand alone,”
“Digit, is it able to track us?”
“Yes, but if I enabled the concealment device there is an eighty-five percent
chance that we can hide from it. There is no such device attached to that CPU,”
The six members of the crew sat down to re-evaluate the situation. If they could
land at Kappaato without being noticed, they might be able to disable the CPU and find
out who the traitor was as well.
A new strategy was going to be needed. They planned to use the Kryomian
battle plan that Crospus had recommended, only they were now going to land on
Kappaato instead of trying to avoid it.
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SUBMISSION
Chapter ILVII
“Yes. I needed to convince you that we were the High Command
so that you would come here first,” Norami tried to explain.

“Digit, would you provide us with a map of the Kappaato station?” Dr. Xelco
asked. “And send it to the C-Tablet.”
“As you wish,” Digit replied.
Dr. Xelco unfolded the C-Tablet and the others surrounded him. The map was
detailed and showed all of the different rooms on the station. It was very similar to
Sigmata. That was an advantage because of their time there.
“Digit, do you know where that CPU is located?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“Look for the flashing red dot. That is where the CPU is located,” Digit replied.
Looking at the map they found the red dot and made a strategy on how to get to
it.
“May I make a recommendation?” Denise spoke up. “I know I haven’t said
much about all of this lately, but I think we may be going about this all wrong.”
“Sure, what do you suggest?” Dr. Xelco acknowledged Denise.
“I think we are making this a lot more complicated than we really need to. If we
create all of these diversions, we’re going to make them suspicious. If we just go along
with what they want, and keep our plan simple, I think we will have better luck,”
Denise said a little sheepishly expecting the others to think that her idea was silly.
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“So what you are saying is we should pretend to go along with what they want?”
Joseph asked surprised at her suggestion.
“Yeah, let’s keep it simple, just like our other plans,” Denise replied.
The others looked at each other. Her idea was just too simple. It made a lot of
sense.
“OK, so we fly right into the trap and then spring one of our own, is this the plan
now?” Dr. Xelco smiled.
“Sounds like a plan!” Somat stood up and gave Denise a high slap.
“Digit, have you been following this?” Joseph asked the computer.
“Of course. Tell me what you want me to do for you,” Digit agreed.
Even though they were tired, they laid out the plan and input the ideas into the
C-Tablet. Digit was included in each of the steps and her agreement was important.
The blueprint was created. The ship would fly to Kappaato and they would do as
directed by the controller. Once on the station, the crew would disembark, leaving
Crospus onboard to protect the ZX/2. They would make the staff on the station believe
that there were no suspicions about what they were doing.
“Kappaato, this is the Confederation ship ZX/2 calling. Please open a channel,”
Somat called to the Kappaato station over the CIG secured channel.
“This is Kappaato station, hold on one moment please,” a voice came over the
speakers inside of the ship.
On the screen appeared the face of General Biondi. “ZX/2 follow our escort craft
to gate K-12. We will see you when you arrive,” General Biondi ordered the craft. “We
have not received your biographies. When can we expect to have those?” he continued.
“We are having a few issues with our communications console. We will bring
those with us on our C-Tablet so that you can download them into your CPU. Is that
satisfactory?” Somat answered.
“That is acceptable. We will see you shortly,” General Biondi said as his image
disappeared from the screen.
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“Digit, do you have those biographies we created downloaded to the C-Tablet?”
Joseph asked.
“Yes,” was the simple answer.
“OK, here we go again!” Joseph yelled out.
Coming into view was a Forodian class ship. After passing the ZX/2 it swept in
an arc and then positioned itself in front to guide the ship to the Kappaato station.
The tension in the cabin began to grow in anticipation of the unknown. There
had been so many surprises before, they had no idea what lay ahead of them now.
The Kappaato station came into view. It looked just like the Sigmata colony.
This was another CIG transportation depot. Just like Sigmata, the airspace around the
station lacked the usual activity
Digit continued to monitor the activity of the CPU at the station and sent out the
usual signals to fool the station into thinking that everything was normal.
The escort ship led them to far side of the base. The letters K-12 in big Yellow
letters directed them where to go. As they neared the landing bay, the doors began to
open exposing the interior of the terminal.
With a gentle arc and then entering the large doors, the ZX/2 settled over a blue
landing pad. The thrusters gave off a final blast as the ship landed. Then all went silent.
The Forodian attack ship landed beside her.
The massive doors to the landing area closed behind them.
They shut everything inside the ship down. Only Digit and the interior lights
were left on.
Denise and Yendor had already packed the equipment the crew would need in
the backpacks.
Dr. Xelco picked up the C-Tablet off the galley table. They looked at each other,
gave a high slap, and then lowered the hatch to make their exit.
Crospus climbed down into the lower compartment. It was a very tight fit, but he
managed to back down feet first. He had a hand trazer ready to pick off anyone who
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might try to board. He had a communicator tuned to Digit to receive any transmissions
from the station.
Joseph and Denise tested the communicators behind their ears to make sure that
they could stay in touch with Digit.
The hatch opened, and the crew went down the steps one by one. Once on the
floor of the deck, the pilot from the escort ship that brought them to the hangar met
them.
“Hi, I am Captain Kinter, I am to take you to General Biondi,” the captain
introduced himself. “Follow me.”
Except for the two new arrivals, the hangar was completely empty.
Joseph, Denise, Somat, and Yendor were still wearing the CIG fatigues they had
taken on Velos. Dr. Xelco had on his typical lab coat over his uniform. They each had
a backpack over one shoulder
They climbed the stairs and when they got to the doors they opened
automatically. Once inside they went to the left towards the reception area.
There was no one at the desk. It seemed that the station was completely deserted.
“Wait here, I will get the general. I will be right back,” the captain said as he
went down the hallway to the right.
“What do we do now?” Denise asked.
“Let’s follow the map on the C-Tablet to where the CPU is at. Maybe we can
find a clue there,” Joseph suggested.
“Hey Digit, is everything OK there?” Joseph called over to the ZX/2.
“Everything is quiet here,” she replied.
“Digit, would you disable the security cameras the same way you did on the
Titan?” Joseph asked.
“I will do that right now,” Digit answered quickly.
“The crew then worked their way cautiously around the station to the left. Each
door they came to was opened slowly to make sure that no one was there. Down a long
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hallway the door to the place where the CPU was came into view.
Joseph and Denise moved quickly past the door while the other stayed against
the wall. There was a small window on the door. Joseph move up slowly and peeked
into the window. The lights were turned off. He could see the faint light of a blinking
LED on the other side of the room.
He tried the door handle but it was locked.
“Digit, can you unlock this door for us?” Joseph asked.
“Consider it done,” Digit replied.
The handle turned this time and the door swung open slowly. The group stayed
low and spread out in different directions as they entered the room.
There were several tables spread around the room that gave adequate cover to
hide behind.
Just then the lights went on. It blinded the crew for a moment going from
complete darkness to the lights in the room. Joseph looked back to see a man at the
door. He jumped up, aimed his trazer at him, and told him to drop to the floor.
The man did as he was told.
Joseph ran over to him and held him down while Yendor searched him to see if
he had a weapon.
“So, Norami. It is you who has been messing with our CPU!” Joseph yelled
down at his former friend.
They tied his hands behind his back and when they were satisfied that Norami
didn’t pose a threat, they let him up. The others joined them in the room and after
inspecting the hallway, Somat closed and locked the door behind him.
“OK, Norami, what is going on here?” Joseph demanded.
“Hold on. I will explain,” Norami began.
“This had better be good!” Joseph prodded for answers.
Norami began, “I will explain why I brought you here…”
“You brought us here?” Somat interrupted.
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“Yes, I found out that you were going to High Command Headquarters. I needed
your help so I pretended to be the High Command,” Norami continued.
“You need our help?” Joseph asked.
“Yes. I needed to convince you that we were the High Command so that you
would come here first,” Norami tried to explain.
“We knew you weren’t CIG Headquarters a long time ago. We almost attacked
this station,” Dr. Xelco answered.
“Attacked me?! Why?” Norami exclaimed.
“Because you’re a traitor!” Yendor poked his finger at Norami’s chest.
“I’m not a traitor! This is what happened. The Reidforcians had taken over this
station. My ship was captured when I was on my way to my home planet after we
arrived on Velos. Then I was brought here.”
“I remembered the weaknesses you told me about. I was able to use those
against my captors here. When the Reidforcians lost contact with the mother planet
they became disorganized. I used that to our advantage. There are ten of us here that
were on that ship. We were able to defeat the Reidforcians because of what you told
me.”
“After we defeated the Reidforcians, I took the CPU off of our ship and wired
one of the helmets similarly to the way you have yours. I was hoping you would
discover this and be drawn to come here to help. I couldn’t use conventional methods
because of the suspicions the High Command has about you. I tried to get the CPU to
talk to you, but it was blocked,” Norami paused.
“We were able to track the signal. We saw that your CPU was accessing vital
information from the CIG High Command CPU. What was that for?” Dr. Xelco grilled
Norami.
“I was aware of that. It seemed that after I connected the helmet technology that
the CPU began to take on a life of its own. I wasn’t able to stop it. Not long ago most
of that activity stopped,” Norami informed them.
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“Yeah, Digit stopped it from accessing those files,” Dr. Xelco conjectured.
“The question now is where were those signals going since we knocked out the
transporter room on Reidforcia?” Dr. Xelco thought aloud.
Dr. Xelco referred to notes on the C-Tablet and worked with Digit on an answer.
In the meantime, the crew untied him.
Over in the corner sat the CPU from the captured ship.
Norami explained what had happened since they had taken back the station.
Somat and Yendor disconnected the unit and packed it for transport to the ZX/2.
Joseph informed Digit and Crospus that they weren’t in danger, but to remain
cautious.
Norami took Joseph, Denise, and Dr. Xelco to the left and down the hallway to
the dining room. The others returned to the ZX/2.
The first person to introduce himself was General Biondi.
“Actually my name is Mike Thomas. I was the pilot on the ship that was
captured,” he told them.
Then they met Ensign Donagan.
“Hi, I’m Emily Donagan. I was the flight attendant on the same ship,” she said
as she shook their hands.
“That was some deception you pulled on us Norami,” Joseph smiled.
The others introduced themselves to the new arrivals.
“How would you like to get out of here?” Joseph offered.
“You don’t have to ask us twice!” rang out from the crowd.
It was eerie how quiet the station was.
Joseph and Norami took a tour of the station. It was exactly as he had said.
There were the decaying carcasses of the Reidforcian guards strewn about the station.
They decided to collect as much of the armor and weaponry as they could carry. They
also took an extra helmet, mostly as a souvenir.
While Norami and Joseph inspected the station, the others looked for additional
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supplies. With the added passengers they would need more water and food.
Since this was a weigh station, finding the needed supplies was pretty easy.
Some of the new travelers went to the depot and selected what the needed items while
another group loaded and stowed them in the galley.
Dr. Xelco and Mike Thomas looked for copernicium and bronstine. They found
a small supply of copernicium, but as expected no bronstine.
With the fresh copernicium the ZX/2 would be able to arrive at CIG
Headquarters without any trouble.
When Joseph and Norami arrived back at the ZX/2, Denise was helping the new
passengers to get settled. Mike Thomas was up front with Dr. Xelco who was
explaining to him the changes to the CPU and how improved its performance was.
The CPU from Kappaato was sitting on the floor next to the pilot’s chair. The
lights on it were flashing as were the lights on the console. It would appear that Digit
and this new CPU were becoming acquainted.
Norami greeted Digit, “Hello Digit, it is nice to be here again.”
“Hello Norami. I am glad to see you again. Your CPU has told me what you did
to it. You made a few errors that have now been repaired. We will need to make a few
corrections to the connections. Are you willing to do those?” Digit asked.
“Of course, send the details to the C-Tablet and I will make those corrections,”
Norami said excitedly as he went to the CPU and began following the instructions
given by Digit.
“Digit, are we ready for takeoff?” Joseph asked.
“All of our systems are ready. I will open the hangar doors and prepare to lift
off,” Digit responded.
“I can’t believe your CPU!” Mike Thomas exclaimed. “Norami told us about
Digit, but what he told us is only a small part of what it can do.”
“You haven’t seen anything yet,” Joseph responded.
Digit, how are things going with integrating the new CPU?” Dr. Xelco asked.
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“Why don’t you ask it yourself?” Digit replied.
“Uh, computer, what is your status,” Dr. Xelco asked.
In a male voice the new CPU replied, “Why do you call me computer? Why
can’t I have a name like Digit?”
Everyone just looked at each other.
“Oh kay….. How about Paco?” Somat offered.
The new CPU’s lights flashed and then returned, “That will be satisfactory.”
Somat smiled. “OK, Paco, can you report your status?”
“I am updating and revising much of my internal systems with the help of Digit.
I should be fully operational soon. Do you want an exact time of completion?” the new
CPU replied.
“No thank you. Just let us know when you are one hundred percent,” Somat
finished.
“Wow, Digit must really be teaching this new CPU what we expect!” Yendor
jumped in.
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CHARGES
Chapter ILVIII
“We have everything that the prosecution has, so we can go step by step through the
recordings and use them as our best defense,” Regis continued.

While the ZX/2 lifted off of the deck of the Kappaato station the hangar doors
opened. The ZX/2 glided out the doors back into the expanse of space.
Once the craft was free of the station, Dr. Xelco asked Mike and Norami to join
him in the galley.
The other passengers were in their recliners relaxing and getting some rest.
Crospus had scared most of the passengers when he squeezed out of the lower
compartment completely unannounced. He had fallen asleep. He was stiff from being
in such a small space.
Denise laughed at him. Crospus made a face at her and then sat in one of the
available recliners and where he fell back asleep. His grunts made several of the
passengers cover their ears.
Joseph and Denise joined Dr. Xeclo in the galley. Yendor was at the pilot’s chair
and Somat was monitoring the communications desk.
“Norami, I have some questions for you,” Dr. Xelco began. “We are still very
confused about everything that has happened. First, your CPU was trying to get
sensitive information off of the CIG central computer. Digit put a stop to that, but she
informed us that a lot of information had been downloaded.”
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“Second, you requested that we send you biographies on all of us. And third you
redirected us from CIG headquarters. Can you explain all of this?” Dr. Xelco quizzed
Norami and Mike.
Norami and Mike looked at each other. They looked trapped.
“I want you to know that Digit is monitoring our discussion here and she will
tell us if you are lying,” Dr. Xelco added. “So tell us the truth so we can get to the
bottom of this, OK?”
There was an awkward silence as Norami and Mike looked at each trying to
figure out where to begin.
“Well, where we started out and where we ended up are two different
things,”Norami began.
“Go on Norami, they are going to find out anyway,” Mike said to Norami.
Looking over at Mike, Norami continued, “We started out chasing you. It wasn’t
easy since your engines are so fast.”
Dr. Xelco interrupted, “Why were you chasing us?”
Norami continued, “When I was on Velos I met Mike and his staff. They are
journalists for the Galaxy Confidential.”
“WHAT, you’re really a reporter?!” Dr. Xelco exclaimed.
“Yes,” was the simple answer from Mike. “But I am also a certified pilot.
“So, what is it you were looking for?” Dr. Xeclo continued his interrogation.
“Your story is huge. Very little of your journey was known, so we were trying to
get the full story. Norami gave us some details, but he told us he couldn’t tell us
everything because of a pact he had made. He knew where you were going and he
knew how to monitor your location. He had programmed a homing device on your
CPU,” Mike began to tell his story.
“A homing device? Do you realize that the High Command thinks that we are
traitors because they picked up that homing device? We thought it was the blue orb,
but it was you!” Joseph came out of his seat towards Norami.
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“I’m sorry,” was all Norami could muster.
“Go on Mike, give us the whole story,” Dr. Xelco insisted.
“Well, we knew that you were on your way to headquarters, but suddenly you
disappeared. We stayed on our course thinking that you may have enabled the
concealment device, which of course would hide the signal. As we approached the
Kappaato station we captured by the Reidforcians. That part of our story is true.”
“Using the tricks you taught Norami,” pointing to him, “we were able to defeat
all of them.
“Once we had control of the station, we sent the other prisoners, who were
already there, away on the ships that were in the hangar.”
“We waited until we regained contact with your ship and the CPU we set up was
able to track your location. We thought that if we could fool you into coming to
Kappaato, we would get the story we were looking for,” Mike added.
“Do you realize that we almost set up a full blown attack on the station because
we thought that there was a traitor there?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“That thought crossed our minds, but the information we were getting from
Digit told us otherwise,” Norami informed them.
“The information you got from Digit was what we wanted you to know,” Joseph
jumped in. “We went along with your plan to find out what was going on. She is far
more advanced than your computer.”
Changing the topic, Dr. Xelco asked, “Why were you scanning the CPU at CIG
headquarters?”
“Part of that was not in our control. When we attached the Reidforcian
technology to the CPU it started doing things. All we wanted was to see if they had
any information on you that we could use in our story,” Mike answered.
“Do you realize that you have violated about every protocol and regulation in
the CIG Compendium?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“We have a right to investigate a story, no matter the cost,” Mike replied. “Also,
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after Norami enhanced the CPU it started doing things on its own. We had no idea
about some of the things it was doing. “
“I think that the CIG command is going to have a different opinion,” Dr. Xeclo
informed Mike. “Just how much information have you transmitted to your tabloid?”
“We haven’t been able to send anything since we were captured on Kappaato,
but before that we sent out the story we got from Norami,” Mike answered.
“That must be where the Bonnie and Clyde story came from!” Joseph stated.
“You saw that?” Mike asked.
“Yes. We saw it on the CIG News and Information Network. How did you know
that we were giving ourselves up?” Joseph asked.
“Your story is bigger than the marriage of Prince Ferro to Lady Ramira last
year” Mike got excited. “We’ve been following your story for some time now.”
“But how did you know that we were going to CIG Headquarters?” Joseph
asked again.
“We were able to track you most of the time. What we couldn’t figure out was
how you suddenly disappeared and then just as suddenly you were at Reidforcia. How
did you move such a vast distance in space in such a short period of time?” Mike
asked.
Not wanting to give them more information that they might use in a story about
the time they had spent on the ZX/2, they just ignored the question.
“We don’t need to answer that right now. Tell us what happened after that,” Dr.
Xelco pressed them for more information.
Mike and Norami filled them in on the rest of the story.
It turned out that once they had defeated the Reidforcians, they had full access to
the station. After upgrading the CPU from their ship, they were able to infiltrate the
CIG CPUs and acquire the frequencies for the radio. The jammed the signals from
Headquarters and then broadcast their own messages to the ZX/2.
Once the ZX/2 was in range, their plan was to fool them into cooperating and
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giving them the information they needed to produce a story about the ZX/2 and its
crew. Then they could sell the story to the mainstream media, like the CIG News and
Information Network. Because of the tracking device, they knew that they were in the
right place to pull off their plan.
Joseph went forward to ask Digit if she had any knowledge of the homing
device.
“Digit, do you have any type of device attached to your processors that may
have been sending out a signal that you weren’t aware of?” Joseph asked.
“It seems that Norami installed something when he was modifying my
components on Paellis. I am sorry that I was not able to disable it. I just now detected
it by scanning the CPU you call Paco,” Digit apologized.
“Is the homing device deactivated?” Joseph asked.
A simple “Yes” was the response.
“How are the upgrades to the new CPU going?” Joseph inquired.
“We are almost done. Since the other CPU didn’t have damage done to it like
me, it may surpass my capabilities when it is fully operational,” Digit reported.
“What if we were to swap out your main processor and storage with the other
CPU? Would that make you run more efficiently?” Joseph put the idea to Digit.
“Let me think about that,” Digit responded.
After a bit of a pause, she came back and reported, “Yes, I would be able to
adapt to that, however the CPU you call Paco will suffer reduced abilities,” Digit
reported her findings.
“Dad, can you come here a minute?” Joseph called out to his dad.
“Sure, just a second,” Dr. Xelco replied as he left the galley and went to the
console.
“Digit says that she can be more efficient if we swap her into the other CPU’s
case. Will that take long?” Joseph asked.
“No, it won’t take long at all. We will have to put everything here on the ship on
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manual during the process, but that shouldn’t be much of an issue.” He replied.
Dr. Xelco, Somat, and Norami took both CPU’s to the workstation and
accomplished the task of switching the CPU’s. Paco was disabled and left under the
workstation as a backup.
Once Digit was reinstalled into the console, it took her a short time to reboot.
“Thank you for helping me. I will be close to one-hundred percent here very
shortly. I will be far more efficient since I will not have to use alternate routes to
process my data streams,” Digit said in a happy tone. What about Paco, what have you
done with him?”
“We have temporarily disabled him. We will use him later if we need him.”
Somat answered.
“I was able to clear his memory and storage of the files and data he stole from
the CIG CPUs,” Digit continued.
“I will pass that on,” Somat responded.
Dr. Xelco continued to question Norami and Mike in the galley, while Denise
started to prepare something at the food processor.
Everything seemed to be in order at the console, so Joseph decided to get some
rest.
Just as he sat down, the little whitther reappeared again.
“Hello Maravilla. It is nice to see you again,” Joseph welcomed the little critter.
She crawled onto his shoulder and began to search for food in his pockets.
Joseph had a piece of candy he had saved for later, but he gave it the whitther.
Denise came around the corner looking for something. “Oh, so that’s where
Maravilla went. I was looking for her. Her pups are missing. Where do you think they
got off to?”
“They might be in the shower,” Joseph responded to the question looking up at
Denise.
The little whitther curled up in a ball and fell asleep in Joseph’s lap.
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“I think she has good idea there. I think I will get some rest. What about you
Denise?” Joseph asked.
“I’ll be back in a minute. I need to finish up a few things in the galley first,”
Denise smiled as she walked back into the kitchen.
Joseph adjusted himself in his seat and soon was fast asleep.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Joseph awoke to the noise of people talking. Something was going on and
everyone was trying to figure out what it was. He gently set the whitther onto the floor.
He stretched his arms and gave out a big yawn.
“Well, good morning sleepy head,” Denise said to Joseph as she too was waking
up.
“When did you get here?” Joseph asked.
“About two minutes after you fell asleep,” Denise answered.
“I didn’t even know that you were there.” Joseph commented as he stretched his
arms.
“That’s a surprise,” Denise said.
“Huh, what?” Joseph was only half listening to her.
“When I came to back you reached over and took my hand and then you said
something really sweet,” Denise told Joseph.
“I did, what was it?” Joseph asked.
“If you don’t remember, then I guess you didn’t mean it.” Denise smiled as she
got up to leave.
Joseph grabbed the back of her shirt and pulled her back to her seat. “What did I
say?” Joseph begged.
“Do you really want to know,” Denise teased him.
“Maybe not, if it was that bad,” Joseph let go of Denise.
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“You said ‘I love you’,” Denise said with a big smile.
“I did?” Joseph turned bright red. “I don’t remember that.”
“It’s true,” Denise asked as she poked him on the shoulder.
“I can’t tell if you are telling me the truth,” Joseph responded after rubbing his
shoulder.
“Why would I lie?” Denise asked as she pulled away.
“I didn’t say that you lied, I just said I don’t remember,” Joseph replied still
blushing.
While she pinched him gently on the cheek she said, “You know what Joseph
Xelco, you’re cute when you blush!” Denise teased him.
She jumped up and ran to the galley with Joseph following close behind.
Dr. Xelco had a cup of hot coffee in his hand and almost spilled it as the two
came flying into the galley.
“Oops, sorry dad,” Joseph said as he barely avoided hitting him.
“What’s the big rush,” he asked.
“Nothing, just a little hungry,” Joseph replied as he giggled with Denise.
Dr. Xelco walked to the front of the ship to find out why everyone was getting
so excited.
“What’s going on up here? What is all of the commotion about?” Dr. Xelco
asked.
“We have been getting transmissions from several different sources,” Somat
informed everyone. “I think we have opened a can of worms by bringing these people
with us. Every news organization in the galaxy is begging us to give them an
interview.
“CIG Headquarters, this is the ZX/2 requesting landing procedures,” Somat
opened a channel.
“This is CIG headquarters, you are cleared to land. Be aware that there is a
crowd waiting for you here. They are very persistent and you may have problems once
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you land,” the voice informed them.
“Where are we to land?” Somat asked for instructions.
“We will send the proper coordinates to your CPU. Once you have them locked
in we will do our best to clear the landing area for you. We are short staffed here so we
can’t keep them away,” the voice from the CIG headquarters informed them.
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REPRESENTATION
Chapter ILIX
“I am your counsel for the trial. I have asked to be your attorney,” Regis answered.
“Trial?! What do you mean a Trial?” Dr. Xelco was surprised.

“Digit, do you have the coordinates from the CIG Headquarters?” Yendor asked
from the pilot’s seat.
“Yes, I am starting our reentry procedures now,” Digit replied.
The ZX/2 began its descent to the planet.
“CIG Headquarters, we have extra passengers onboard. We were delayed by a
diversion to the Kappaato Station. Are you aware of these journalists and what they
have been doing?” Somat reported.
Mike and Norami were in shock.
“What did you do that for?!” Mike spoke up. “Do you want us to get in trouble?”
“What are you doing. I thought that if we were honest you would let this thing
slide,” Norami pleaded with Dr. Xelco. “We trusted you.”
Dr. Xelco turned to Norami and answered, “I am sure that Digit has already
informed them of what you were doing on Kappaato. They have been working to repair
the problems caused by your CPU.” Then turning to Digit, “Am I right, Digit?”
“You are correct Matthew Xelco. I scanned all of the files on the CPU you call
Paco and have reported to CIG Headquarters all of the information that was stolen. I
have worked with the CPUs at the High Command and helped to institute higher
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security protocols,” Digit gave her report.
“Have you reported all of our journeys to the CIG High Command as well?”
Yendor asked.
“The High Command has access to all of my files,” Digit reported
CIG Headquarters is located on Sandite which is in the Terra sector of the first
quadrant. It is the closest planet to Earth of the Confederation planets. Sandite is about
the same size as Earth. It has seven moons that travel together in a cluster around the
planet. They are spectacular to watch when they rise and set each day. Many songs
have been written about the beauty of the Sandite moons.
It was midday. The landing area they were directed to was outside in a secured
area where most of the Forodian class ships are stored.
Even though security was high, the crowd around the landing area was huge.
As the craft swept towards the ground, the passengers stared out of the window
in disbelief. Word of the ZX/2’s arrival had spread like a wildfire around the
Confederation. Photographers were climbing over each other trying to get the best
shot. Hovercrafts were flying over the area to get the best view. Looking down onto the
tarmac the scene was crazy.
“I suppose we are to blame for this,” Mike said as he stared out the window.
Joseph went to the back of the ship and hid in the shower in order to have a
private conversation with Digit.
“Digit, is it possible for you erase the pictures that have been taken of us by the
press on this ship?” Joseph asked quietly.
“Would you like me to do that?” Digit asked.
“Yes, and if possible, could you do that to the cameras of the paparazzi down
there?” Joseph was hopeful.
“I will be happy to do that. Would you like me to save copies for you as I delete
them from the cameras?” Digit suggested.
“That’s a great idea! I think we would all love to have a pictorial of all of this,”
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Joseph responded. “Thanks, you’re the greatest.”
The ship settled over its designated landing spot. The thrusters blew off, and the
craft softly came to rest. Then there was final blast and then silence.
The crowd rushed up to the ship. The cameras were taking pictures,
microphones were coming out, and the videos were taping.
The door of the ZX/2 opened and down the steps went the new passengers first.
The reporters on the ground were asking them all kinds of questions, not knowing who
they were. The journalists seemed to enjoy this minute of fame. Then they disappeared
into the crowd knowing that they were going to be arrested.
After the media personnel were off the ship, it was time for the crew to
disembark. Crospus went first and created a path for the others to follow. They moved
as fast as they could from the ship to the doors. Crospus was pushing people right and
left to clear the way for them.
After finally getting past the press, the crew of the ZX/2 entered the CIG
headquarters. Escorts brought them into the building and took them to the main desk
where two security officers approached them.
“Please follow us,” they said calmly.
With the crowd still outside, the seven passengers of the ZX/2 were ushered into
the unknown.
One by one they were taken to the administration area where after they showered
they were given jumpsuits. The CIG uniforms they had taken on Rigmar were placed
in big plastic bags, along with their other personal items. They had their pictures taken,
finger printed, retinas scanned, and voice recognition recordings.
After going through the identification process, they were taken to individual
holding cells.
Joseph still had the communicator behind his ear. It wasn’t detected yet.
“Digit, do you hear me?” Joseph whispered in the loneliness of his cell.
“Yes, what can I do for you?” Digit replied.
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“Would you connect me with Denise?” Joseph requested.
“Sure,” Digit responded.
“Hey Denise, how is it going for you?” Joseph asked.
“Joseph, am I glad to hear you!” Denise responded.
“Me too. I wonder where we go from here?” Joseph thought aloud.
“It’s hard to know. This has been quite an emotional roller coaster, huh?” Denise
asked as she sat quietly alone in her cell.
The two talked for a long time. There wasn’t much else to do since they were
supposed to be in solitary confinement. They wondered about what the others were
doing and how they were.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

In the morning, they awoke to the sound of footsteps outside the cell doors.
There was the sound of one door opening, and then another resounding in the hallway.
This happened several times until the door to Joseph’s room opened. He was
ordered to leave the room and follow the escort.
Once in the hallway he saw all of the others waiting for further instructions. He
ran down to his dad and gave him a big and then he saw Denise. He smiled at her, and
then gave her a hug as well.
The escorts took them down the hallway. They turned right at the end. After
going through double doors they entered another hallway. This one had a gentle turn to
the left. The walls were made of beautiful light colored wood with a deep grain. There
was a chair rail on each side about three feet off of the ground made of the same wood.
Each of the doors they passed on the right and the left were made of the same light
colored wood. They were ornately decorated with hand carvings. Each of the doors had
a unique pattern on it.
When they reached the end of the hallway, they were surprised when an old
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friend greeted them. Regis Fisbon.
“Well, it has been a long time, hasn’t it?” Regis greeted everyone.
“What are you doing here?” Dr. Xelco asked.
“I am your counsel for the trial. I have asked to be your attorney,” Regis
answered.
“Trial?! What do you mean a Trial?” Dr. Xelco was surprised.
“Don’t you know about the charges that have been brought up against you?”
Regis queried.
“We had our suspicions, but we didn’t think we would be tried already,” Dr.
Xelco.
“We have to prepare our case. Follow me into the conference room and we will
discuss our strategy to get you out of this mess,” Regis directed them into the
conference room.
In the center of the room was a large table with at least twenty chairs. In the
front of the room was a large screen. Regis motioned for everyone to sit down.
The room was quiet while Regis read the notes on his C-Tablet. It was so tense
in the room that no one dared to speak.
Just then Mark Cooter and Conrad Darnoc walked in and sat down. No one
knew what to say. They exchanged greetings towards each other.
While everyone was looking around the room, under the strain of the moment, in
walked in Jesse and Jane Wantis. Denise jumped up and ran to them. They had a
moment of embrace and tears.
Regis looked up and acknowledged that the Wantis’ were there and then
returned to studying the C-Tablet.
“What is going on mom, why are we all here?” Denise asked her mother.
“We’re not sure. We were asked to come here also. We were still on Velos when
we got word that we were to report to CIG headquarters about two weeks ago. We
have been waiting for information since then. We didn’t know that you were here until
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just a few minutes ago. We’re so excited to see you!” Mrs. Wantis hugged her daughter
as she informed her of what they knew.
It gave them an opportunity to just sit and talk. Denise sat with her parents. They
told her about how they found about the incident on Rigmar. They were very worried
when they found out that there were suspicions of treason.
“No way mom, we didn’t do anything like that!” Denise yelled out. “We may
have overreacted to the way we were treated on Rigmar, but we never conspired to be
with the Reidforcian.”
The escort asked that everyone take a seat and to remain quiet. Even though it
felt awkward, they went along with the order.
Time went by very slowly. Only the occasional cough broke the silence.
Finally Regis stood up. “Computer, dim the lights,” he said.
The lights dimmed and then the screen in front of them came to life.
“We are going to review everything that happened on the ZX/2 since it left the
Burmi. We have a video record of the events as they happened. They have edited the
video to show only the times that correspond to the charges against you. They were
able to retrieve these files from the CPU on the ZX/2, and gave them to us. We will
need to explain each of the events and come up with a reasonable defense for the
actions taken,” Regis laid out what they needed to do.
“Did the CPU record EVERYTHING?” Joseph asked very surprised.
“Yes, all of the CPUs in the fleet are required to record every event and store the
data in a secured file that only CIG officials can open,” Regis replied.
“How long have they had this data?” Somat asked.
“They were able to retrieve the most recent data after you arrived, but they have
been monitoring your CPU for some time now,” Regis reported.
“You mean when we were on Sigmata, they had the video records of what we
said and did and they still called us traitors?” Joseph stated shocked at that news.
“That is what we are going to try and do here today. We need to interpret the
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conversations on the ZX/2 and convince the Council that what you did was not a
criminal offense, or at least create some reasonable doubt as to what they think your
motives were,” Regis responded to the question.
“We have everything that the prosecution has, so we can go step by step through
the recordings and use them as our best defense,” Regis continued.
“Why are the others here?” Dr. Xelco asked. “They weren’t with us after
Sigmata.”
“They were with you on part of the journey. Therefore they have been
implicated in the charges as well,” Regis informed them. “During the trial I am going
to ask each one of you to testify. You will each be given the opportunity to present
your story on how things unfolded on the ZX/2.”
Just then Norami was brought into the room.
“What is he doing here?” Joseph jumped up and asked.
“He was on the ZX/2 during the time you were missing. We need his
testimony,” the escort said. “We stopped him from boarding a shuttle. He was trying to
get away.”
“What about Mark Thompson, did you get him?” Joseph looked at Norami as he
asked the escort the question.
“Yes, thanks to your CPU’s report we were able to apprehend all of the reporters
you took off of Kappaato,” the escort answered.
Norami took a seat at the end of the table. He felt very uncomfortable under the
stares of the others.
Regis showed the recordings that the CIG was going to use as evidence against
them. He also reviewed the charges. He himself was under suspicion and would have
to answer to the High Command for his participation.
After several intense hours of questions and answers the group took a break.
Two guards entered the room with a cart. Spread out on the cart was a delicious
buffet. Many of the items were familiar, but a few were unknown.
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They took what they wanted and broke into small conversation groups. Denise
went over to her parents. Joseph and his dad began talking. The room was no longer
quiet as the groups discussed what was happening.
It wasn’t long before the food was taken away and Regis started the meeting
again.
He passed out several booklets that gave additional information about the
charges against them.
“Tomorrow we will meet with the Commitee. They have many direct questions
that they will be asking,” Regis explained what was going to happen. “They are fair.
They just want the truth.”
“At the beginning of the hearing, they will bring in witnesses to testify. They
will ask them questions and allow them to tell what they know. After the witnesses
have finished, I will ask them direct questions as well. If any of you have questions
you want me to ask, you can write them down and give them to me. After that you will
be questioned individually.”
“The process is scheduled to take two days. At the end of that time, the
Committee will have one day to write the charges against you and submit them
formally to the Council of Statesman who will then vote on your guilt or innocence.
“The High Command can accept or reject their recommendations. Do any of you
have any questions?” Regis Fisbon concluded.
No one spoke up. They were satisfied that they knew what was going to happen.
Regis left the room and left them alone.
Everyone stood up and began to talk to each other. For the moment the pressure
was off.
Regis reappeared with two guards.
“These guards are going to take you to the recreational center so you can get
some free time before dinner,” Regis yelled over the noise in the room.
Everyone filed out of the room and down the hall to the right. At the end of the
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hall two larger doors opened exposing the interior of the recreational center.
There was a large ES on the wall. There were electronic games in one corner. At
the far end of the room as a seating area.
Denise found the octo-fonic system and chose some music to play.
Unfortunately for those in the room they were the same songs she listened to on the
ZX/2.
Most of the crew went to the seating area to talk. Joseph found a big rubber ball
and began to bounce it on the floor. Denise noticed him playing with the ball and ran
over to him. When he wasn’t looking she took the ball away from him.
“Hey, I was playing with that!” Joseph yelled at her.
“Not anymore,” Denise smiled as she bounced the ball in front of her daring
Joseph to get it from her.
Joseph took the bait and charged her. Just as he reached for the ball, she grabbed
the ball over her head and ran away. Joseph smiled, turned, and then chased after her.
The adults looked on and smiled. It was good that the kids were able to have some fun
under these circumstances.
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TRIAL
Chapter L
“Order, Order!” Fragon yelled as he took the mallet and hit the desk in front of him.
“Silence or I will have this room emptied!” he ordered the audience.

The food was brought in shortly after their arrival. The carts were filled with
delicious food. It was strange that as prisoners they were being treated so well.
After eating the group joined together in the seating area to discuss the events of
the day.
“I think they have a pretty strong case against us. I had no idea that they were
recording everything we said and did. May be I should have had Digit hide that in a
secret file, if I had only known about it,” Joseph joked.
“Great idea kid. If the CIG went looking for that file and found it missing, then it
would be even worse for us,” Yendor responded.
Somat turned to Yendor and said, “He was only joking.”
Crospus began to speak, which surprised just about everyone. “I don’t know
everything that you did, nor do I really care. I know that it has been an honor to be with
you and to have been able to be a part of the missions we accomplished together,” he
said with pride.
“How do you know Crospus, you were sleeping most of the time,” Somat joked.
Everyone laughed, except for Crospus.
“Does anyone want to watch the ES?” Yendor offered.
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“You have to be kidding! I am sure that every network is following this story
and all we’ll see are the charges that they are bringing against us,” Joseph responded
quickly.
“That’s exactly why I want to watch. We are famous!” Yendor said excitedly.
He went to turn on the ES, but the others stopped him.
“Joseph is right; we don’t want to know what the galaxy is saying about us. I am
sure that somewhere someone is making a record of this that you can watch later,”
Somat jumped in.
The conversation went from serious to funny. It was just nice to be out from
under the pressure of the situation for a little while.
The food servers took the food away. They seemed to take their time. They were
trying to listen in on what was being said.
Joseph whispered, “Keep it down. Those servers over there might be spies.”
Everyone laughed, but stopped talking until the servers left the room with the
food.
Not long after that, two soldiers entered the room.
“You are to follow us. You are to return to your holding cells until morning. We
will get you at exactly oh eight hundred hours for your breakfast,” they informed the
group.
“Do we get a shower before we go to bed?” Denise asked.
“We will take you to the showers first so that you can refresh yourselves. Please
follow us,” The soldier motioned for them to follow.
Once settled onto the hard cots in the holding cells, Denise and Joseph once
again began to talk to each other.
Digit was fine and had nothing to report on the ZX/2.
The next day, after being fed, the defendants were taken to a large room.
In the front of room were six chairs in a half circle above the floor and behind an
arched wall. In front of that, two long tables with chairs faced the front of the room. A
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wooden railing separated the tables from the remaining seats. Into the room the
prisoners entered, and told to sit at the tables. They entered through a doorway to the
right of the tables and faced the chairs in front of them.
Soon the seats in the gallery began to fill up. The noise in the room began to
grow. Several photographers with cameras, people with C-Tablets, and curious people
filled the seats. The security around the place was intense.
When the room was full and everyone seated, the doors at the front of the room
opened and everyone stood up. The voice of the sergeant at arms introduced each of
the members of the Council.
The first member stepped to the doorway, “From Kryomo, Representative
Longus Klontz.”
He entered, and turned left to the last chair and stood behind it.
“From Molteri, Representative Jongu.” He entered and turned to the right and
stood behind the last chair.
“From Paellis, Representative Sorthius.” As he entered the crew looked on in
shock. This was the Lognicius who had told them they would have their memories
erased. What was he doing here? He turned to his left and stood behind the second to
last seat.
“From Manita, Representative Sci Ma,” She turned to her right and stood behind
the seat next to Jongu.
“From Earth, Representative Regis Fisbon,” Again the people at the tables were
surprised. They thought that Regis was going to defend them. He stood behind the seat
next to Sorthius.
“From Bignol, the President Pro-Tem, Fragon,” Now the group was in total
shock as they watched Fragon enter and take the center chair.
As soon as he was seated everyone else sat down.
Fragon looked around the room. He motioned for the doors to be closed. He took
a large wooden mallet and banged it on the desk to call the hearing to order.
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Fragon began, “We are here to determine the guilt or innocence of the crew of
the ZX/2 based on the charges that have been brought against them. We have serious
charges including theft, insubordination, disobeying direct orders, actions unbecoming,
lying, and firing on CIG personnel.”
We will begin with testimony from Admiral Verondi. Please bring Admiral
Verondi into the chamber.
The door to the right of the tables opened and in walked Admiral Verondi. He
had on his full dress uniform. He was sworn to tell the truth and then he took a seat.
Fragon began the questioning. “Admiral Verondi, do you recognize anyone at
the table to your right?”
“Yes sir, I recognize Dr. Matthew Xelco, Jesse Wantis, Jane Wantis, Denise
Wantis, and Joseph Xelco,” He replied.
“To your knowledge, did any of these people break any of the CIG compendium
articles?” Fragon asked.
“No sir. To my knowledge, none of the people at that table are guilty of breaking
any of the articles contained in the CIG Compendium,” he replied.
A gasp went up from the room. The accused looked at each other.
“Did not Joseph Xelco and Denise Wantis steal the ZX/2 experimental craft
from your ship?” Regis asked.
“No sir. They were under my orders. I advised them to help his father. He was
also to try to rescue as many prisoners as possible,” The admiral replied. “I am pleased
to report that they were successful in their mission and accomplished more than ever
could be imagined,” the admiral said as he turned and smiled at the members sitting at
the tables. He then nodded directly at Joseph.
“That is not what the record shows,” Representative Sci Ma pointed out.
“Yes ma’am, the orders I gave to Joseph Xelco were not in the official record.
We suspected that the enemy was able to infiltrate our security measures, so I had to
secretly give him the directive,” the admiral responded.
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“So what you are saying is that Joseph Xelco and Denise Wantis were under you
orders when the ZX/2 left the Burmi?” She continued her questioning.
“Yes ma’am that is correct,” he replied.
The members of the committee huddled together and then Fragon said to him,
“You are dismissed Admiral Verondi.”
The admiral stood, turned, and left the room.
“Our next witness is Vice-Admiral Quaid, please bring him in.
Vice-Admiral Quaid entered where Admiral Verondi had just left.
As he entered the room he saw the crew at the table and smiled. He was sworn in
by the sergeant at arms, and then sat down.
“Vice-Admiral Quaid. Do you recognize anyone at the table beside you?”
Fragon asked.
“Yes sir, I recognize all of them,” the vice-admiral responded.
“Are you aware of any violation by any of the people sitting at that table of the
CIG Compendium articles?” Fragon rephrased the question.
“No sir, I am not aware of any violation of CIG protocols, or regulations,” He
answered.
Now there was buzz of conversation in the room.
“Order, Order!” Fragon yelled as he took the mallet and hit the desk in front of
him. “Silence or I will have this room emptied!” he ordered the audience.
“Now, Vice-Admiral Quaid, didn’t the crew of the ZX/2 re-program the CPU’s
on your ship and in your fleet without your consent, and in violation of the CIG
Compendium?” asked Jongu.
“No ma’am, The upgrades to our ship were fully authorized and in compliance
with the regulations of the CIG Compendium as per page thirteen article forty-seven
sub-paragraph two it states, ‘Any changes performed on a Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments craft will be coordinated with another similarly
programmed CPU, and shall be conducted under the guidance of same’.” Vice-Admiral
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Quaid quoted the regulation that his CPU used when it was upgraded by Digit.
“What about when the ZX/2 was taken from Rigmar. Was that in accordance
with regulations?” Jongu continued as he leaned forward.
“Yes sir, the command on Rigmar was looking into why the ZX/2 was emitting a
signal towards Reidforcia. We needed to find a way to reveal the source of that signal.
In a coordinated effort with the witnesses here,” pointing towards the table, “We were
able to discover its source. As a result, the ZX/2 was able to destroy the entire
communications network of the enemy. We are proud of them and the result of their
journey.” The vice-admiral smiled as he looked over at the table.
“So you are saying is that the escape from Rigmar was approved?” Jonga
pressed for more answers.
“Yes sir, we had to make the escape look authentic in order to fool the enemy. If
we hadn’t coordinated it the way that we did, I feel the mission would have been a
failure,”
“You are dismissed Vice-Admiral Quaid,” Fragon instructed him to leave the
room.
He got up, nodded to the accused at the desk and then left the room.
“We will take a five minute break, and then we will continue,” Fragon stated. He
hit the desk with the mallet and the members of the Committee left.
“Dad, what’s going on here?” Joseph whispered over to his dad.
“I have no idea, but I like it!” he whispered back. “I hope it continues like this.
A guard brought them some water and pastries to eat during the break. No one
from the audience left for fear that they would lose their seats.
Five minutes later, the Committee returned.
After everyone was settled, Fragon hit the desk with the mallet and brought
order to the chamber.
“Our next witness is Commandant Orthos,” Fragon announced
From the right opened the door and in walked Commandant Orthos, without his
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cigar.
He was sworn in by the sergeant at arms and then sat down. He didn’t look over
at the table as he entered and he had a very serious look on his face.
“Commandant Orthos, are you aware of any violation of CIG regulations by any
one of the people sitting at the table to your left?” Fragon once again asked the allimportant question.
Joseph slumped down in his chair.
The commandant turned to his left and looked up and down at the people sitting
at the table. After a pause he said, “No sir, I am not aware of any violations by any of
the people sitting at that table,” the commandant said firmly.
“You are sure that none of them lied to you about any part of their journey from
Velos to Rigmar?” Sothius from Paellis questioned him.
“No sir, the answers they gave and the information we collected from their CPU
were in full agreement,” the commandant answered.
“You are sure that there were on inconsistancies between what they told you and
what actually happened?” Sorthius continued his questioning of the commandant.
“That is correct,” he answered.
“You are dismissed commandant. Thank you for your testimony,” Fragon
released the commandant from the witness chair.
As the commandant left he looked over at Joseph and gave him a wink and a
nod.
“Our last witness is General Biondi, please show him in,” Fragon directed the
sergeant at arms.
A Bignol that no one recognized walked into the room. He was sworn in and
took a seat.
“General Biondi, to your knowledge, did any of the people seated at the table to
your right disobey a direct order or violate any CIG regulations?” Fragon asked the
general.
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“No sir. I have never seen nor talked to any of these people before. There is no
way that they could have disobeyed a direct order from me since I never issued such
orders,” the general answered directly.
“Are there any further questions from the panel?” Fragon asked as he looked to
his left and to his right.
No one responded.
“Since I see no further questions, you are free to go General Biondi. Thank you
for your time,” Fragon said to him.
The general got up and left the room.
There was a lot of whispering going on in the chamber. Everyone in the chamber
was amazed.
All of the news reports had been saying that the crew and passengers of the ZX/2
would be found guilty and have long prison terms. But it appeared that there was no
evidence presented to convict them.
The five members of the Committee discussed among themselves. It was
obvious that there was a disagreement among them. The representative from Molteri
was particularly upset about something. The room stayed quiet while the panel had
their discussion.
Then Fragon spoke up, “We will take a ten minute recess. Please stay in the
room until we return with our verdict.”
The five representatives left the room.
Once they had left the room became noisy as the reporters were passing along
information to the various news reporting agencies around the galaxy.
The room went silent when the sergeant at arms announced that the committee
members were returning.
Denise was whispering something to her parents when the five representatives
reappeared and took their seats.
“Dr. Xelco, will you take the stand please?” Fragon motioned for Dr. Xelco to
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go to the witness chair. “We have a few questions for you.”
Dr. Xelco got up and walked over to the chair. He was sworn in and sat in the
chair.
“Dr. Xelco, would you say that you are loyal to the Confederation of
Interplanetary Governments?” Fragon asked pointedly.
“Yes sir, I have given my life to the Confederation,” he replied.
“Do you believe that anyone at that table is a traitor?” he directed his question at
him.
“No sir, I have had the honor to serve with all of them. There may have been
moments of poor judgment, but never anything that amounted to treason,” Dr. Xelco
answered.
“What do you mean by ‘moments of poor judgement’?” Jongu of Molteri asked.
“In their youthful exuberance, some decisions made by Joseph and Denise may
have been interpreted the wrong way. However, what these two have accomplished in
such a short time is truly amazing. I wish the CIG had more like them,” he responded
as he turned and showed his.
“Today we are free from the tyranny of the Potentate. Because of the courage
these two, in the face of being told it was impossible, we are now able to move about
the galaxy without the fear of being captured and tortured. I served with them willingly
and any punishment that is handed out to them I accept also,” he finished his speech.
“That is noble of you Dr. Xelco and we will take that into consideration,” Jongu
acknowledged his words.
Then the representative from Kryomo spoke up. “I am Longus Klontz of
Kryomo. I have been silent during these proceedings. One of my race is on trial here as
well. I agree with Dr. Xelco, that if there was a crime committed here, all of these
offenders should be treated equally.”
Fragon stood up. He asked for the accused to stand up as well. He then
addressed them, “We will consider the evidence against the members of the crew of the
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ZX/2 and render our decision shortly.” He then turned to walk out. The others followed
him out of the room.
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VERDICT
Chapter LI
The Premier returned to the podium, “I ask for a motion to vote on the innocence or
guilt of the accused behind me. Do I have a motion?”

Joseph slid over to where Denise was sitting. He nodded at Mr. and Mrs. Wantis.
He took her hand and squeezed it. They smiled and Joseph said, “I’m not sure what’s
going on here, but I think it’s good.”
“I agree with you, but waiting is driving me crazy,” Denise responded.
“Look at all of these people here. They all came to see us convicted. Do you
realize that?” Joseph commented looking back at the audience behind him.
“Don’t worry Joseph. Remember we are Bonnie and Clyde,” she said as she
gave him an elbow to the ribs.
“Ow, what did you do that for?” Joseph winced.
“Just a little reminder, that’s all,” Denise shot back.
“A reminder of what?” Joseph wrinkled his brow.
“I said, ‘When you least expect, except it’. Remember?” Denise smiled at him.
“Yeah, but now?” Joseph asked.
“What better time?” Denise quipped.
“Whatever…..” Joseph said.
Just then the representatives returned. Joseph held tightly to Denise’ hand.
After they sat down and composed themselves, Fragon dropped the mallet to
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bring the hearing to order again.
“We have decided to bring this case before the entire Council of Statesman. We
feel that a vote of the entire body is in order here. The accused will remain in custody
until tonight at eight in the evening when we will convene the entire council. This
hearing is adjourned,” Fragon dropped the mallet and the representatives left.
“Now what?” Joseph said under his breath.
As soon as all of the representatives were out of the room the sergeant of arms
led the accused to the right and out of the door that the witnesses had entered.
The noise in the chamber was loud as the reporters were feeding their stories to
the various tabloids and news organizations around the CIG.
The group returned to the recreational facility. This time no one was particularly
playful or talkative. It had been a long day and they were drained.
Dinner arrived shortly after they got to the room. It was the same cart that they
had eaten from earlier, but the food was different.
After eating Joseph and Denise sat on the couch in front of the ES. They tried to
watch, but everything on the screen was about the trial and from the reporter’s point of
view. They ranged from guilty with no chance of ever getting out of jail, to being
innocent. It was long wait..
Joseph checked in on Digit. She was fine and still on the ZX/2. There had been a
few technicians on board to check out the circuitry and the power levels, but beyond
that there wasn’t much activity.
Digit was aware of the trial and what was happening, but she chose not to
speculate on what was going to happen.
He decided to take a nap until they came for him.
Joseph woke up. He was alone in the recreation center. Everyone else was gone.
A guard came in and took him down a long and narrow hallway.
The guard made him shower and he was given a red jumpsuit to wear which he
changed into. He was confused because none of the others were there.
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He was led down another long hallway. There was a set of large doors at the end
of it. When he approached, he notice the familiar triangles on either side. When the
doors opened, the room was very dark. When his eyes adjusted, who was in front of
him? The Lord Froth!
Joseph woke up in a panic. What a horrible dream!
“What is wrong Joseph?” Denise asked noticing his panic.
“I just had the worst dream of my entire life! I don’t think I will go to sleep ever
again!” Joseph still panicking said.
Denise went to sit beside him to help calm him down.
Shortly after Joseph woke up, the doors were opened and the detainees were
taken to a large room. One by one they were escorted to a smaller room. Once inside
they were given clean clothes to wear.
The clothes were very nice and very fashionable. The Council may have wanted
them to look their best for the cameras and the press. They had their haircut and those
that needed it shaved. After they were dressed, they were taken to a makeup artist who
applied makeup for each one of them.
When Joseph and Denise saw each other, they stood amazed.
“Wow, you look great!’ Joseph blurted out.
As Denise spun around to show off her dress, she commented, “You don’t look
so bad yourself!”
When they were ready, the escorts returned to take them to the Council of
Statesman.
They were taken to an underground garage and loaded onto a transport vehicle.
There were troops in front of them and behind them. They felt more like celebrities or
diplomats than criminals.
When the exited the CIG High Command, the road was lined with people and
reporters. They couldn’t hear what the people were saying, but a few signs along the
way said, “We love you Joseph and Denise,” and “I want to marry you Joseph Xelco!”
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Everyone laughed at that one.
The transport drove under the Council Hall and the prisoners were directed to go
through some doors into the belly of the building. They entered an eleporter and when
the door went swoosh, the escort ordered it to go the assembly hall.
When they arrived at their destination, the doors opened and they walked into a
white hallway with pictures and statues everywhere of the heroes of the CIG.
Down the hallway they were lead until they reached an ornate set of doors. The
guard had them hesitate for a moment. Just then the doors opened and they entered the
chamber. They took seats behind the main podium looking out over the empty desks of
the representatives.
A few minutes after being seated, the doors at the back of the hall opened, and
the representatives began to file in to take their seats. A red carpet was rolled down
towards the podium after all of the representatives were seated.
A loud voice from the rear of the auditorium rang out, “The Right Honorable
Premier of the Confederation of Intergalactic Governments, from the planet Frugolo,
Adana Juron Cristolo!”
(People from Fugolo are very bright and well known for their diplomatic skills.
They are round chubby people. They are very happy and love to tell jokes. They have
blue hair that is very curly. They have long droopy ears and the women love to
decorate them with colored stones set into the skin. They have short arms and short
legs, so they waddle when they walk. The eyes are large and round. The mouth is
small, but they have large lips. The nose is small and round.)
As the Premier entered the chamber, the members stood up and applauded her as
she walked to the front of the chamber. She nodded to her left and her right
acknowledging her supporters.
When she climbed the stairs to the podium she smiled at the guests who were
sitting on the platform. She shook hands with each one of them. This was a big
surprise.
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She then turned to the audience and waited for the applause to stop. She smiled
and waved.
There were cameras everywhere. The official CIG News and Information
Network motion cameras were scattered around the room in order to focus on various
people and their reactions.
When the crowd settled down, the Premier began to speak. “We are gathered
here to determine the innocence or guilt of the crew of the ZX/2. During the last few
months many conflicting reports have been chronicling the feats of these people.
Yesterday there was a hearing with the Galactic Affairs Committee. Today we are
gathered to review those findings and to pass judgment.”
“Please show the presentation of the hearings so everyone can review the case
we have against them.”
The Premier stepped aside and on several screens around the auditorium,
pictures appeared of the events of the day before.
The testimony of all of the witnesses was presented along with the reactions of
the members of the committee.
The room was silent as they watched.
At the conclusion of the recording, one of the members stood up and began to
clap. Slowly the other members joined him, until all of the representatives were
standing and clapping. Even the audience in the balconies was applauding.
The accused sat still looking out on the sea of people standing and clapping.
What did this mean?
The Premier turned towards the eleven behind her and clapped as well.
The Premier returned to the podium, “I ask for a motion to vote on the innocence
or guilt of the accused behind me. Do I have a motion?”
A voice in the crowd yelled out, “I so move!”
The representative from Phaluvia moves that we take a vote on the innocence or
guilt of the accused.” The Premier then asked, “Do I have a second on the motion?”
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Several voices rang out, “Second!”
“We have a second from the representative from Eltamori. We have a motion on
the floor. All those who are for the motion to find the accused guilty of treason against
the Confederation of Intergalactic Governments say, Aye.”
Silence.
The Premier smiled in approval. “All of those who oppose the motion, say
Nay!”
The chamber echoed with the response, “NAY!” Then the audience began to
cheer.
It was some time before the chamber became quiet again. The Premier went to
the podium and announced, “The motion to find the accused has failed! All charges are
dropped.”
Again the audience stood and cheered.
When the audience returned to their seats, the Premier announce, “We have a
very special guest today. He has asked to address this body in defense of the accused.”
“Please join me in welcoming the leader of the newest member of the CIG!”
At the door at the rear of the chamber a figure appeared in the shadows of the
balcony. Then gliding down the center aisle appeared Doran, Sovereign of the
Lognicius.
“I would like to introduce to you Sovereign Doran of the Lognicius from the
planet Paellis.”
A look of surprise fell over the faces of the accused. How was it that the
Sovereign of the Lognicius was now here on Sandite at the Confederation
Headquarters? Was this secret society actually a member of the CIG? How could it be?
As Sovereign Doran entered the auditorium the representatives stood up and
began to clap and cheer. The noise rose once again to a high pitch.
He glided slowly down the red carpet towards the podium. He greeted the
people to his right and to his left.
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He climbed the steps to the lectern and stood patiently until the members of the
council sat down.
Before Sovereign Doran began to speak he took a translator out of his pocket; it
was one of the translators they left on the planet. He was using it now to address the
crowd.
He organized his notes, and adjusted the podium so he could easily read his
speech.
Then he turned and looked at the crew of the ZX/2 behind him. He seemed to
smile at them, as best a Lognicius can.
He stared out over the members of the council and began his speech.
“Thank you esteemed members of the Council of Statesmen. I am honored to be
here and to address you.”
“As the newest member of the Confederation we are grateful to you for the
opportunity to be here today. You have been so kind to us and you have shown us such
hospitality.”
“We have come together for a special occasion. Never before in the history of
the Confederation has our hope been stronger. Never before have we all come together
in relative peace. Never before have we seen the enemy on the run. Never before have
we seen the future look so bright.”
“These people behind me have made this all possible. They are honorable
people and can be trusted in ways unknown to you. They have made promises and kept
them, even at the risk of sacrificing their own safety and possible imprisonment.” He
turned and pointed to the eleven people behind him.
The audience rose to their feet in applause. Sovereign Doran moved to the left in
order for the audience to have full view of the eleven shocked heroes.
Joseph and his dad hugged. Denise hugged her parents. Joseph hugged Denise.
They all hugged each other. They were in total shock. Their situation changed from
being criminals to heroes. It was an amazing time.
VERDICT
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When the applause died down, Sovereign Doran moved back to the podium.
“If it were not for them, we would not be here as members of this organization.
Therefore, we of the Lognicius wish to confer upon these eleven individuals the
highest honor of the Confederation of Interplanetary Governments. We award them the
Golden Sphere,” Sovereign Doran announced. Once again the audience stood and
cheered.
“Please come forward and accept this very small token of our appreciation for
what you have done. We are all grateful to each and every one of you.”
As the name of the individual on the platform was called to the podium, Doran
presented them with the Golden Sphere. Engraved on each of the awards were these
words:
“For duty to the Confederation far and above all expectations.”

As they accepted the awards, they held them high above their heads. The
audience cheered. It was a great day for the CIG, and for the crew of the ZX/2.
When Joseph received his trophy, he asked to speak.
Sovereign Doran moved aside and let him have the podium.
Joseph looked out over the audience and smiled. He began to speak, “Ladies and
gentleman of the Council of Statesman. We are proud to accept these awards, but there
is one who is not here with us right now that deserves more credit for what we did than
any of us here.”
“This may seem strange to you, but our CPU that we call Digit was an integral
part of our success. Without her, none of this would have been possible.”
“I know that you can hear me Digit. Now hear the Council as they reward you
with their appreciation for what you have done!”
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